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0. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Backstopping Mission aims to review jointly with the counterpart Core Team of the
Directorate of Rural Water Supply the achievements, effectiveness and sustainability of
two Netherlands-financed rural piped water schemes in the Cuvelai Rural Water Supply
Region in Namibia. Furthermore, the joint Teams will assist DRWS to develop and make
related community management and support structures operational. In this way increased
scheme sustainability will be achieved, field experiences gained and lessons learned. These
experiences and lessons will be applicable to all staff of DRWS. The Mission experienced
an increased collaboration with the DRWS staff, both at National and Regional level.
The Third Backstopping Mission took place between 09 and 25 June 1996. The main
objectives of this third mission were to assess the progress on the Netherlands-supported
water projects in Namibia, to identify risks for sustainability at community and Directorate
level (both Regional and National), and to develop methodologies and action-plans for
sustainable community management structure and for sustainable Directorate support
structures. Key elements are the institutional and organisational structure at and below the
regional level up to the water point level, and the required capacity building activities of
those institutions. The main methodologies used were field visits and discussions with
relevant individuals and groups in the key institutions involved.
The Oshakati-Omakango scheme still needs finalization of the physical structures before it
can be handed over to DRWS. This needs very urgent attention as delays may jeopardise
the community management process.
The rehabilitation of the Calueque Dam is delayed because of problems in the tendering
procedure. This is directly done by DWA. It may take another year before the
implementation at Calueque can start. The Olushandja dam/reservoir rehabilitation is
nearing completion.
In the discussions with the communities, WPCs, LWCs and RWEOs, the elements of
sustainability were raised. There appears to be great differences between the
organisational performance of the WPCs. In the Ogongo-Okalongo scheme, WPCs have
confidence and good control over WP management aspects. An outstanding reason for the
community management success on the Ogongo-Okalongo scheme was the element of
ownership: "people feel they have it all in their hands..". In the Oshakati-Omakango
scheme this needs further attention and consolidation. In both schemes the establishment
of WPCs and their training is to be taken on as soon as possible. The report gives
different options for the continuing WPC establishment and training efforts. It was
suggested to write a case document on experiences in the Ogongo-Okalongo scheme.
The LWCs are hardly or not operational. The LWC of the Oshakati-Omakango scheme is
not officially established, also as the scheme has not been handed over to DRWS and
subsequently to the LWC. As the schemes are development and demonstration schemes,
further responsibilities should be handed over to the scheme responsible entities: LWCs,
WPCs and users. The LWCs have, as formal owners of the scheme, a crucial role to play.
The issues and process required in the (re-)establishment and training are discussed. The
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magnitude of the LWCs' tasks is quite substantial, in terms of organisational, managerial,
financial and technical terms.
The RWEOs required for the extension service in both schemes have been recruited and
trained. In a three-day workshop with them, successes, problems, constraints and
opportunities were discussed. The success of the community management is the result of
their efforts. Nevertheless, their efficiency and their relation with the Regional office
needs attention. A RWEO efficiency study is suggested. Furthermore, operational
suggestions to directly improve their efficiency have been discussed and agreed with them.
Monitoring systems on their functioning and performance are to be developed.
At the Regional DRWS level, the capacities are presently insufficient to ensure a proper
functioning of the tasks as planning, implementation and support to the completed
schemes. This includes the extension service. DRWS should look into increased
decentralisation towards the regions leading to improved functioning and performance.
Presently, there is a substantial dependency on DRWS Windhoek. The integration of
WSSPOR is to be viewed in this context.
The Third Backstopping Mission jointly with DRWS staff addressed issues of operation
and maintenance, cost recovery, community participation and gender, community
management. Further improvements on the practical aspects of these issues were
discussed and suggested. These include the introduction and cost recovery at scheme level
by the LWC. Monitoring has also been an issue of attention, both at the WPC and the
RWEOs-level. Monitoring areas and indicators were developed, including for
environmental sustainability at WPCs. Training of WPCs and LWCs received particular
attention during this mission, as this is of paramount importance. The Namibian member
of the Backstopping Team will give additional inputs in the training development.
The Backstopping Team will continue to support jointly with the Core Team at the DRWS
side the development of organisational structures at field, regional and national level that
will contribute to the sustainability of the piped water supplies systems in general and the
two Netherlands-supported schemes in particular.
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1. PURPOSE OF THE BACKSTOPPING MISSIONS
The purpose of the Backstopping Mission is related to the Dutch-financed water projects
in the Cuvelai Water Supply Region, i.e. the Ogongo-Okalongo and the OshakatiOmakango piped water schemes, and the Calueque II project.
The abstracted objectives are (i) to review jointly with DRWS Core Team the
achievements, effectiveness and sustainability of the above projects; and (ii) to assist
DRWS in the development and demonstration of operational community management
systems and related structures contributing towards scheme sustainability and leam from
the reviewed experiences.
The main objectives of the third mission were to assess through field visits and small group
discussions with relevant groups the progress in the Netherlands-supported water projects,
to discuss and analyse with the RWEOs the factors for success and failure of the
community management of the schemes and water points, to identify solutions and actionplans to improve the community management, to further analyze sustainability at
community and Directorate level, and to indicate solutions and action-plans to improve
this sustainability at the community and Directorate support structures. The detailed TOR
are appended (1).
The Backstopping Team is composed of Mr Jo Smet, Mr Wim Klaassen and Ms Beth
Terrv. The DRWS Core Team is composed of Mr Sjaak Zijlma and Mr Godfrey
Tjiramba. Because of private reasons and Directorate activities on Cost Recovery,
Godfrey could not participate in this mission. Mr Matty Hauuanga, Assistant to the
Deputy Director North, joined the mission for several days.

2. MONITORING OF NETHERLANDS-SUPPORTED WATER SUPPLY
PROJECTS
The complete list of Dutch financed water projects and activities in Namibia since 1990 is
appended (4). The monitoring task of the Backstopping Mission is related to the two rural
piped water supply schemes (Ogongo-Okalongo and Oshakati-Omakango), and the
rehabilitation of the Calueque Dam and Olushandja Reservoir. Monitoring of physical
progress of these projects is reported in chapter 6.

3. PROGRAMME OF THIRD BACKSTOPPING MISSION
The third mission took place between 09 and 25 June 1996. After a briefing at the
Netherlands Embassy in Windhoek and teaming up with the DRWS Core Team, the
mission spent eight days in the Cuvelai Water Supply Region. The Ogongo-Okalongo and
Oshakati-Omakango schemes were visited; community management progress and
problems were discussed in focus groups including general community members, Water
Point Committees' members (WPC) and Local Water Committee members (LWC). In the
discussions in the Ogongo-Okalongo scheme some 140 people were consulted by the
Teams; and in the Oshakati-Omakango some 50 people. In a three-day Participating
Workshop in Oshakati with all five RWEOs involved in the two schemes, factors of
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successes and problems in community management at water point and scheme level were
discussed, and were identified. Also issues directly related to the functioning and the
efficiency of the RWEOs were discussed in detail. In Windhoek the Sustainability
Matrices (tables appendix 11) developed during the Second Mission were reviewed and
completed by the Teams. A meeting with ESAs to exchange information on donorsupported projects and to debrief on the Missions findings was organized by and at the
RNE in Windhoek. Present during that meeting were representatives from the Swedish
Embassy, UNICEF and the RNE.
At the end of the Mission the major conclusions and action points were discussed with the
DRWS and also with the RNE; a Summary Report was submitted.
A detailed itinerary and a list of persons met are appended (2 and 3), Slight changes had
to be made in the field compared to the original schedule due to ongoing DRWS activities,
including Regional Preparatory Workshops on Cost Recovery, and the fact that the
meeting with RWEOs focused more on review and planning than on monitoring and
evaluation.

4. PARTNERSHIP WITH THE DIRECTORATE OF RURAL WATER SUPPLY
The Backstopping Team continued the good relationship with the DRWS Core Team
being: Sjaak Zijlma and Godfrey Tjiramba. Mr Matty Hauuanga, deputy Divisional Head
North, joined the Teams for several days in the field visits to the schemes and teams'
discussions in Oshakati. The Teams had discussions with Willy lyambo, Regional Head
Cuvelai, Pinehas Elago, Mary Isaac Itembu, Petrina Ipumbu, Monica Shidute, Toivo
Munenguni, Leoni Futter and Leonie Postma.
The debriefing was done to DRWS staff including Mr Pita Nghipandulwa (Director), Mr
Jürgen Eysselein (Divisional Head North), Mr Harald Koch (Divisional Head Development
and Planning), and Mr Matty Hauuanga (Assistant to the Divisional Head North).
The management of the DRWS expressed the value of this kind of Backstopping support.
The positive findings on community management including general acceptance of the
concept of cost recovery surprised DRWS to some extent, although the complexity and
new problems associated with community management of rural water supply schemes and
water points were identified by the Third Mission. The RWEOs explicit crucial role in the
success of the community management were seen as exemplary for success in communitybased management. The DRWS Management found these Missions constructive in
identifying bottle necks, efficiency and effectiveness of the DRWS structure supporting
rural water supply, especially as it was done jointly with DRWS staff.
It was suggested and approved that next missions Mr Matty Hauuanga and one member of
the Training Section will join the DRWS Core Team during the visits and analysis in the
Cuvelai Water Supply Region. This is much appreciated as Mr Sjaak Zijlma will gradually
phase out from the DRWS Core Team.
The Missions continue to contribute to further development of strategies and
methodologies towards sustainable rural and community-managed piped water supply
schemes.
5. RE-ORGANIZATION AND DEVELOPMENTS WITHIN THE DEPARTMENT
OF WATER AFFAIRS
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The commercialization of the "Bulk" Water Supply has still not yet materialized; the
new target date for the start of NAMWATER is April 1997.
The future liaison between DRWS and NAMWATER is not yet clear. The autonomy of
the LWCs and WPCs in the rural water supply constellation and the logic consequence of
them being direct clients of NAMWATER seems not (yet) acceptable for NAMWATER.
The relation between DRWS and NAMWATER, and the recognition of LWCs as
autonomous bodies are important issues in the cost recovery strategy, the tariff setting for
rural and urban water supply including the different service levels, and the possible
government subsidy for "lifeline"1 service level.
DWA will re-organise itself further after the establishment of NAMWATER as the
remaining departmental functions may have to be re-grouped within the Ministry. Further
privatization of departmental functions may be looked into for reasons of increased
efficiency. In the Training Chapter the possible involvement of private sector in training of
WPCs and LWCs will be discussed.
The shortage of staff in DRWS continues to be a serious bottleneck for the establishment
of a well-trained DRWS extension and support structure towards community-based water
supply management at central, local and water point level.
The number of RWEOs has increased to 95 trained RWEOs out of the 231 estimated to
be required in total. This total figure of RWEOs needed is to be reviewed after the
RWEO functioning/performance assessment. Issues of RWEOs' efficiency, salary level
and transport are to be looked into. The Third Mission found that the establishment of
the WPCs and their subsequent training consumes more time than initially anticipated; this
time-spending was reviewed during the Mission, as well as the RWEOs' time required for
follow-up and support visits to WPCs (see appendix 15),
Eventually, when all WPCs and LWCs are established and trained, and the role of the
RWEOs is limited to support and follow-up, the total number of RWEOs required could
be smaller, as then less extension support is needed.
In the Cuvelai Rural Water Supply Region, the Control RWEO has been seconded as
National Coordinator to the GTZ-supported water supply projects (CAWS). The duties
of the Control RWEO have been assumed by the Chief RWEO. To contribute to the
realization of the decentralization and strengthen the regional operational capacities, it is
suggested to have the development planners as soon as possible posted in the regions.
This will very much contribute to the enhancement of efficiency and effectiveness of the
DRWS Regional extension service.
DRWS is in the process of employing new staff for training (three excluding one expert
through Dutch Aid) for development planning (three Development Planners) and for
technical issues (15 posts).
The tables in appendix 5 give overviews of the present staffing of DRWS at national and
Cuvelai regional level against the establishments. The Administrative and Auxiliary staff
are not included.
1.

For explanation of "lifeline" concept, see the Proceedings of the Swakopmund Workshop on Cost Recovery fot Rural Water Supply
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The extension staff for the two development/demonstration schemes is complete in number
and they are well trained. For the Cuvelai Rural Water Supply Region one Chief RWEO
was appointed, Mr Pinehas Elago, while Ms Mary Isaac Itembu has applied for another
Chief RWEO post. If Mary will be appointed as the second Chief RWEO, a new RWEO
for the Oshakati-Omakango scheme is to be recruited and trained. This is planned for July
1996, with on-the-job training till a new T1-T4 training programme will start.
The Chiefs need further training in community management: either the IRC/NETWAS
Management for Sustainability course in Nairobi (3 weeks) or the IWSD Community
Management course in Harare (6 weeks).
The need for further re-orientation of the National and Regional DRWS Management staff
is still high; this re-orientation refers to a change in direction from a technical to a
community scope, i.e. DRWS is the facilitator and supporter to community managed water
supply systems. Planning for senior staff to attend short courses on planning/management
in community-managed water supply is needed (e.g. IRC/NETWAS Management for
Sustainability Course). The Backstopping Missions contribute to this re-orientation
through the workshops and discussions on problems and solutions in community-managed
rural water supply. Furthermore, more specific short training sessions on selected topics
(e.g. tariff setting; scheme management; monitoring) can be organized during forthcoming
missions
The Mission could not get information on new activities or decisions of the National
Water Supply and Sanitation Coordination Committee (WASCO).

6. PHYSICAL PROGRESS OF WATER SUPPLY SCHEMES
Ogongo-Okalongo and Oshakati-Omakango schemes
The Ogongo-Okalongo scheme has been completed in 1994. During the visit, the Teams
learned that there is an unequal distribution of storage tanks. Some WPs have just one
storage tank, which creates problems when cdttle are also to be watered from this tank as
the outlet to the livestock water supply tap is connected midway between the top and the
bottom of the tank. Therefore, the water available for cattle may not meet the demand
during the dry months. On the other hand, some WPs have a large number of storage
tanks, some up to 12 and 15, while the actual consumption figures indicate a storage
capacity utilization of about 5%. The underlying design considerations (e.g. estimated
number of consumers; number of LSUs; schools or institutions) may not have reflected the
real situation, or changes in grouping of consumers have occurred after designs were
made. DRWS with the LWC should look into this to achieve a better distribution by redistribution of storage tanks for better service for domestic and cattle water supply, and to
avoid too long retention times of stored water (direct measure: close surplus tanks).
The Second Mission reported wrongly that the Oshakati-Omakango scheme had been
handed over to DRWS. Although the scheme had been inspected by DRWS and the
impression was given that faults had been corrected/repaired by DRWS using its own
O&M funds, it was now said that this is the role of the Construction Division of DWA.
DRWS will negotiate with the Construction Division of DWA to have the required
corrections and repairs made to this scheme to meet the acceptable standards. Only after
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these corrections/repairs an official inspection can be done and if approved, then the
scheme can be handed over to and accepted by DRWS.
The handing-over of the scheme to DRWS, will also dictate the timing for the handingover to the LWC, which has to be formally established. Suggestions how to establish the
LWC are given in chapter 8.1 Organization of Schemes. The importance of handing-over
was noted in the discussions with the communities and WPCs.
Although there has been a serious delay in this handing-over, the required repairs of the
WPs give a great opportunity to have the users and WPCs involved in this activity, that
will contribute to sense of ownership and recognition of authority of WPCs.
Up to June 1996, 19 WPCs (out of 96) along the Oshakati-Omakango scheme have been
established. In chapter 11 suggestions for the establishment of the remaining WPCs and
the training of the WPCs are given. Directly after their establishment, the WPCs will
appoint/select a WP Caretaker, who has to be trained as soon as possible to ensure
adequate preventive and corrective maintenance of the WPs. Presently a technical training
programme for caretakers is being planned by the DRWS Training Unit and AgriFutura.
The intention is to train a specific group of technically-oriented RWEOs, who then will be
responsible for caretaker training throughout the country.
In discussions with the users, the desire for more water points was expressed, that is a
higher service level resulting in shorter walking distances (also for small-scale enterprises
etc.). The "lifeline" standard is 2.5 km, but eventually this distance will be reduced to 1
km. Adaptation to this higher service level will be the responsibility of the GRN, but there
is no time schedule yet for this as first the "lifeline" standard has to be achieved for all rural
areas. For the time being extra water points and branch-lines beyond the "lifeline" concept
are to be seen as private connections for which full construction and connection costs have
to be borne by the users. Private connections for domestic and livestock watering
purposes is possible provided the source capacity allows it. The permission for private
connections and the physical connection to the main lines are presently tasks of DWA Bulk
Water; for the future - when the LWCs are operational - these tasks should be taken up by
the LWCs.
Calueque Dam Phase II
The Third Mission had discussions with the M&E Design Division of DWA, Mr Bernard
Haussier, on the progress of the rehabilitation of the Calueque Dam (Phase b). Because of
security the tendering procedure was delayed. A full report for DGIS and RNE on the
progress over the last 6-9 months has been made by Mr Haussier (appendix 20).
In short: the Permanent Joint Technical Committee (PJTC) on the Kunene river is involved
in all activities in the river. Under the PJTC is the Task Force Calueque (TFC). Prequalification documents for tendering were not sent to PJTC and Angolan contracting
companies were not invited for the rehabilitation projects (civil and hydraulics/steel).
Protest from Angolan side lead to correction of this mistake and PJTC was informed and
Angolan and international contractors were invited to pre-qualify themselves. The
tendering procedure for pre-qualified firms from Namibia, South Africa and Europe will be
completed with the awarding around November 1996. It is expected that the contractors
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for both civil and hydraulic/steel work can start by mid-July 1977 (when the water levels in
the impoundment have dropped).
The works should be ready by April 1998. The Netherlands Government can only
disburse the funds in the financial year 1997/1998.
One new pump, three new motors and switch gear have been ordered and are due to arrive
in the last quarter of 1996. One set (pump and motor) will be a dry spare. The pumping
capacity will then be increased to 2x3 m3/s depending on river level. The present pumps
have sufficient capacity but the new motors have a higher speed (600 rpm) than the
present ones.
The Olushandja Dam rehabilitation is nearly ready; only the sluice system at the southern
outlet of the lake is still to be rehabilitated. The Environmental Impact Assessment has
been done by a team composed of government staff, Namibian and South African
scientists, and South African students. According to information from DWA, the final
report is being edited but finalization is delayed because of illness of editor. DWA seems
not agreeable to the main conclusions of the EIA. Details of the reports that give the
underlying information for the final report are covered in chapter 10 (see appendix 21)
Next Baekstopping Mission will include a visit to the Calueque and Olushandja Dam to
visually inspect the rehabilitation at both sites.

7. ANALYSIS ON EFFECTIVENESS OF WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS
7.1 Functioning
Both the piped water supply systems Ogongo-Okalongo and Oshakati-Omakango were
functioning and had not faced significant supply problems since the Second Baekstopping
Mission.
There are some complaints about insufficient water for cattle for WPs with only one
storage tank. Furthermore, many households in the delivery areas of the schemes,
particularly the Oshakati-Omakango area, requested private connections.
The physical structure of the water points (WPs) of the Oshakati-Omakango scheme is still
below standard and the scheme has not been accepted by and handed-over to DRWS. The
Ogongo-Okalongo scheme had 43 WPCs in place in 64 WPs and in the OshakatiOmakango scheme 19 WPCs were established out of 96 WPs.
7.2 Use
As indicated in previous mission reports, water for domestic purposes was mainly coming
from the WPs, although other traditional sources were used when available. The Mission
was carried out some three months after the insufficient rains. There was not much cattle
seen in the areas of the two schemes as grazing land was exhausted. People indicated that
cattle use surface water sources (oshana, omifima etc.) whenever possible. This
contributes to the low measured consumption in the schemes, which are far below the
design consumption.
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Water consumption figures were obtained for the Ogongo-Okalongo scheme for a 12months period from Bulk Water Supply in Oshakati (appendix 16). Analysis indicates
large differences in consumption between dry and rainy season. The indicative present
domestic water consumption figure in this scheme is about 12 led, an increase with some
20% compared to the indicative consumption figure over the period September 1994 October 1995. The consumption of 12 led is far below the design consumption for
domestic use of 25 led. The consumption in the maximum month (December 1995) over
the last 12 months (June 1995-May 1996) is only 25,206 m3 or 36% of the design of the
design capacity of the scheme (design period 20 years).
For the coming period, consumption figures at the WPs will be monitored by some WPCs,
and Bulk Water Supply will be requested to monitor the flow at the beginning and end of
the Oshakati-Omakango scheme (inflow and outflow at Oshakati and Omakango see map).
Furthermore, the precipitation data (rainfall) will be included in the analysis of the
consumption figures versus monthly rainfall.
7.3 Health, hygiene behaviour, and environmental health issues
Without some type of holistic approach to the development and operation of the rural
water supply systems, which should include issues pertaining to hygiene behaviour and
environmental health, the overall impact of the systems on people's lives and health will be
limited. A s noted during the last Mission, an education and awareness campaign on water
handling, carrying, and storage and use in the household needs to be connected to the
clean, protected water supplies. Although no significant progress has been made since late
1995 in this regard, there are some signs of a foundation being built for future efforts and
cooperation between DRWS and the Ministry of Health and Social Services (MOHSS).
The placement of RWEOs on the schemes and the continual establishment of WPCs are
important additions to this foundation.
Condition around the WPs
Both the Ogongo-Okalongo and the Oshakati-Omakango schemes were visited during this
Third Backstopping Mission. Several points were noted related to hygiene and
environmental health, either through observations at several WPs or during meetings
conducted with users and WPCs.
The area around five WPs on the Ogongo-Okalongo scheme and around two WPs on the
Oshakati-Omakango scheme were observed during the field trip. Similar to the state of
WPs reported last November, all but one WP were very clean and free of litter, animal
droppings, and pools of standing water.

The taps and washing basin area of one WP on the Ogongo-Okalongo scheme was quite
clean and free of standing water, but a nearby area was quite littered with paper and plastic
bags blown against a wire mesh fence. Apparently women often use plastic bags to plug
up the drain hole in the washing basins, and then presumably just throw them on the
ground when finished. The taps at this same WP were in a poor state: of seven taps, three
were off completely and had stop-plugs, while four had taps but only one tap handle was
available for all four taps. Users, especially children, were observed struggling to close the
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taps with their bare fingers. The overall condition of this WP appears to indicate a poorly
functioning WPC and a disinterested community, and the need for more intensive support
from the RWEO.
Most WPs have small trenches for run-off water, so that the drainage water can be carried
away from the tap and washing basin areas, thus eliminating standing water around the
domestic water area. In a few places, goats and dogs were observed to be drinking from
these run-off trenches rather than at the livestock troughs. Although not too serious, this
situation does negate the idea of keeping animals far away from the domestic WP area.
Apparently the only solution (providing underground drains) would be prohibitively
expensive. No inspected WPs had plants or trees planted near the WP to take advantage
of the run-off water. No WPs had fences around the domestic tap areas to keep animals
away and to provide further protection.
In the Oshakati-Omakango scheme several WPs had no drainage systems. The WPs were
built on a lower area than the surrounding area.
During the meetings with community members and WPCs, people indicated that in most
cases there was good cooperation between users and WPCs members regarding clean-up
of the WPs.
Improvements in health
During the meetings in the field, community members were asked if there were any
changes in their life styles since the piped rural water supply has been in place. Both
groups reported improved health, and decrease in stomach pains and diarrhoea. They also
mentioned that they had received information about dirty and clean water sources and they
"now know the difference". No mention was made of receiving any educational
information on the importance of clean and covered containers for carrying or storing
water.
Alternative water sources
Other sources of water continue to be utilised in the rural areas, especially shallow wells
{omifima), man-made open water bodies (etale), and the oshana. People state that they
do not want to abandon their old water points, especially the omifima, in case the piped
system should break down. However, the users also emphasise that they now know they
must protect these sources to keep the water clean.
Sanitation, hygiene and environmental health education
In 1995, the Namibian government officially placed the responsibility for the promotion
and development of rural sanitation, including related health and hygiene issues, under the
Ministry of Health and Social Services (MOHSS). MOHSS appears to be gearing up to
shoulder this responsibility, but still welcomes cooperation and linkage between MOHSS
and DRWS, both at the national and extension service level. The feeling is that "DRWS
should supply the water and MOHSS should supply the information on health and hygiene
issues related to water, but each ministry must know what is going on with the other and
good links and commitment must be made".
With the support of the World Health Organisation (WHO), MOHSS will begin a VIP
latrine and sanitation programme during the later part of 1996. The programme will start
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in the North West and North East Health Regions, and possibly move nation-wide at a
later date. Training community members in construction and proper placement and use of
the latrines will be an important part of the programme. MOHSS hopes to liaise with the
NGOs already working in the sanitation sector, and the regional MOHSS offices have
already been asked to submit baseline information on the status of sanitation in their
regions and facilities needed.
At the national level, links between MOHSS and DRWS currently occur, because the
MOHSS's national-level Chief Health Inspector attends WASCO meetings as the
Permanent Secretary's representative. He also sits on the WATSAN forum. At the North
West Regional-level, the Chief Health Inspector attends the Cuvelai WATSAN meetings.
In addition in late June 1996, a one-week planning session was conducted between
WSSPOR, DRWS Cuvelai, and the MOHSS North West Region, which overlaps partly
with the Cuvelai Rural Water Supply Region. The intention was to share information and
attempt to coordinate some overlapping or inter-connecting activities.
While there currently appears to be no significant linkage between the DRWS extension
team and the MOHSS extension cadre, both the national-level and regional-level Chief
Health Inspectors are enthusiastic about encouraging such linkages and cooperation. Each
Health Region has Environmental Health Assistant (EHAs) (approximately one for each
administrative district) who work under the Regional Health Inspectors. Along with
various other responsibilities, the EHAs have the task of monitoring and providing
information about WP protection and WP environmental health and related hygiene issues.
The MOHSS are eager to encourage cooperation between EHAs and RWEOs, especially
when educational sessions are conducted with WPCs and users on hygiene and health
issues related to water. Because the EHAs have received a more thorough grounding in
these issues than the RWEOs, they should be particularly suited to the task, especially in
instances when a RWEO might not be totally comfortable with facilitating sessions on
health and hygiene.2
The North West Region has 15 EHA posts, but only ten are in the Region at the moment
(the other five are furthering their studies). Two EHAs are available to assist the RWEOs
on the two Dutch supported schemes. 3
Educational materials
The Information, Education, and Communication (TEC) Unit of the MOHSS facilitates the
production of education materials, but they are currently understaffed with only three
people and no graphic artist. They currently commission graphic artists to under take
specific work. In theory, DRWS can access materials or commission new materials from
IEC through the Permanent Secretaries in both ministries.

2.

The entry level for EHAs is Grade 12; they attend a full two-year training programme covering a variety of health issues. At the end of the two year training the
EHAs "should be able to provide and contribute to the comprehensive health care of individuals, risk groups, families and communities at the different levels of the
health care delivery system with particular emphasis on monitoring and improving standard» of environmental hygiene and safety at the community level*. The
EHAs are expected "to collaborate with other health itaff, extension staff qf other sectors and with community members in the prevention of diseases and
promotion of health" (MOHSS 1994:7).

3. EHA who could assist the Qgongo-Okajongo scheme is Ms Zitha Ashipala, bawd at Oshilcuku Hospital in Oshikuku. Ms Maria Shakela, based at Engela Hospital, is
the closest EHA for the Oshakati-Ofcalongo scheme. Both of these EHA can be contacted directly by the RWEOs without first going through the Chief Health
Inspector.
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Regional Health Inspectors have some visual materials (e.g. some posters) in their offices
relevant to hygiene behaviour and environmental health, but the amount and extent is not
adequate. Apparently the Rural Development Centre at Ongwediva used to prepare
educational materials, but it was unclear if they continue tc do this. WSSPOR has two
sets of commissioned work: A3-sized pads of posters to be used for discussion and
colouring-in on a variety of health and hygiene issues, and a series of A2 posters on the
roles and responsibilities of WPCs, including topics on the importance of keeping WPs
clean and animals away from WPs. UNICEF has produced small pamphlets, covering such
topics as: "Protect All Water Points", "Clean for Health", and "Save Water for Health".
The DRWS Training Unit hopes to facilitate the preparation of training modules on such
topics as environmental health, range management, etc. These packages can be then used
by the RWEOs in conducting training to community members.

8. ANALYSIS ON SUSTAINABILITY OF WATER SUPPLY SYSTEMS
8.1 Organization of piped water supply schemes
The basic features of the organization of the two schemes has been laid out in the previous
Backstopping Mission reports.
Rural Water Extension Officers (RWEOs)
Recruitment and training (local Tl, T2, T3 and Community Management in Water Supply
and Sanitation in Zimbabwe) of the 4 RWEOs on both schemes have been completed.
Only Mary Isaac Itembu has yet to participate in the training course in Zimbabwe. During
the Third Backstopping Mission the team worked intensively with the RWEOs and the
Chief-RWEO Pinehas Elago, both in field visits and in a three-day workshop. The four
RWEOs - Petrina Ipumbu, Monica Shidute, Mary Isaac Itembu and Toivo Munenguni proved to be highly motivated and hard working. They were able to present their
achievements and in a balanced way indicated the constraints and to some extend the
hardship they encounter in their work. An overview and analysis was made of how the
spent a typical RWEO-week. Their typical daily activities have been put together in a
table: "Seven days in the life of a RWEO" (appendix 7). For a detailed account of the
fieldwork and workshop reference is made to appendix 8 and 12. From the fieldwork,
workshop and discussions in DRWS it was concluded that the efficiency of the RWEOs
gives room for improvement.
The Ogongo-Okalongo scheme has continued to function very well. The two RWEOs are
performing well, though are in need of support. All of the 43 established WPs have
trained caretakers. And most existing WPCs are collecting fees, one way or another, to
cover the O&M costs.
The Oshakati-Omakango scheme has not yet been handed over to the LWC; final
corrections/repairs have not yet been carried out. Only a few of the 19 established WPCs
(out of 96 WPs) have introduced regular fees to meet O&M costs at the WP-level. The
two posts of RWEOs have been taken by Mary Isaac Itembu and Toivo Munenguni since
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November 1995. Both are intensively involved in their duties and concentrate on
establishing and giving organizational support to the WPCs.
Most of the establishment of WPCs has occurred in the central part of the scheme, near
the homes of the RWEOs, because RWEOs encounter considerable organisational and
logistical difficulty in reaching out to the WPCs in the periphery. Particularly logistics are
limiting the work of the RWEOs; they have no transport of their own, so walking is the
common way to reach their destinations. It was said that if they are being offered a lift
they are expected to pay for it. According to the RWEOs, some NS150 or more is being
spent by each of the RWEOs per month on local transport. This amount, about 15% of
their monthly income, is not being refunded by DRWS. The practical difficulties are thus
that during the past eight months at Ogongo-Okalongo no new WPCs have been
established. As indicated before, the Backstopping and Core Teams have intensively
discussed this matter, resulting in a number of options to improve the output of the
RWEOs.
During the past months RWEOs dealt in particular with consolidation and other support
towards sound functioning of the existing WPCs.
The development of a sustainable cost-recovery and financial management system at the
level of WPCs continues, particularly in the Ogongo-Okalongo scheme.
Communication between RWEOs in their working areas and the Regional DRWS Office in
Oshakati with the Chief RWEO continues to be problematic. The weekly report/planning
meetings - one day - reduces the amount of time the RWEOs spend effectively in the field.
Discussions revealed that it needs to be looked into whether the local NBC radio station,
2-way radio-sets or support from the local sub-police stations can facilitate this
communication. Frequently RWEOs use the telephone to communicate with the office
with their own money amounting to as much as N$ 20 a month.
DRWS will look into the performance of the trained RWEOs. An evaluation on the
performance of RWEOs is included in the programme of the Training Section of DRWS.
Such an evaluation should include the assessment of RWEOs using participatory
methodologies in their support and advisory services to the WPCs, and the availability of
tools to apply these participatory methodologies.
Chief and Control Rural Water Extension Officers
Mr. Pinehas Elago has officially been appointed Chief RWEO for the Cuvelai Rural Water
Supply Region in July 1996. He covers an extensive geographical area with many new
schemes being implemented and several new developments taking place. Certainly his
position can be characterized as being 'sandwiched' between the RWEO-operations and
demands and the place he has in the Cuvelai office.
The secondment of the Control-RWEO, Mr Abraham Nehemia, to the CAWS project
(GTZ-supported) has been a considerable set back for the effectiveness of the Cuvelai
Rural Water Supply Regional office, including the physical and community managementrelated issues of both schemes. At the moment the post of Control is vacant, tasks been
taken over by the Chief RWEO.
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Maintenance Teams (MT)
Two MTs of DRWS (one south of the road and one north of the road Tsumeb-Ruacana)
are now in charge of major repairs. They take particularly care of repairs of the schemes
(branchlines, and those parts that are not under DWA Bulk Water Supply) and they give
often repair services to supply problems at the WP level, although this latter part is not
their mandated responsibility.
The common problem, mentioned by Chief RWEO, RWEOs and the community members,
is the slow reaction after the reporting of problems. There must be amore direct
communication between RWEOs, Chief RWEO and the O&M division in charge of the
MTs.
Caretakers (CT)
The training of CTs has not progressed since the Second Backstopping Mission. All
appointed CTs on the Ogongo-Okalongo scheme have been trained; the remainder of the
scheme will be trained as soon as CTs are identified during the establishment of the WPCs.
None of CTs on the Oshakati-Omakango scheme have been trained; an ad-hoc training
needs to be organised for them, also to encourage other communities to organize
themselves.
The CTs of the LWCs have to be selected and trained by the DRWS MT and the ChiefRWEO. The CTs can further be trained on the job with support from the DRWS-MT. A
training package and schedule has to be prepared. To be able to start with the gradual
implementation of the O&M tasks and cost recovery of the schemes as such (tentatively
scheduled for beginning 1997) this training has to take place before March 1997.
Water Point Committee (WPC)
The number of established WPCs on the Ogongo-Okalongo scheme currently amount to
43 out of the 64 WPs while the Oshakati-Omakango scheme has 19 committees in place
for the 96 WPs. According to the RWEOs, 79% and 53 % of the established WPCs with
the Ogongo and Oshakati schemes respectively were properly functioning. Completion of
the establishment and training of the remaining WPCs needs to be addressed as an matter
of urgency. Reference is made to chapter 11 (training) where some operational options are
given to increase the efficiency of the RWEOs in establishing WPCs on the two schemes.
In the meeting with the WPCs, it was found that generally the WPCs have been able to
deal better with practical problems, compared to the previous mission. Still many
problems related to community management and sustainability remain to be addressed in a
structured way. The points raised in the community discussions with the WPCs are added
(appendix 13). The detailed reports of these discussions with WPCs on the OgongoOkalongo scheme are appended (appendix 14). In the appendices of this report those
issues, constraints and solutions have been reviewed and adjusted incorporating national,
regional and community developments in rural water supply including training and
methodological developments (see tables of sustainability analysis, appendix 11).
Those problems include communication between committee and users group; composition
of the WPC; WPC-meeting; legal status and authority; and cost recovery and financial
management. The legal status of WPCs is being looked into from a legislative point of
view (see also 8.7.1 Ownership).
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It is clear that further organizational support is to be given by the RWEOs on the above
and other issues, to achieve WPCs that are sustainable institutions. Factors for success of
WPCs have been determined by the RWEOs and listed in chapter 8.2. The WPC is to be
seen as the heart of the community management. It needs good management tools.
Local Water Committee (LWC)
The LWCs in both schemes will have to play a crucial role in the overall scheme
management and administration. An agreement, which stipulates the duties of the LWC
has been signed between the MAWRD and the Ogongo-Okalongo LWC (see appendix
18). The 1994 Agreement is to be reviewed as since then many developments on legal
issues, community management and shared responsibilities took place.
Both schemes have LWCs established (officially or unofficially), however their role in
facilitating community participation and management still appears to be unclear. They
have been established by the contractor during the time of construction. They exist merely
on paper; actually they do not perform any practical tasks at the moment. Moreover, the
capacity of the present LWC is definitely not sufficient to manage the future LWC with all
its functions.
As reported in the previous mission reports, both LWCs are actually not operational and
weak in their organization and capacity; this was confirmed by the LWC themselves. They
mentioned that assistance (including training) would be required to help them become
effective performers of their tasks.
The Team supports the priority that DRWS has accorded to election, establishment and
training of the LWCs for the following reasons:
* The LWC is the actual (user) owner of the scheme and is supposed the manage the
scheme on behalf of the communities, with support of the WPCs;
* The LWC is the actual scheme committee that will be decisive for the functioning of
the scheme;
* The functioning of the WPCs and the CWC hinges around proper functioning of the
LWC.
As the RWEOs concentrate on WPCs, one of the Chief RWEOs will be tasked to support
and advise the LWCs. The LWCs in both schemes were met and many issues discussed
extensively.
The role that the LWC will play in the future functioning and thus in the sustainability of
the schemes should not be underestimated. They have a distribution area of several
hundreds of square kilometres; a few hundreds of kilometres of branchline; a clientele of
30-50,000 (or some 60-100 WPCs), and an estimated annual turn-over of 0.5-1 million
N$.
Such a LWC demands for strong and capable management, and a well-established
organization, including capable staff, an office, transport, equipment etc. Before the LWC
are (re-) established the institutional and organizational issues have to be determined, and
process for establishment is to be developed.
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Some outstanding tasks are organization of the O&M of the scheme; organization of cost
recovery arrangements; and financial management of the scheme; ability to communicate
with several levels in the water supply infrastructure; organizational support to WPCs; etc.
Therefore solid financial management systems have to be developed with them and
financial control system established (e.g. external audit).
The income of the LWC to cover O&M and organizational costs is to come from the
consumers, that are the WPCs. It is clear that at this moment the WPCs would not be
willing to pay the LWCs' organizational costs. Therefore the communication between
those committees, and organizational and practical support to WPCs have to be
established for the benefit of the WPCs which will then increase the WPCs willingness to
contribute money to the functions of the LWCs.
The following suggested sequence of steps is recommended to (re-) establish and train the
LWCs in both schemes:
(i)
(ii)

(iii)

(iv)
(v)
(v)
(vi)

define the TOR of a LWC, including tasks, responsibilities and relationships;
define the required institutional, organizational and logistical arrangements for
the functioning of the LWC; (including structure, scope, size, functions, job
descriptions, required qualifications);
DRWS communicates with WPCs, existing LWCs and CWC concerning the
LWCs being representative bodies; their responsibilities and their
competencies;
define process of electing new LWCs;
conduct elections;
train LWCs;
monitor, support and supervise LWCs.

The governor could be responsible, while DRWS would implement the process.
The CWC and councillors should be involved intensively in all activities.
The training of the LWCs deserves special attention. Training programme and materials
for the different functions within the LWC have to be developed. The Backstopping Team
is willing to review the package and support the finalization. The LWC training package
can be pilot-tested in a joint training for the LWCs in the two demo-schemes.
In this connection it needs to be urgently looked into by DRWS what the implications are
of the circumstance that the post of Control-RWEO in the Cuvelai is vacant and is not
expected to be filled soon. It is expected that the Control RWEO will have an important
role in this process of establishment of the LWCs, and the Control RWEO has a bearing
on the success of the organization, efficiency and effectiveness of the management of rural
water supply in the Cuvelai Region including the two concerned schemes.
It is clear that the LWC will need private sector support to manage several tasks, e.g.
complicated repairs; financial controls etc.
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Central Water Committee (CWC)
The CWC has no involvement in the operations, monitoring and maintenance of the
schemes in the Cuvelai. They play an decisive role in encouraging new schemes to be
initiated and approved.
The draft constitution of the CWC still needs to be finalized. Particularly representation
needs to be looked into. Instead of appointed members, the composition should be of
elected or selected members supplemented by representation of LWCs, government
(DRWS) and service providers (NAMWATER).
The communication between the CWC and LWCs and vice versa has to be improved.
Appropriate communication channels have to be identified. The splitting up of the CWC
for the densely populated area of Cuvelai was suggested by WASCO (Nov '95); one Chief
RWEO could be reporting to each CWC.
The Backstopping Mission would like to be invited to a CWC meeting during the next
Backstopping Mission (planned for 15-30 April 1997). Issues related to communication
and discussions on plans and activities in the two "Development and Demonstration
Schemes" in the Cuvelai Region are proposed to be on the agenda.

Relationship between Water Committees/DRWS andDWA Bulk Water Supply (NAMWATER)
Good communication between the Teams and the Bulk Water Supply is appreciated and is
expected to continue. Communication between CWC and LWCs at one side and Bulk
Water on the other side has to be formalized. The establishment of a Consumer Relation
Department in NAMWATER is to be considered. The LWCs will have thousands of
consumers (the two concerned some 30-50,000) and in future probably also several
hundreds of private connections. Presently, Bulk Water Oshakati has some 2,000
customers; the addition of several more, i.e. the LWCs, should not create any problem.
The issue of private connections in the scheme-areas is to be discussed and concluded with
DRWS and DWA. Private connections should only be allowed from the branch lines and
not from the main lines.
Several points that need attention, also during the coming Backstopping Missions, are
further analyzed in appendix 11. These include the communication, legal status and
authority of WPCs/LWCs, training RWEOs, WPCs, CTs, LWCs.

8.2 Community Participation
During the Second Mission the overall impression regarding community participation was
not very positive. The report from that Mission stated there was "still a long way to go
before there is active, regular participation in water supply management at the community
level. A lack of knowledge is found at all levels (i.e.. community, WPC, LWC) regarding
roles and responsibilities. Some WPCs lack authority and poor communication systems
are evident between different levels."
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Although the situation is not yet perfect, great strides have been made since late 1995.
During the Third Mission, separate meetings were held with community members/users
and members of WPCs and LWCs. This was done to allow more time for general
community members (and also for members of WPCs and LWCs) to state their specific
viewpoints and to gain a clearer understanding of their position within the overall
community management of the rural water scheme. In general, community members
"painted quite a rosy picture" of their own participation and cooperation between
community members-at-large and WPCs. The main points, drawn from discussions with
community members, can be found in Table 2.
During the discussions with the RWEOs during this Mission, one RWEO summed-up the
current feeling of community participation and community management of the rural water
supply, especially for the Ogongo-Okalongo scheme, by saying, "the communities have it
all in their hands".

Table 2: Main points of discussion with community members on the two schemes
Ogongo-Okalongo Scheme

Oshakati-Omakango scheme

*

Community members were involved in the setting and
design of the WPs and actively took part in branchline
construction.

*

These communities felt that "water is for everyone, but the
users own the WPs". (The importance of "ownership" as a
key to sustainable rural water supply cannot be over
emphasised -- see Section 8.7.1 for further discussion).

*

Many community members actively took part in the
nomination and election of WPCs, and they felt this
selection/election process was good.

*

The community members have a good understanding of the
role and responsibilities of the WPCs, LWCs, and
RWEOs (at times, seemingly a better understanding than
the committees themselves!).

*

Community members could describe recommended
qualities of WPCs to other communities that do not yet
have WPCs. Some of these included: brave (able to take
anything that comes your way), understanding, have
human feelings towards others, honest, and able to
organise.

*

Community members felt that the WPCs were doing a
good job. For example, they give regular reports to the
community, and if the WPC is asked to do a specific task
they report back to the community on the status of that
task.
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*

The community members acknowledge
that many WPs on this scheme do not yet
have WPCs and state the urgency for
them to be formed. Community members
on WPs with WPCs report good
relationships and cooperation.

*

Characteristics of a good WPC, according
to community members, are: honesty and
ability to read and write for good record
keeping.

*

These community members reported no
significant conflicts between users on the
scheme, except for one time when
someone came during the night and
opened the taps and left them running. A
few times children have turned off the
valve on the branchline, stopping the flow
of water for a short time.

*

One problem, which was reported several
times during the last Mission was
mentioned only once during this Mission.
This was the problem of a lack of respect
shown by children (and sometimes adults)
to the WPCs. Occasionally a few users do
not want to listen to the WPCs or follow
the rules. It must be emphasised that this
problem seems to be the exception rather
than the norm.
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*

There is good understanding and cooperation between
users and WPC members. The community members felt
that if the WPCs asked users to do something, they would
(apparently some WPCs stated that this was not always
the case).

*

Community members did not feel that there was any
significant area needing improvement in the relationships
between themselves

*

The community members report no
conflicts between the communities around
WPs and thosefromfurther away,
including people comingfromafar

This conclusion about the Ogongo-Okalongo scheme was further analyzed by the RWEOs
and factors leading to successful community participation were listed as follows:
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

8.3

High perception of ownership of WPs
Water is a felt need
Good understanding between RWEOs, WPCs, and communities
Good relationships between users
Sound information from RWEOs
WPCs are dedicated, motivated, and willing to take on the job
Official handing over of the scheme from DRWS to the communities
A newly formed WPC can copy from older WPCs
Almost all WPs have WPCs

Gender Issues

8.3.1

At the community and committee level

In general community, WPCs andLWCs meetings during Third Mission
The gender balance and participation of women at the community and committee level has
possibly improved slightly since the last mission. During initial group discussions at the
Ogongo-Okalongo scheme, approximately 38 percent of those in attendance were women
(i.e. 28 women out of 73 people), in comparison to last year's meeting when only 25
percent of the people present were women. This large group was later broken into
separate smaller groups (i.e., one LWC group, 2 WPC groups, and one community
group). In the community group, women represented 35 percent of those present (i.e., 6
women out of 17 people).
Representation and participation of women at the initial Oshakati-Omakango scheme
meeting was poorer this year compared to last year. About 26 percent of people present
this year were women (10 out of 38) in comparison to last year where about 47 percent of
the meeting were women. During the small group discussion with community members,
four women were present in a group of 13 (31 percent).
As an illustration of the gender balance in the WPC meetings, in one of the two WPC
meetings on the Ogongo-Okalongo scheme 42% of the 38 WPC members present were
women, while in the WPC meeting on the Oshakati-Omakango scheme, this percentage
was 37 of the total 19 members present. Particularly in the meeting on the Ogongo-
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Okalongo scheme the participation of women was very strong and they made the critical
but constructive remarks.
In the meeting with the Ogongo-Okalongo LWC, two out of 20 people in meeting were
women with a minor contribution in the discussion, while for the meeting with the LWC of
Oshakati-Omakango scheme, there was one women (out of three people). That lady had a
very good input and high authority as she was also a member of the CWC.
In both large community group meetings, in which the activities of the day were presented
and clarified and any initial comments or questions were given, no woman made any
comment or asked a question. In the smaller group discussions (for instance, the
community members group), the women participated much more actively, giving their
viewpoints, etc., but they still did not take part as much or as often as the men. This
example underscores the necessity for small group discussions rather than large groups,
because women usually feel more at ease in sharing their viewpoints in smaller groups. In
addition, any group facilitator must actively solicit opinions and ideas from women, if they
are not readily forthcoming.

In the WPCs
With regard to the composition of
WPCs it is interesting to note that
the impression of gender balance
amongst community members is
more positive than the actual
reality. Community members on
the Ogongo-Okalongo scheme
stated that each WPC had six
members with an equal number of
men and women. In fact the most
common composition for WPCs
was a ratio of two women to four
men (33 percent women). Just
under one-third of the 38 WPCs
on the Ogongo-Okalongo scheme
had this representation. Table 2
provides further information on
the breakdown of the 38 WPCs
on the Ogongo-Okalongo.
scheme.

Table 2. Ratio of females to males for 38 WPCs on
the Ogongo-Okalongo scheme
Ratio females
to males

Frequency

Percentage

0:6

1

3%

1:6

1

3%

1:5

10

26%

2:4

11

29%

3:5

2

5%

3:4

1

3%

3:3

10

26%

4:2

1

3%

5:1

1

3%

38
100%
Looking at total numbers of WPC
members, the Ogongo-Okalongo
scheme has 35 percent
representation of women on
WPCs (in 38 WPCs, there are 83
women and 151 men), while the Oshakati-Omakango scheme has 40 percent women (in
ten WPCs, there are 25 women and 37 men). As the establishment of WPCs on the
Oshakati-Omakango line is more recent than the other scheme, the slight increase in
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women members in WPCs may indicate a greater awareness amongst community members
and RWEOs of the importance of a good gender balance.
It is also interesting to note the communities' thinking behind having women represented
on WPCs in "equal" numbers. According to the community group on the OgongoOkalongo scheme, the communities decided before the election process that an equal
number of men and women should be represented on the WPCs. They felt it was
particularly important to have women represented on the WPCs, because women are the
main collectors of water, and they could observe the condition of the WP and the use of
water when they were collecting their own water. When asked, "then why not have only
women on WPCs?", the group stated that it was still important to have men also
represented. These comments tend to indicate that the communities desire to have women
present on WPCs because of their active role in water collection rather than their potential
contribution as decision-makers or leaders.
Activities to obtain information on other areas related to gender issues need to be
incorporated into future project planning, monitoring and evaluation efforts, and analysis.
Although mentioned in the first two Backstopping Mission reports, the need still remains
to explore the following specific areas:
*
*
*
*
*

8.3.2

more information on the reasons for the election/selection of female versus male
committee members, from other communities and WPCs
the actual roles, power, and authority of women and men within the community
structures,
the situation of women and men as water users in comparison and in relationship to
women and men as decision makers,
the impact of women officer bearers on community participation, management, and
equity in access to the water resource and other users' benefits.
whether any traditional influence that women have had over water resources might be
eroded by the new policies.

Within DRWS

Employment of female staff in DRWS
There has been no new recruitment of additional RWEOs since the last Mission, so no
change — positive or negative -- can be reported. The portion of female RWEOs in the
Directorate remains at about 19 percent. More RWEOs may be recruited in late 1996, and
DRWS' efforts to recruit female RWEOs should be encouraged and supported.
Once again it can be mentioned that the two Dutch supported schemes are in a very
positive situation in terms of female representation amongst the four RWEOs. Two
women are on the Ogongo-Okalongo scheme, and one man and one woman on the other
scheme. Efforts should be made to track the degree of participation by women in WPCs
and for the community-at-large on these two schemes in comparison to other piped water
schemes in Cuvelai that do not have female RWEOs.
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8.4 Technology and service level
Further to earlier comments on this in previous reports, people appreciate the technology
and service level provided but requested also for measures to reduce walking distance to
the WPs and for private connections so that water can be used for economic purposes as
well. Utilization of piped water supply for non-domestic or non-livestock watering
purposes is an issue for discussion within DRWS as the present policy allows only for
domestic uses and livestock watering. However, provided the required quantity of water
is available at the source and can feasibly be conveyed through the present reticulation
system, utilization of water for non-domestic purposes (e.g. brick-making; beer-brewing;
vegetable garden watering) would probably substantially contribute to the economic and
social development of the areas. Furthermore, these utilization of water may often be for
private purposes (brick-making for own house; vegetable garden for own family) and not
for commercial purposes. The use of bricks gives a good alternative for timber in house
construction, and will so contribute to the conservation of scarce trees.
As mentioned earlier the amount of water consumed is very much below the designed
amount, 12 led versus the design figure of 25 led.
Requests for private connections are numerous in both schemes, but somehow more in the
Oshakati-Omakango scheme. DRWS and DWA have to discuss who (DWA Bulk Water
or LWC) is responsible for the connections from branchlines. As indicated earlier the
Backstopping Team sees that as an obvious LWC task.

8.5 Operation and Maintenance (O&M)
As indicated earlier the Oshakati-Omakango scheme needs urgently to be upgraded to
standard. The Ogongo-Okalongo scheme has not faced major maintenance problems; the
most common maintenance activity up to now (three years after construction) is
replacement of the tap.
On the Ogongo-Okalongo scheme, nearly all established WPCs have trained caretakers; on
the Oshakati-Omakango scheme no caretakers were trained as yet. The 19 caretakers of
the established WPCs in this scheme have to be trained as soon as possible. The DRWS
Training Unit plans to have this done by a special Caretaker Training Group (as explained
in chapter 6). The old approach of training WPC caretakers could also still followed.
That was training by the Chief RWEO, the RWEO responsible for that area and the
foreman of the MT, under supervision of the Training Unit. An action-plan has to be
made by the Training Unit and DRWS Cuvelai for the training of caretakers of the WPCs
still to be established.
The O&M of the two schemes (branchlines etc.) is now still being done by the DRWSMT. During the Second Backstopping Mission it was envisaged that this responsibility
could soon be transferred to the LWCs, and their caretakers. This is delayed as the (re-)
establishment of the LWCs needs careful preparation. Only after the establishment of the
LWCs can formal and on-the-job training of CTs of the LWCs be developed, programmed
and implemented. An action-plan for this is to be made.
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For the time-being the DRWS-MT has to attend O&M problems in the scheme, not at WP
level. It appears that problems regarding the schemes reported by the WPCs and RWEOs
are not timely attended to by the DRWS-MTs. DRWS Cuvelai should look into this to
improve the efficiency of the MT operations. Timely response to breakdown will become
even more critical once users are expected to pay for O&M costs.
8.6 Cost recovery
The issue of cost recovery remains high on the agenda of the DRWS. A Second National
Workshop on Payment for Water (Swakopmund II) was organized in Swakopmund from
1-2 February 1996. The Policy Statement resulting from this workshop and the preamble
is attached as appendix 6. Swakopmund II was attended by Regional Governors, Regional
Executive Officers and Regional Heads of DWA. The main objectives of this workshop
were to get an agreement on (i) policies; (ii) on change of GRN role from provider to
facilitator; on (iii) ownership of rural water supplies; (iv) on process leading to
achievement of ownership of rural water supplies; and (v) on draft workplan.
An impressive programme on awareness raising on community-based management of rural
water supply (both piped water supplies and borehole water supplies) started off after the
Swakopmund II. The main activities of the programme are in order of implementation:
1. Regional Preparatory Workshops in all 10 Rural Water Supply Regions;
2. Consultation with sample of rural communities in all 10 Rural Water Supply Regions;
3. Regional Wrap-up Workshops
4. National Wrap-up Workshops
5. Submission of Proposal to Cabinet for approval.
The phased-wise introduction of the Cost Recovery Policy nation-wide is scheduled for
April 1997.
The Second Mission report mentioned the importance and urgency of community
members, WPCs, and LWCs being informed about the real costs of construction of the
scheme, intake and treatment works etc., O&M costs of an individual WP, branchline, etc.
and anticipated cost recovery tariffs and the subsidy of the GRN, along with the timing of
gradual introduction of recovery (payment) of different costs. It was felt that without
early provision of this information there would be danger of WPCs, LWCs and RWEOs
loosing any authority that they had managed to acquire and communities might lose
interest in taking an active role in the management of their water supply schemes. An
opportune moment is the establishment of WPCs and LWCs. The Mission commends the
DRWS for their programme on awareness raising on cost recovery that includes those
attention points raised during the Second Mission. Significant progress has been made in
this regard, and DRWS should be supported and encouraged in this continual effort.
The O&M costs of the WPs (very limited still; mostly only tap replacement) are
successfully being recovered on a regular basis from the consumers by nearly all WPCs on
Ogongo-Okalongo scheme and some WPCs of the Oshakati-Omakango scheme. The next
step of recovering costs of O&M of the scheme (branch lines) will be introduced (in the
pilot schemes) when the LWCs have been (re-)established, trained and are assuming their
tasks including appreciated support to the WPCs. The development/demonstration
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schemes should give room for earlier but well-thought-through introduction and
experimenting of approved policies.
A typical amount being collected from households is N$2 per month. Some WPCs collect
that amount on a half-yearly or yearly basis. DRWS calculated the required funds for
O&M of WP and scheme at N$ 0.35/month per household. When people have to pay for
the water consumed this adds an extra N$4.26/month per household4, and when people
have also to pay for the replacement costs of schemes and WPs, then an extra N$
1.84/month per household5 is to be added. This would bring the total household costs to
some N$ 6.45/month. This amount does not include price increases by NAMWATER for
replacement cost of the water intake, treatment and supply system, and for recoverage of
cost index rises. The basis of calculation for these figures, compiled in the DRWS paper
"Cost of Water" is appended (appendix 17).
It was suggested that as soon as the LWCs are operational, the O&M costs of the scheme
will be introduced and recovered. Then over a period of three years the full cost recovery
of water costs and scheme replacement costs will be introduced. In this way the two
schemes will be real demonstration schemes of the cost recovery policy.
In the discussions with users and WPCs, people expressed that they were able and willing
to pay an amount of N$ 5/month per household provided that the Government clearly
explained how this amount was arrived at. The Mission did not indicate any cost figure in
the discussions but the N$5/month was brought up by the people themselves.
The sustainability issues of cost recovery and financial management at water points and
schemes have been further analyzed, see appendix 11.

8.7 Community Management
8.7.1 Ownership
The concept of "ownership" is clearly the key to sustainable, community management of a
rural water supply system. The fact that the communities on the Ogongo-Okalongo
scheme believe that "water is for everyone, but the users own the WP" has a clear, positive
impact on the physical and organisational management of the scheme by the community.
Users accept the idea that they own the WPs and must be responsible for repairs and the
cost of repairs.

\

water costs based on D WA tariff of N$ 1.43 per m3 and a consumption of 100 litres per household per day

5

. This amount is based on replacement costs for the water point and scheme (per 500 people) of respectively
N$ 50,000 and N$ 4,000, with a lifetime of 20 years.
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One practical e^ain^

The "handing-over" of the scheme from government to the community most likely
contributes to the idea of ownership. On the Oshakati-Omakango scheme, which has not
been rehabilitated or handed-over, a few problems continue to occur regarding the idea of
who owns the WP. For example, there are still some cases where children, and sometimes
adults, waste water; and when WPC members make a corrective remark on that behaviour,
they only receive insults back from the user, such as "what's it to you, the water belongs to
the government".
While official handing-over is important, probably even more important is the work of the
RWEOs in passing along the message that the communities own the WPs and are
responsible for their care. Equally important is the traditional and political leaders'
understanding of this message. The cost recovery exercises currently being undertaken
will definitely aid in this process "of getting the message across".

8.7.2. Community organization
Although many WPCs do encounter problems in day-to-day activities, in discussions
during the field visits it was noticed that several WPCs seem to be strengthening their
presence and role in the communities. E.g. in Ogongo-Okalongo scheme all operational
WPCs were collecting fees for O&M. In less than before cases WPC members complained
about water consumers not accepting their authority. The authority of the WPCs in the
communities is steadily increasing.
As indicated in several sections in this report the establishment and training of the WPCs in
both schemes is of utmost importance to attain project sustainability. Also exposure of
new WPCs to existing successful WPCs may help them in organizing themselves and
solving common problems.

8.7.3. Community Financial Management
In general, the amount to be collected for water was decided in a community meeting on
the proposal of the WPC. Most established WPCs collect money in the range of NS1.252/month per household. Some WPCs have reduced their tariff from N$2 to N$l per
month as they were accumulating quite some money while not spending. Some WPCs
collect money on a bi-annual or annual basis. In users' groups with established WPCs
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along the Ogongo-Okalongo scheme most households are now paying. This is a major
achievement, as in the previous missions, low compliance in payment was expressed as a
constraint for the treasurer.
Some households did not pay for reasons as:
• it is the government's responsibility;
• its the WPC's responsibility;
• no income;
• not interested to come to WP-meetings to get informed on community decisions;
• wants councillor to inform them.
The community makes arrangements for poor people who can not pay, such as pensioners,
widows and female-headed households.
The collected money is kept by the treasurer at home or deposited at the WPCs bank
account in Oshakati. During the monthly WPC-meetings the financial situation is
discussed and reported in the community-meeting following this WPC-meeting. Therefore,
a great financial transparency is achieved.
In the Oshakati-Omakango scheme, only a few of the established WPCs collect money on
a regular basis as yet. On the other hand, it was reported that at a WP without a WPC
where the tap broke down, community members came together and decided started to
collect money (50 cents) from all users to have the tap replaced and have a spare one in
stock for future breakage.
The second phase of the cost recovery, being payment for O&M of the scheme, will be
introduced as soon as the LWCs have been (re-)established. Payment to the LWCs will
also include operational and organizational costs of the LWCs. The willingness of the
users to pay for these LWC costs depends on the appreciation by WPCs of the LWCs as
an indispensable committee greatly contributing to sustainability of the scheme and WPs.
8.7.4. Community-based Operation and Maintenance
No major problems in O&M were identified during this Third Mission. The water supply
systems are all very new and the job of the caretaker is very limited still. In general,
caretakers said that they had not sufficient confidence to do pipe repairs. Perhaps these
pipe repairs could better be done by private plumbers or by the future LWC-Caretakers as
such repairs will be a sporadic task for WP-CTs. It was noted that some WPCs made
local arrangements on the hours of operation.
Proper operation of the WPs needs attention, as taps are wearing quickly. Caretakers
prefer better quality taps, but the cost of these may be an obstacle. In the meetings held,
the WPCs requested DRWS Cuvelai to provide them with a list of hardware shops in
Oshakati that sell the taps, with quality and price indication. DRWS Cuvelai should look
into whether the shops can make the spindle, the most wearing part of the tap, available.
This would mean a cost reduction in replacement. It has been proposed that some WPCs
with support from the RWEOs will monitor the condition of the WP for the purpose of
testing the monitoring system. This and other issues will be addressed in the monitoring
schedule for WPCs.
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The caretakers indicated that they do not have the right tools for their job. They seem to
be not aware that they will not get tools from DRWS but that they have to buy themselves
or through the WPCs.
Some O&M problems envisaged, although the responsibility of the WPCs, may be beyond
the technical capacities of the caretakers at WP level. Examples are pipe bursts, leaking
reservoirs etc. For such problems, arrangements have to be made with either LWCcaretakers or private plumbers. The RWEOs have to be aware of these possible
arrangements, and have a list of "recognized and qualified" plumbers.

8.7.5. Monitoring
Monitoring is not yet being done in the WPCs in the two schemes. The development and
establishment of a community-based monitoring system on an experimental basis is one of
the tasks of the Teams and the RWEOs for the coming period. A sample of some 10
WPCs in each scheme will be made to test this monitoring system. The following issues
may be included: consumption; cost recovery; number of users; condition of WP; cattle
using water from scheme.

9. MONITORING
The Strategy paper on Monitoring has indicated some ideas on a monitoring system and
the flow of data but was not very specific. The Mission proposes to gradually introduce a
system at WPC, LWC and DRWS region level to monitor (including analysis) the most
urgent and relevant areas for management of the water supply schemes. Special attention
will be paid to the use and follow-up of the monitoring results.
At the WPC level the monitoring system is basically meant to provide important
information to the WPC for their managing of the WP, that is to be able to take the right
decisions, to improve planning or procedures etc. This would result in higher effectiveness
of the WPC management. Some relevant information should flow to LWC, where relevant
information of all WPCs can be compiled and further analyzed.
At the LWC level again specific data will be collected through monitoring to assist the
management at this level. From the LWC level relevant monitoring results from WPC and
LWC level will be passed on to the DRWS Regional level.
DRWS should also collect additional specific data nex to those summarized from WPCs
and LWCs sufor planning and strategy development.
During this Mission, the Teams and the RWEOs identified some fundamental areas and
suitable indicators for monitoring at WP level and scheme level. As mentioned before, 10
WPCs will be selected in each scheme to experiment with this WPC-based monitoring
system. The system will be introduced by the RWEOs in the selected WPCs.
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For the WPC and DRWS regional level a limited monitoring system is outlined including
some selected areas and indicators. The LWC is not yet operational, so no monitoring can
be expected there. This outline is given in table 3.
Table 3: Outline of a limited monitoring system at different levels
Level of monitoring

Monitoring variable

Monitoring indicator

Water Point Committee
(WPC)

functioning of water supply
systems

downtime in days of the water supply system due to
mechanical defect

WPC

continuity in supply of water

period in days without water due to supply
interruption

WPC

users

(i) names of user families
(ii) number of user families

WPC

income through users
contribution

(i) amount of money received per month
(ii) average family contribution per month

WPC

expenditures

amount of money spent on O&M, transport,
incentives, etc. (per category)

WPC

total water consumption

total water consumption (1) per month

household consumption per
month

(i) total consumption (1) per month for domestic
purposes;
(ii) average consumption per family using the water
point

consumption by own cattle per
month

(i) total consumption (1) per month by own cattle
(ii) average consumption (1) per month per head of
cattle

consumption by cattle from
other communities and from
non-paying households per
month

total consumption (1) per month by cattle from other
communities and non-paying households in
community

consumption by free roaming
cattle/donkeys per month

total consumption (1) per month by free roaming
cattle and donkeys

WPC

community management

(i) number of WPC-meetings per half year
(ii) number of decisions on "changes" on water
issues taken by WPC versus total number of
"changes" regarding water supply made

WPC

users satisfaction

number of complaints received from users per month

DRWS-RWEO

users satisfaction

number of complaints received from users from
specific WPCs per half year

conflicts among WPCs and
users

number of conflicts among WPCs and users attended
per half year (total and per specific WPC)

WPC follow-up visits

number of follow-up visits to established WPCs per
half year and frequency of visits per WPC

WPC and users contact time in
follow-up visits

total contact time (hours) and average contact time
per WP follow-up visit per half year
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For the above monitoring variables and indicators for WPC level, a new form is to be developed
(except for the income and expenditures), and be inserted in the Logbook for WPCs, that includes
already the income and expenditure registration.
For the RWEOs a special monitoring form is to be prepared, explained to the RWEOs and introduced.
After six months an assessment on use and practicality should be made.
Issues on monitoring at both WPC/LWC and DRWS level have been further analyzed in table
appendix 8, tables 4 and 11.
Also in the training of WPCs monitoring is a component. WPCs will be taught the principles of
monitoring (why, what, by whom) and will be asked to generate ideas on what needs to be monitored
relevant to the management of their water supply.

10. ENVIRONMENTAL SUSTAINABILITY
10.1

The environment under pressure

During the field visits the environmental concerns were discussed at the level of the WPCs
and LWCs. It was remarkable that the LWC voiced a greater concern about the
environmental changes than the WPC-members. The following asp~^s came to the fore
which need recognition and should be central in approaching the environmental question:
•

Many people said that numbers of cattle and
Also the rain pattern has gone
adverse causing food and grazing
problems. Several members of the
Ogongo-Okalongo LWC spoke out
loudly on the problem and said that
only stock reduction could alleviate
the environmental problems.
Governance of the communal lands
has not yet been put in legislation.
The pending legal bills regarding
land and water, and the changing
positions of the local traditional
leaders, local political leaders and the
national government has prevented
the application and sanctioning rules
and direction.

people were increasing fast.
An elder member of a LWC explained
how some 40 years ago there was
little need to trek with the cattle as
grazing was in abundance in the
neighbourhood of the Villages. He also
said that all local food, including
vegetables and fruits were produced
in the oshanas. This system was
totally disrupted by the colonial
regime that changed local land tenure
and food production and procurement
habits.

Between and within ministries and departments little coordination has been developed
as yet. As a result there Ís little integrated planning concerning the environmental
affairs.
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•

Detailed analysis is needed concerning the population growth and the ownership of
cattle; who owns cattle and how many. Which category of cattle owners are increasing
their herd sizes excessively and is this related to the increasing phenomenon of fencingoffof paddocks in the communal land.

•

Ranching scheme development will most certainly offer new options to balance the
stock density with carrying capacity of the lands. It should be realized however, that
these schemes focus on one group of users only, being the cattle owners. The
environmental concerns of the DRWS are broader as it includes all population groups,
including cattle owners, domestic water users, institutional (schools, clinics) users, etc.

•

Population growth in the Cuvelai is a factor that adds to increasing pressure on the
environment. Care for the environment can not be dealt with separately from the
question of population growth.

10.2

First steps to deal with the environmental deterioration

The starting point of the approach should be that as many people as possible will be
involved in the discussions about the environmental changes and awareness building.
The environmental concerns can be dealt with at the following levels:
at community and WPC-level
• training of the WPCs on aspects of environmental management
jointly with the communities ways need to be identified to take effective measures
which curb the problem. This should be based on their existing (traditional) knowledge
of their environment. Strengthening the ability of the communities to manage their
environment better would include community consensus on restrictions for outsiders
and their cattle to consume water, or to have them pay for it. This implies that the
training of the RWEOs will have to be reviewed and practical knowledge will have to
be developed. As indicated earlier, the DRWS Training Section plans to have training
modules for RWEOs developed including topics on environmental health and range
management. The RWEOs will then be able to train the community members on these
issues and discuss the community activities and effects with them.
• monitor environment through gathering specific information on water consumption
from piped water supply systems
monitoring may include areas as:
- consumption by domestic users
- consumption by village-based cattle
- consumption by cattle from other villages
- consumption by free roaming cattle/donkeys
• communities formulate their own 'environmental deterioration' indicators
at schools
Children are common carriers of water. However, WPCs complain about their behaviour,
as being malignant and sometimes even destructive.
At school the following should be done:
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introduce water and environment as a important issue. (As is being done in the LifeScience curriculum development, Ministry of Education with support from IBISDenmark)
educate the children about the local water management structure and responsibilities
(WPC, LWC and CWC).

atLWC-level
The LWC is a scheme committee and needs help to carry out their responsibilities, such as:
• help the WPCs to develop and carry out community-based environmental measures,
e.g. where communities or WPC individual authority is insufficient;
communicate with the CWC in view of the functioning of the water supplies and its
effects on the environment;
• bring different aspects of environmental deterioration within the scheme and communal
land-boundaries to the open. An example is the increasing stock density through
improved water supply and the informal paddocking of large fields in the communal
lands.
at CWC-level
The CWC has a regional focus. It should be considered and discussed whether the CWC
could take on the task of monitoring environmental damage in the different regional
schemes. Such monitoring would also have to recommend solutions. As the CWC is a
powerful political entity, it could liaise with the national government to have corrective
measures against environmental degradation taken.

11. TRAINING DEVELOPMENT
11.1

Training needs

Now that WPCs and LWCs are in the process of being established (or re-established, in
some cases), their formal training becomes a matter of priority. The benefits of formal
training for these committees are three-fold:
1)

the committees will have an opportunity to learn more about their management and
leadership skills, and their ability to work effectively as a team,

2)

the individual positions, including Chairperson, Secretary, Treasurer, and Caretaker,
will be formally prepared to take up their duties, and

3)

by being formally trained, the committees should feel "officially" accountable and
capable of shouldering their responsibility of managing a sustainable water supply.

Several of the regions have water projects run by NGOs or consultants, where WPC and
LWC training has already commenced. The DRWS Training Unit is in close contact with
these projects and their progress with committee training. The Training Unit is currently
concentrating on the preparation of a WPC training package and a strategy to implement
the training nation-wide (see section 11.3, 11.4, 11.5). A training programme for LWCs
has yet to be outlined or developed.
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Regarding RWEO training, once new RWEOs are hired, they will "follow" existing
RWEOs for a period before participating in formal training (i.e., T1-T4). Section 11.2,
below, discusses some issues relevant to the next formal RWEO training programme.

11.2

Training for RWEOs

In between the 2nd and 3rd Backstopping Missions, the local member of the Backstopping
Team was asked to review the four sets of training segments for the RWEOs. Extensive
written comments were made, but time has not yet been available to discuss the comments
with the Training Unit.
In general, many of the specific training sessions and exercises in the Tl, T2, T3, T4 are
quite good, but there is quite a bit of overlap, and possibly some important topics are
missing. Before any new RWEOs undergo training, the whole RWEO training package
needs to be revamped through the following actions:
1)

clear training objectives need to be stated for the overall programme and for
each of the four segments, not just for individual sessions and exercises,

2)

training activities/topics to meet those objectives should be listed and
prioritised, thus highlighting the most important, and possibly deleting topics
that have a lower priority,

3)

the various sessions over all four segments must be reviewed carefully,
unnecessary overlaps removed, and many sessions placed in a more logical
order,

4)

11.3

finally
individual exercises should be carefully reviewed and examined for
effective content, language, and style.

Training of WPCs

The local member of the Backstopping Team was also asked to review any available
training materials/programmes for WPCs in between the Second and Third Backstopping
Missions. Available materials included:
1) a preliminary draft outline by the DRWS Training Unit for two WPC training
packages, one for Chairpersons and Secretaries, and one for Treasurers,
2) a five-day WPC training programme prepared and conducted by WSSPOR,
3) four training programmes for WPCs prepared and conducted by Africare in the Kunene
Region, including: a one-day training package for WPCs, individual training
programmes for Chairpersons, Secretaries, and Treasurers, and
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4) an outline for a Training of Trainers (TOT) by SIAPAC for RWEOs who will
be responsible for training Water Management Committees in Caprivi and on
the Oshakati-Ogongo scheme.

Written comments were made on these packages, along with some very preliminary
suggestions for a WPC training package. The DRWS Training Unit and the local member
of the Backstopping Team will meet in late July to prepare a training package for WPCs.
Once this training package has been developed, a Training of Trainers (TOT) will be held
to introduce the WPC trainers to the package, and to further develop it as necessary.
Afterwards the WPC training package will be pilot-tested in two regions, most likely
Cuvelai, on one of the Dutch supported schemes, and in the Okavango Region.
Because of the massive numbers of WPC members and severe constraints on the time of
the DRWS Training Unit staff and the RWEOs in the field, the manner in which WPC
training will be conducted needs to examined before embarking on the training. Section
11.4 contains an analysis, by the Backstopping Team, of five possible options for handling
the WPC training on the two Dutch schemes. Options 4 and 5 appear to be the best
options, in terms of having the greatest number of WPCs established and formally trained
in the shortest period of time. Both Options include the use of'outside' trainers being
responsible for the training while the RWEOs provide logistical support (only) to the
trainers and further concentrate on finishing WPC establishment and WPC consolidation
(follow-up visits and conflict solving). Option 4 assumes the use of trainers from the
DRWS Training Unit, while Option 5 uses contracted consultant trainers. Therefore the
only difference between the two Options is that in Option 5, the Training Unit would be
able to focus on other training programmes and training prepartations (e.g. for LWCs,
caretakers, etc.) and possibly on WPC training in other water supply areas in Cuvelai, or
elsewhere in the country.
11.4

Options for establishment and training of WPCs on the two Dutch-financed
schemes

The establishment, training and consolidation of the WPCs in both schemes -in total some
160- pose a heavy burden on available personnel, organization and financial resources of
DRWS. At present some 21 WPC have yet to be established at Ogongo-Okalongo and
some 60 at Oshakati-Omakango scheme. None of the WPCs have received training as yet.
The establishment, training and consolidation of the WPC is highly essential from
sustainability point of view and everything possible needs to be done to aim at completion
at the shortest possible date.
Below 5 options are listed that may be considered to accomplish the task of completing
the establishment and training of all WPCs at both schemes.
(i)

(ii)

The establishment and training of WPCs is the responsibility of the 2 RWEOs on
their own scheme after initial support from the DRWS Training Unit during the
first training session;
Establishment of WPCs will continue to be responsibility of the RWEOs on their
own scheme. However, only the best (one or two?) of the four RWEOs will be
responsible for training the WPCs on both schemes (after initial support from the
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(iii)

(iv)

(v)

DRWS Training Unit during the first few training sessions). Formal WPC training
will be conducted on both schemes;
Establishment of WPCs will continue to be the responsibility of the two RWEOs
on their own scheme. Only the best (one of two?) of the four RWEOs will be
responsible for the formal training of the WPCs on both schemes (after initial
support from the DRWS Training Unit during the first few training sessions).
However, all formal training efforts will be concentrated on the Ogongo Okalongo scheme before moving onto the Oshakati-Omakango scheme,
The soon-to-be-appointed Regional Training Officer in DRWS (with command of
local language) will be responsible, with only logistical support from the scheme
RWEOs;
An independent Training Consultant is contracted, with logistical support from the
scheme RWEO.

The options are further worked out in terms of available expertise/capacity, and time
requirements and planning. This elaboration is added as appendix 12.
The table below gives an overview of the time requirements for establishment and training
of all WPCs using different options. Basis is 64 WPCs in Ogongo-Okalongo and 96
WPCs in Oshakati-Omakango scheme.
Option number

Ogongo-Okalongo scheme

Oshakati-Omakang" Scheme

Time requirement (years)

Time requirements (years)

Total time
requirement
(years)

establishment
WPCs

training
WPCs

establishment
WPCs

training
WPCs

Option 1

1

1

3.5

2

5.5

Option 2

2

1

6.5

2

6.5

Option 3

0.6

1

1.7

2

5.3

Option 4

1

26 weeks

3

38 weeks

3.25

Option 5

1

26 weeks

3

38 weeks

3.25

11.5

Possible training strategy for WPCs developed by the DRWS Training Section

Shortly after this Third Backstopping Mission, the Training Unit met and developed the
following strategy for WPC training. It is currently being reviewed by DRWS head and
regional offices.
In each region, one Chief RWEO and two RWEOs will be chosen by the regional office
and the Training Unit to be the trainers for all WPCs in their region. They will participate
in a two-week TOT, which will include practising and further developing the prepared
WPC training package. Their ability to function as effective trainers will be assessed and
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confirmed. If they "pass" the TOT, they will then become full-time WPC trainers for their
own region. All other RWEOs will remain on their schemes and will continue to establish
WPCs and cover all other necessary tasks. When WPC training comes to one area, the
RWEO for that area will also be expected to help with logistical arrangements for the
training. Within each region, WPC training will commence in the area ('ward') where the
RWEO Trainers comes from. By having these WPCs trained first, the water 'ward' will be
"compensated" for having their RWEOs pulled away from the area as full-time trainers.
The formal training for WPCs will probably be held over a one-week period, and three
WPCs will be trained in one round. All WPC members will be invited to attend, including
"general" members/"advisors". Therefore each training round will have about 18
participants.
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12. CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT FUND
During the period between the Second and the Third Backstopping Mission, no funds
from the Capacity development Fund (CDF) have been used.
The request to the Netherlands Government to make Dfl 61,000 available for activities
supporting the development and demonstration nature of the two schemes, was approved.
This fund does not come from the balance funds of the Ogongo-Okalongo scheme, but
directly from DGIS funds. The amount is added to the existing CDF, that has therefore a
total budget of Dfl 104,000, available for the capacity development activities and schemes'
management development activities. The Backstopping Team controls the CDF and
makes amounts available to DRWS on their request. A formal agreement on the
management of a local account has been signed by DRWS, the Namibian Backstopping
Team member and IRC.
Proposals for future use of the CDF are expected from DRWS. Included will be petty
cash required for Caretakers training etc.
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13. JOINT CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1.

The community participation and community management in the Ogongo-Okalongo
scheme, where the RWEOs have been active for some years has developed well.
WPCs and users feel real ownership of the system, or as one RWEO said: ".. they have
it all in their hands..11. This ownership is seen as the key factor for the success of the
community management in this scheme. Other factors contributing to this success are
the strong community support and the high demand for water.

2.

The WPCs have confidence and relatively good control over management of WPs
including communication to users, cost recovery, financial management and O&M.

3.

There are significant differences between the functioning of the WPCs on the two
schemes and therefore the effectiveness of community management. This difference is
due to the contact time of the DRWS extension service in the scheme and with the
WPCs; this is longer and more intensive in the Ogongo scheme.

4.

As this ownership perception is so strong, communities express to have no problem to
pay for O&M and water provided the Government explains clearly the rationale behind
this cost recovery.

5.

The role of headmen is not directly in the management of the systems but more of a
counselling nature in conflicts. The influence of councillors and the regional Governor
in acceptance of certain roles and responsibilities related to the institutional and
organisational issues around the management of water services was stressed.

6.

The highest priority must be given to the establishment of WPCs in both schemes.
WPCs appear to be the backbone of the success of the community management.

7.

The foundation for the sound functioning of WPCs has been laid or will be laid in
discussions during the WPC establishment process between the RWEOs, WPC
members and communities. Now formal training of WPCs is a high priority, including
technical training for WP-Caretakers. Particularly as in the near future communitybased financing will cover more cost areas and therefore will increase in volume,
although tariff setting will follow a phased approach.

8.

The LWCs need to be established before the end of 1996 to enhance the community
management development in the two schemes. A typical LWC has a service area with
40,000 people, 70 WPCs and 200 private connections as clients, 200 km of branchline, and a financial turn-over of N$ 1 million per year. Considering their important
tasks in scheme management, support to WPCs and liaison with CWC and DRWS,
these committees must be competent and confident management entities. The (re-)
election must be thoroughly prepared and key people (WPCs, headmen, councillors,
DRWS) must be involved in this process. The establishment process and management
system is to be developed, along with formal training.

9.

Defining the management tasks of the LWC is an important element to assess the
training needs and programmes. These tasks include O&M of the scheme by LWC
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caretakers, accounting by LWC bookkeeper, and the ability to maintain good
communication with the WPCs on one hand and the CWC on the other hand.
10

For the Oshakati-Omakango scheme the establishment of the LWC is delayed by the
completion of the scheme by DWA. Only then handing-over to DRWS and
subsequent to the new LWC can be planned.

11

The main reasons for the operational problems in introducing the community
management concept are the delayed approval of the rural water supply policy, the
inadequate decentralization and insufficient DRWS staffing at national, regional and
local level.

12

The DRWS follows an effective process approach in creating awareness and general
acceptance of the national policy to pay for water supply. This intensive process
stretched the limited capacities of all DRWS staff. Nevertheless, the results of this
campaign are expected to be satisfactory and long-lasting. The achieved awareness
and acceptance among the people may lay the strong foundation on which to build
community management in all rural areas.

13

The mainly engineering-oriented staff is gradually adapting to the new community
management orientation of rural water supply. Despite this good development,
national and regional management levels of DRWS would benefit from further training
in this direction and management-related issues.

14

The Training Section is commended for its great efforts to meet the huge training
needs by developing and testing all kind of training programmes, and steering and
controlling the implementation of these training programmes by private institutions.

15

In the two schemes, four RWEOs have been posted, using funds f?r salaries provided
by the Netherlands Government for a period of three years (1995-1997). One of the
RWEOs of the Netherlands-financed piped water supplies schemes in Cuvelai Water
Supply Region has applied for the job of Chief RWEO. If this application is
successful, a new RWEO has to replace her urgently.

16

The focus of the RWEOs1 work will be the establishment of the remaining 96 WPCs
and subsequent consolidation of all WPCs in the two schemes. Two more Chief
RWEOs are in the process of being appointed in the Region, which is particularly
needed as the Control RWEO will not return in the short term. To support the
extension service in the Region, the Development Planners should have more and
closer contact with the Region; it is recommended that the responsible Development
Planner will be stationed in Oshakati. The Teams support the appointment of two
extra Training Officers, one for the South and one for the North. These two new
training staff members may also speed up the decentralization process. Operations in
the Region are delayed by the centralized command structure of DRWS. In this
context of decentralization and regional capacity building, the integration of the
WSSPOR into the DRWS Cuvelai Water Supply Region is to be considered.
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17

The (to be appointed) Chief RWEO in charge of the two Netherlands-supported
schemes need to be trained abroad. This can be paid for by the Capacity Development
Fund.

18

Training is also needed for WPCs and the LWCs that are to be (re-) established.
Different options have been presented that need further discussion and eventual
decision.

19

DRWS should continue to optimally support development, field-testing and
demonstration for community managed rural water supply systems in the two schemes.
Important new issues coming up are for instance the LWCs, scheme management
including O&M, financial scheme management and monitoring. As these issues are part
of a dynamic environment, continuous review and adaptation may be required.

20

The Teams reviewed the framework of 12 most relevant elements of sustainability and
risks for sustainability, at two levels: (i) at the level where the community management
has to take place: WPC and LWC; and (ii) at the level where support to community
management has to be given: DRWS regional and national. The tables have been
updated (see appendix 11).

14.

PROPOSALS
The Backstopping Team and the DRWS Core Team propose the following activities (a
detailed Plan-of-Action jointly made by DRWS Core Team and Backstopping Team is
attached):

Development and demonstration schemes
General
1.
Ogongo-Okalongo and Oshakati-Omakango schemes will be further developed as
"development and demonstration" or "learning" schemes. This implies that
Community Management system approaches and tools will be further developed and
field-tested in these two schemes. Community Management includes management
structures, roles and responsibilities, cost recovery, financial management, monitoring
and O&M.
2.

The two LWCs should be established before December 1996 and thereafter trained.
The Backstopping Mission will contribute by developing an establishment process (in
this report) and ideas for their functioning.

3.

There remain about 96 WPCs to be established. The rate of establishment of WPCs by
the RWEOs is low. The functioning and performance of the RWEOs needs urgent
attention as well as management (planning, guidance, monitoring, feed-back) of the
RWEOs to improve their efficiency.

4.

An external study on the efficiency of the RWEOs is proposed.

5.

WPC-caretakers and LWC caretakers need to be trained.
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6.

The Backstopping Team will provide further support to the introduction and testing of
monitoring systems for community management at WPC and LWC level, and for
RWEOs.

7.

The Namibian Backstopping Team member will continue to give support to the
Training Section of DRWS in ad-hoc developing, reviewing and evaluation of training
programmes.

8.

The development of a Rural Water Supply Development Trust Fund to financially
support the future extensions, upgrading of schemes and water points will be
supported by the Backstopping Team both on conceptional and operational issues.

Ogongo-Okalongo scheme
9.
The O&M of the Ogongo-Okalongo scheme by the LWC should be introduced by
January 1997; in a transition phase the DRWS-MT should provide back-up services.

Oshakati-Omakango schemes
10
The Oshakati-Omakango scheme needs to be completed by DWA and handed over to
DRWS.
Issues for the Netherlands Government
11

The budget of the two schemes have a balance of about Dfl 37,000. The Teams
suggest to DRWS and the RNE to have this balance used for a study on the Efficiency
of the RWEOs. This study should apart from formulating ideas to improve efficiency,
also formulate methods to improve the management of RWEOs including planning,
guidance, monitoring, feed-back etc.
The RNE will be approached with a request for allocation of this balance accompanied
by the Terms-of-Reference for the study and the profile of the consultant.

12

The RNE will give clarity to DRWS on the remittance of funds for the purchase of the
vehicle for the Chief RWEO.

13

There is one Dutch 'topping-up' expert in the process of being recruited, Mr Brandsma.
His position will be in the Training Section. The clearance of the GRN has passed the
Public Service Committee (PSC) and needs only formal approval by the Prime
Minister's Office (PMO).

14

The request for a Dutch expert to take the position of Chief Development Planner will
be handled by the Chargé d'Affairs of the RNE. She will approach DGIS for further
action. Requests for more professional support from the Netherlands Government will
be looked into by DRWS.

15

The Teams appreciated the comments on the First Mission Report from the RNE's
Sector Specialists on Women-in-Development, Environment and Rural Development,
If possible, the Teams would welcome their constructive comments on this report.
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Discussion on Ogongo and Oshakati schemes' experiences and other issues
16

The DRWS Core Team and the Backstopping Mission will continue to discuss the
experiences of the "learning" project with a wider audience.
If so requested by DRWS, the Backstopping will consider half- to one-day participatory
workshops on specific topics related to the Backstopping activities.

Capacity Development Fund
17

DGIS approved to supplement the Capacity Development Fund on request of DRWS
and the Backstopping Team with Dfl 61,000 for new activities. In addition to training
activities directly related to the two schemes, some funds will be used for the
improvement of the functioning of the RWEOs in the two schemes by providing them
with camping equipment.

Selection and orientation Dutch experts
18

The DRWS has indicated that they would appreciate a further role for the
Backstopping Team in the selection of the most suitable candidates for future posts
being funded by the Netherlands Government. DRWS has requested the Netherlands
Government already to send all CVs of short-listed candidates for further
consideration. The selected candidates could be briefed at IRC for their jobs in
Namibia.

Timing of next Backstopping Mission
19

Timing of next mission is tentatively planned for the period 15-30 April 1997, but also
depending on the progress of crucial community management developments including
the establishment of LWCs and assigning roles and responsibilities to them.
The next mission will be planned in such a way that it will coincide with a Central
Water Committee meeting in Cuvelai.
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TABLE 1: OVERVIEW OF AGREEMENTS AND POINTS NEEDING FOLLOW-UP
24.06.96

Per

No.

Topic

Description

Follow-up by

Deadline

Status

1.

Reporting

Distribution First Backstopping Mission Report to DWA,
Donors, and NGOs

DRWS

January
1996

Done

2.

Reporting

Distribution Second Backstopping Mission Report to DWA,
Donors and NGOs

DRWS

February
1996

Done

3.

Core Team

Approach Regional Head and/or Control RWEO for
participation in DRWS Core Team

DRWS

March
1996

Control left;
Head very
busy

4.

CWC

Communicate the decision and implications to make both
schemes Development and Demonstration schemes; and
establish lines of communication between CWC and DRWS
(Control RWEO)

DRWS

March
1996

not yet

5.

CWC

Constitution of CWC to be finalized

DRWS and
CWC

6.

Pilot schemes

Develop a stepwise process of activities to be implemented
in these schemes

Core and
Backstopping
Team

May-June
1996

done during
mission 3

7.

LWC

LWCs to be represented in CWC

DRWS

June 1996

after LWCs
establishme
nt

8.

LWC/WPCs

• LWCs and WPCs establish lines of communication
between them
• LWC to develop support structures to WPCs

DRWS

June 1996

ditto

9.

WPCs

RWEOs Determine factors for success and failure of WPCs

10.

Training

After recruitment of Chief RWEO, he/she has to be trained
in all training packages, including Community
Management course in Harare or Management for
Sustainability course

DRWS

start
September
1996

await
appointment

11.

Training

Develop training package for WPCs; train RWEOs to use
this package; pilot test WPC training

DRWS with
some support
of
Backstopping
Team (Beth)

December
1996

ongoing

12.

Training

• Review draft LWC training package by Backstopping
Team (Bt.h)
• Finalization LWC training package by Core Team and
Training Section

Core and
Backstopping
Team

February
1996

by Oct.
1996

13.

Training

Review draft T4 training package by Backstopping Team
(Beth)

Core and
Backstopping
Team

February
1996

done

14.

Training

Training of LWCs by Chief RWEO or possible by Control
RWEO with possible support from Backstopping Team
(Beth)

DRWS

June 1996

tobe
redefined;
action in
1997
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15.

Training

Training of caretakers of WPCs both schemes and
caretakers of LWCs

DRWS

June 1996

all by July
1997

16.

O&M

Determine costs estimates of (i) O&M of WP (gradual
increasing); (ii) O&M of scheme (gradual increasing); (iii)
O&M costs of full supply scheme; (iv) costs of water
including depreciation costs
(differentiation of tariffs)

DRWS and
DWA

June 1996

done

17.

Finance

Information on costs of investment and O&M (phased
approached) to be communicated to CWC, LWCs and
WPCs

DRWS

November
1996

via Cost
Recovery
W/shops

18.

Gender

Exploration of gender-related issues: WPC/LWC
composition; roles and authority in WPC/LWC;
men/women as users of water versus decision-making;
effects of women committee members on performance;
erosion of traditional power over water

DRWS,
RWEOs and
Backstopping
Team (Beth)

December
1996

Mission 4

19.

Monitoring

Development of monitoring structures (methodology, tools
and indicators) for basic monitoring at WPC level
(including e.g. consumption, cost recovery, number of
users, condition of WP, performance of caretakers)

Core Team
and
Backstopping
team, and
RWEOs

April
1996

September
1996

20.

Environment

Obtain copy of the EIA of the Olushandja Dam Project from
DWA (Construction)

Backstopping
Team

April
1996

draft
received;
final later

21.

Environment

Approach Ministry of Environment (Oshakati office?) to
participate for some days in Third Backstopping Mission

DRWS and
Backstopping
Team

May 1996

done but no
participate
n

22.

Hygiene

Communication between DRWS and MoHSS on proper
hygiene education and water handling (also from
Harnmeijer report)

DRWS

May 1996

Beth did

23.

Hygiene

Water handling education by RWEOs and Health staff

DRWS and
RWEOs

May 1996

not assessed

24.

Mission
Methods

Split up Teams during coming Missions when meeting
communities (through FGDs) and other activities

Core and
Backstopping
Team

June 1996

done

25.

Rural Water
Development
Fund

Find out the developments of this interesting RWDF.
including procedures and criteria.

DRWS and
Backstopping
Team

March
1996

discussed;
tobe
continued

26.

Calueque
Dam Phase II

• Planning and progress reports to come from DWA
• Next Backstopping Mission, progress monitoring to be
included versus planning

DWA and
Backstopping
Team

May 1996

done
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Table:

PROPOSED OVERALL PLANS AND ACTIVITIES RELATED TO COMMUNITY per 24.06.96
MANAGEMENT IN NETHERLANDS-FINANCED WATER SCHEMES IN CUVELAI

Activity

Time schedule

Actors

Finance

Status

1.

Ogongo-Okalongo scheme
Agreement on development scheme into
"development & demonstration" scheme

March 1995

DRWS

nil

approved
DGIS

2.

Ogongo-Okalongo scheme
Recruitment and training of one Chief
RWEO and one RWEO

MarchSeptember
1995

DRWS

see 7.

being done

3.

Ogongo-Okalongo scheme
Training of caretakers of LWC and WPCs
by DRWS and MT

MarchSeptember
1995

Training Programme
by DRWS; on-the-job
Training by
Maintenance Team
DWA and RWEO

from
Training
Section and
CDF

2/3 caretakers WPCs
done; not yet
for LWC

4.

Ogongo-Okalongo scheme
DRWS with support Backstopping Team
develop and introduce support systems for
community management

March 1995mid 1997

DRWS; DRWS Core
Team; Backstopping
Team

operational
funds

framework
prepared

5.

Regular review of development,
introduction and functioning of
community management systems

continuous

WPCs; LWCs; CWC;
RWEOs, Chief
RWEO; DRWS;
DRWS Core Team;
Backstopping Team

operational
funds

ongoing

6.

Oshakati-Omakango scheme
Reactivating LWC and WPCs; recruitment
oftwoRWEOs;
monitoring progress community
management

March 1995January 1996

as for 5.

see 7.

LWC active;
two RWEOs
recruited and
trained, one
may become
Chief; 19
WPCs
established

7.

Request to Netherlands Government to
fund the four new DRWS extension staff
for three years

February/April
1995

DRWS

DFL
90,000

done and
approved

8.

Request to Netherlands Government to
fund purchase of transport for Chief
RWEO

February/April
1995

DRWS

DFL
40,000

done,
approved, not
ordered yet

9.

DRWS Core Team and Backstopping
Team organize workshops on experiences
"learning" project

Backstopping
Mission
periods

DRWS Core Team
and Backstopping
Team

DFL 2,500

ongoing

10.

Backstopping Team organizes short
workshops on specific topics

Backstopping
Mission
periods

DRWS Core Team
and Backstopping
Team

DFL 2,500

not yet done

11.

Request to DGIS to activate the Capacity
Development Fund

March/ April
1995

DRWS Core Team
and Backstopping
Team

nil

done and
approved

12.

Assistance to DGIS in final selection (best
three) and briefing of Dutch experts for
Namibia

continuous

DGIS and
Backstopping Team

tobe
indicated
per activity

tobe
discussed with
DGIS
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continued....
Activity

Time
schedule

Actors

Finance

Status

13.

Oshakati-Omakango scheme
Agreement on development scheme into
"development & demonstration" scheme

January 1996

DRWS

nil

approved
DRWS and
DGIS

14.

Request to Netherlands Government to
utilize the balance funds of OgongoOkalongo allocation for "Development
and Demonstration Fund", for small-sized
supporting activities; (became supplement
to Capacity Development Fund)

February
1996

DRWS; DGIS/RNE;
IRC

DF1 61,000

approved by
DGIS; not
from balance;
supplement
to CDF

15.

Request to Netherlands Government to
utilize the balance funds of OgongoOkalongo allocation for External Study
on the Functioning of the RWEOs
(Efficiency Study); request from DRWS
with TOR to come

October 1996

DRWS; RNE

Dfl 37,000
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APPENDIX 1
TERMS OF REFERENCE OF THE THIRD BACKSTOPPING
MISSION TO NAMIBIA

TERMS OF REFERENCE

ADV/Namibia 403

Third Backstopping mission to Namibia in June 1996
to assess the recent developments in the water supply sector and related sectors as
water resources, sanitation and environment with the relevant authorities at national
and regional level
to discuss with DWA (Windhoek) the planning and progress on Olushandja water
works and dam (Phase II); and rehabilitation of Calueque intake structures (Phase
II)
•

to discuss the progress of activities proposed during the Second Backstopping
Mission

•

to assess through joint field visits (with DRWS staff incl. RWEOs) and discussions
with LWCs and WPCs the sustainability of the two Netherlands-supported piped
water supply schemes (visit as much as possible also same WPCs of previous
visits)

•

to assess through joint field visits the physical progress of other Netherlandssupported water activities: (i) Olushandja water works and dam (Phase II); and (ii)
rehabilitation of Calueque intake structures (Phase II);

•

to discuss strategies, methodologies and action-plans to activate WPCs and reactivate LWCs along Oshakati-Omakango and Ogongo-Okalongo schemes vis à vis
the presence of Chief RWEO and RWEOs, and to make them operational for their
managerial tasks

•

to further develop methodologies and detailed action-plans for the development and
establishment of sustainable community management systems (at WPC and LWC
level) including community-based monitoring, and to follow-up earlier agreed
action-plans

•

to further develop methodologies and detailed action-plans for the development and
establishment of sustainable community management support structures (at DRWS
level and for private sector) including monitoring, and to follow-up earlier agreed
action-plans

•

to develop methodologies for monitoring of (i) "development and establishment of
community management systems" and (ii) "development and establishment of
community management support structures"

•

to discuss and (when possible) to review jointly with relevant
environmental/sanitation/hygiene sectors agencies relevant conditions related to
water supply and propose feasible actions (some of their staff to join few days in
field visits)

\Klv\n;iniibi;iMorn96-1.403

to discuss rural water supply sector issues with the Cuvelai WATSAN Forum (of
NGOs and other donor-supported projects) while in the North of Namibia
to discuss further activities to be financed through the "Capacity Development
Fund"
to jointly present the DRWS Core/Backstopping Team's preliminary findings and
specific issue(s) to DRWS and if preferable to a selected group of professionals of
related sectors (water, community development, health, environment) for discussion
and follow-up
to jointly present the DRWS Core/Backstopping Team findings, conclusions and
recommendations of Mission to donors to the rural water supply sector and discuss
water sector developments and inputs from donors at meeting at and chaired by the
RNE
to discuss and agree on follow-up activities by DRWS core team and DRWS staff,
and the Backsiupping Team itself, on the joint mission findings; these activities
have to be endorsed by DRWS and RNE
to discuss and agree on the future backstopping missions and interim activities:
scope, methodologies, activities, fields of attention and timing, also in relation to
the IRC's contract with DGIS; these planning and activities have to be endorsed by
DRWS and RNE
to produce a brief report on the mission's agreed findings, recommendations and
follow-up
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APPENDIX 2
ITINERARY OF THE THIRD BACKSTOPPING MISSION TO NAMIBIA

ITINERARY

ADV/Namibia 403

Third Backstopping mission to Namibia in June 1996
from 09 to 25 June 1996
expected arrival:
departure:

10 June 1996 at 12.55 by SA 70;
mission starts 10 June 14:30h
24 June 1996 at 13.40 by SA 71

Sun

09 Jun

travel Amsterdam - Windhoek

Mon

10 Jun

noon arrival Windhoek
14:30h discussions between Backstopping Team and DRWS Core
Group

Tue

11 Jun

• Joint discussions with Mrs Bonis RNE Windhoek
• Discussions with DRWS Management
• Discussions with DRWS Training Section
• Meetings of individual Team members with agencies of
environmental, sanitation and health sectors
• Discussions with DWA (on Calueque and Olushandja)

Wed

12 Jun

travel to North by DRWS car
p.m. discussions with DRWS staff of Cuvelai Region MI Oshakati
p.m. Teams' meeting1 - daily wind-up

Thu

13 Jun

a.m.

p.m.
p.m.

meeting with DRWS Cuvelai including Chief RWEO and
RWEOs on water supply activities and systems management
developments, and planning of visits
meeting with regional organizations (individual discussions)
Teams' meeting - daily wind-up

Fri

14 Jun

visit Ogongo-Okalongo scheme and informal meetings with selected
WPCs (focal group discussions); joint team and Chief RWEO and
RWEOs will split up:
group 1: LWC, group 2: some WPCs, group 3: other WPCs, and
group 4: community members
p.m. Teams' Meeting - daily wind-up

Sat

15 Jun

a.m.
p.m.

Sun

Mon

16 Jun

17 Jun

visit Oshakati-Omakango scheme and informal meetings with
selected WPCs (focal group discussions); joint team and Chief
RWEO and RWEOs will split up:
group 1: LWC, group 2: WPCs, and group 3: community members
p.m. Teams' Meeting - daily wind-up
a.m.

p.m.
p.m.
'.

ïrec
Backstopping Team discussion

participatory discussions on development methodologies and
action-plans with DRWS staff Cuvelai including RWEOs
continuing
Teams' meeting - daily wind-up

Teams' meeting involves both DKWS Coa1 Team and liaukstiippiiii: Team

:\adv\naniihia:\itin%-1.403

Tues

18 Jun

a.m.

p.m.
p.m.
Wed

19 Jun

a.m.

continued participatory discussions on development
methodologies and action-plans with DRWS staff Cuvelai
including RWEOs
continuing
Teams' meeting - daily wind-up

p.m.
p.m.

continued participatory discussions on development
methodologies and action-plans with DRWS staff Cuvelai
including RWEOs
continuing
debriefing at DRWS Cuvelai

Thu

20 Jun

a.m.
p.m.

drive back to Windhoek by car
Teams' meeting - daily wind-up

Fri

21 Jun

a.m.

meeting at RNE on donor-supported activities on rural water
supply in Namibia: RNE; Embassy of Sweden,UNICEF
participatory discussions on development issues among
Teams
discussion with training section
Teams' meeting - daily wind-up

p.m.
p.m.
n m.
Sat

22 Jun

a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

free
Teams' meeting on preparation summary report and Plan-ofAction for DRWS
Teams' meeting - daily wind-up
meeting on Sustainability tables
Report writing
Backstopping team: meeting and report writing
Debriefing for RNE

Sun

23 Jun

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Mon

24 Jun

a.m.

:Nadv\iii<niihi;i:\ilin%-

Presentation Draft Summary report and Plan-of-Action to
DRWS Management and agreement on follow-up
1 l.OOh departure for South Africa

APPENDIX 3
LIST OF PEOPLE MET DURING THE THIRD BACKSTOPPING
MISSION TO NAMIBIA

APPENDIX 3
LIST OF PEOPLE MET DURING THE SECOND BACKSTOPPING MISSION

Department of Water Affairs

- Mr. Jürgen Eysselein
- Mr. Sjaak Zijlma
- Mr. Matty Hauuanga
- Mr. Godfrey Tjiramba
- Ms. Leoni Futter
- Ms. Leonie Postma
- Mr. Willy Iyambo
- Mr. Pinehas Elago
- Ms. Mary Isaac Itembu
- Ms. Petrina Ipumbu
- Ms Monica Sidute
- Mr. Toivo Munenguni

- Director of DRWS
- Deputy Director Head Planning and
Development
- DRWS North
- Control Engineering Technician
• Deputy DRWS North
• Development Planner, DRWS
• Consultant, Training Section DRWS
• Trainer, Training Section DRWS
• Regional Head, Cuvelai Region
• Chief RWEO, Cuvelai Region
• RWEO, Oshakati-Omakango scheme
• RWEO, Ogongo-Okalongo scheme
RWEO, Ogongo-Okalongo scheme
RWEO, Oshakati-Omakango scheme

- Mr Bernard Hausler
- Mr. Wally Schmidling

• DWA Construction Division
• DWA - Bulk Water North (Oshakati)

- Mr. Pita Nghipandulwa
- Mr. Harald Koch

- Ms. Désirée Bonis
- Mr. Matthijs Everard
- Mr. Lars Karlsson
- Ms. Jane Bevan

Mr. Bertus Kruger
Ms. Louisa Mupetami
Mr Kevin Roberts
• Mr Henk van der Leest

RNE Delegate
RNE Head Administration
Embassy of Sweden, First Secretary
Consultant Water, Sanitation and Environment,
UNICEF
SARDEP/GTZ Rangeland project
Environmental Education Officer; Rossing
Foundation
DWA Research Division, Ecology Section
Project Manager, WSSPOR

LWC members of the Ogongo-Okalongo and Oshakati-Omakango schemes
WPC members of WPs on the two schemes
Community members on the two schemes

APPENDIX 4
OVERVIEW OF DUTCH FINANCED WATER PROJECT
AND ACTIVITIES IN NAMIBIA SINCE 1990

NETHERLANDS-SUPPORTED WATER PROJECTS AND
WATER-RELATED SUPPORT ACTIVITIES IN NAMIBIA
The Netherlands government has been involved in a number of water projects and waterrelated support activities in Namibia since 1990:
•

Rehabilitation of Calueque dam and Olushandja reservoir phase I (1990)

•

Rehabilitation/upgrading of water purification plant at Ogongo (1991)

•

Construction of rural piped water scheme Oshakati/Omakango (1991)

•

Provision of three integrated experts in DWA (1992 onwards)

•

Construction of rural piped water scheme Ogongo/Okalongo (1993)

•

Baseline survey for socio-economic information in Owambo (1993)

•

Rehabilitation of Calueque dam (phase b) and Olushandja reservoir (phase a) phase
II (1994) (phase a is being implemented)

•

Mission on hygiene education and sanitation in relation to rural water supply
(1994)

•

Backstopping missions on rural water supply projects (1994 onwards)

•

Publication "Water. Namibia's most precious resource" (1994)

•

Groundwater Recharge and Evaluation Study (1994) (identified activity)

APPENDIX 5
DRWS STAFF CAPACITIES AT NATIONAL AND CUVELAI
REGIONAL LEVEL
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APPENDIX 6
SECOND NATIONAL WORKSHOP ON PAYMENT FOR
WATER, SWAKOPMUND, 1 - 2 FEBRUARY 1996

SECOND NATIONAL WORKSHSHOP ON PAYMENT FOR WATER
SWAKOPMUND, 1-2 FEBRUARY 1996
APPENDIX "B"

PREAMBLE
At the heart of a cost recovery policy is the willingness and
ability
of
communities
and
individual
citizens
to
take
responsibility and ownership of the water systems and to pay for
water service. Without the acceptance by the people, no governmenc
policy can be effective.
The participation of all individuals,
families, communities, groups and organisations is essential. The
perspectives of these, based on their life situations and realities,
need to be heard and incorporated into the enactment of these Policy
Statements.
The workshops to be held in the future in each region will serve the
purpose of communicating to community, traditional and elected
leaders the need to hear the views of the people.
Awareness
campaigns will then be held to inform the people and to work through
with them, the' problems and issues which may affect the people's
willingness and ability to take responsibility for water services,
including payment for water, and to find ways of working together
for this objective within the cultural, social, economic and
political contexts of each region. Based on this awareness of the
realities of their people, leaders will come back together to make
recommendations to enhance and implement a national policy.
The participatory process of consultation leading to the regionally
responsive implementation of national policies will continue to be
used whenever it becomes necessary to further develop sustainable
water service delivery.

POLICY STATEMENTS
endorsed by the Water Supply and Sanitation
Coordination Committee (WASCO)
i.
Water is an economic good and consumers shall pay for water supply service.
Tariffs shall be set at levels to cover operation and maintenance for an initial
three year period and be incrementally increased during the next si* years to
achieve full cost recovery in nine years.
ii.
Regional Governments in the 13 regions pf Namibia will be responsible for
the planning and management of rural water supply and the establishment of water
tariffs in their respective region.
Regional Governments will establish an
appropriate committee structure in each region.

iii. Revenue from water tariffs will remain within the region and be managed at
the lowest appropriate community level.
iv.
A lifeline tariff to charge for basic needs consumption shall be
implemented to ensure social equity and the availability of water to all
Namibians.
v.
The first priority will be water for human consumption.
livestock farming shall be accorded second priority.

Subsistence

vi.
Within regions cross-subsidization will be used to ensure a basic needs
supply for all. Cross-subsidisation will also be applied as dictated by regional
and national economic interests.
vii. A disincentive tariff, including a natural resources user fee combined with
a limitation of water supply, will be applied to control overgrazing by livestock
and assure the long term sustainability of the environment.
viii. Within the limits imposed by resource availability, minimum acceptable
water supply to all Namibian comiiiunities recognized by Regional Government, will
be based on:
a.
maximum walking distance of 2.5 km
b.
a minimum of 15 liters per person per day which may be regionally
adjusted following studies to determine actual water needs.
c.
a maximum of 30 minutes waiting time at the water collection point.
ix.
A national compensation fund shall be established to finance the provision
of water for wildlife.and pay damage to water installation caused by wildlife.
It is recommended that the fund be financed through a tourist levy because the
tourist industry is the principal beneficiary of wildlife support undertaken by
water suppliers.
'*.
The principle of full transparency will be followed by national
regional governments and all committees responsible for water supply.

and

xi.
It will be ensured that women are included as full partners in the
planning, development, management and decision making of rural water supply.
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7 DAYS IN THE LIFE OF A CUVELAI RWEO
A Composite Portrait of 4 RWEOs

Down Time: waiting, walking, travelling
Productive Time:

Working with communities, WPCs, headmen,
or writing and reading reports and files

SHORT ANALYSIS OF "7 DAYS IN THE LIFE OF A CUVELAI RWEO:
COMPOSITE PORTRAIT OF 4 RWEOS"
Four RWEOs and one Chief RWEO in the Cuvelai Region were asked to think about a
typical week for their work as DRWS RWEOs on rural water pipeline schemes. Each RWEO
was asked to sketch a pictorial chart of their activities for each day of the week, including
weekends, beginning from when they wake in the morning to when they go to bed at night.
The attached chart represents a composite of the four RWEOs who are living and working
directly in the communities, and aie responsible for facilitating community management of
two piped rural water supply.
Main points that were discovered during this exercise, include:
*

The typical RWEO works 1 or 2 weekends per month, because it is easier to hold
community meetings on a Saturday or Sunday than during the week. Days are not
taken off during the week to compensate for this extra time worked.

*

The typical RWEO works over 8 hours each day. On average 9 to 9 1/2 hours are
worked in 1 day, excluding lunch time. On many days, time is not available for a
lunch break. About 1 hour is spent on 3 to 4 evenings during the week to prepare for
the following day's activities.

*

The attached chart represents a 16 hour day. When looking at a full 16 hour day,
approximately 34% of the time is spent in "down-time", that is, either walking,
travelling by lift, or waiting for communities to gather.
During the same 16 hour period, approximately 24% of the timo is spent in workrelated "productive activities", that is, meeting with the users, WPCs, headmen in the
community, or meeting at the Cuvelai office with other RWEOs and the Chief RWEO,
or reading and writing reports, recording in files, or preparing materials for the next
day's activities.
The remaining 42% of the typical day is "private" time.

*

When examining only the average working hours in one day (i.e., 9.20 hours),
approximately 52% of the time is spent in "down-time", that is, either walking,
travelling by lift, or waiting for communities to gather.
During the same 9.20 hour period, about 43% of the time is spent undertaking
"productive activities".
The remaining 5% of the working day is spent eating lunch (on the days when travel
and meeting time allows).

APPENDIX 8
SOME ANALYSIS POINTS TAKEN FROM THE TWO
COMMUNITY GROUP MEETINGS;
NOTES FROM OSHAKATI-OMAKANGO SCHEME COMMUNITY MEMBERS
GROUP & NOTES FROM OGONGO-OKALONGO SCHEME COMMUNITY
MEMBERS GROUP

SOME ANALYSIS POINTS TAKEN FROM THE TWO COMMUNITY GROUP MEETINGS
There is an obvious need to urgently move forward on the rehabilitation and hand-over of the
Oshakati-Omakango scheme in order to further the feeling of ownership and to facilitate the possibility
of private connections.
Government policy that the priority use for piped water must be domestic (drinking, cooking, bathing)
and livestock, and the message that water is scarce and must be saved, should possibly be balanced
with the fact of very low consumption rates on the two schemes and the need for water for household
subsistence activities, such as brickniaking and gardening.
Several recommendations/comments about maintaining, improving, or creating new backup sources
of water indicate an apparent lack of trust in the piped scheme or at least a continual interest in
"spreading risks" which is typical of rural life.
The community desires scheme expansion (additional branches and private connections), but
emphasises the need to keep costs down (i.e., lake the shortest distance possible from branchline to
homes and keep the infrastructure as cheap and simple as possible).
Users were generally happy with the design and location of the WPs, except for noting that some
people arc still far from the piped scheme.
The feeling of "ownership" clearly has a positive impact on the physical and organisational
management of the scheme by lhe community. Users accept the idea that they own the WPs and must
be responsible for repairs.
Community understanding of the roles and feeling of cooperation with WPCs and, even the LWCs,
was striking.
Both community groups staled that there were no significant conflicts or problems since the pipeline
has been running.
Clearly there is an urgent need to determine the effectiveness of the reporting system for faults and
the efficiency/capacity of the Maintenance Team at DRWS Cuvelai. Long delays in responding to
faults can easily undermine [he work ol' Hie RWEOs and WPCs. Delays in repair work can only
exacerbate the apparent feeling of lack of trust in the piped schemes.

NOTES FROM OSHAKATI-OMAKANGO SCHEME COMMUNITY MEMBERS GROUP
Thirteen people were present in the community group, consisting of:
*
*
*

four women and nine men
eight people using piped water supply, live too far away for easy access
of the eight on the piped scheme, five arc attached to WPs with WPCs, three without WPCs

This group discussion began with the group raising some specific issues that concerned them;
About five headmen representing the Oshuulula to Oshali area stated that they had been told to dig
trenches for the piped system, but no pipes or connections were ever provided. This group was handed
over to Pinchas for further discussion.
Two problems were reported on the Omasheshe line. A leak in the pipe under the cement washing
basins and taps at the Omasheshe WP was apparently reported to Toivo before Christmas and he
reported it lo DRWS Cuvelai, but to date no action has been taken. About three weeks ago a leak at
the branch joint near the Omasheshe school was reported but no action has been taken.

Water Collection and Use
Those far away from the piped scheme arc using omufima and amátale (handmade or constructed large
water bodies). For some of those on the piped scheme, omufima is the only backup source should the
scheme breakdown. However, some reported that they have little water in their omufima these days,
and others state they have no sources of water now except the scheme.
Several old men mentioned the idea of expanding the amátale system by digging trenches to link the
amátale to the dry rivers coming from Angola. They also wanted to make the individual amátale
deeper by digging with heavy machinery. Apparently this idea was suggested lo "government" (i.e.,
the councillors), but no action was taken.

Ownership
The users own the WPs, according lo these community members.
Occasionally there are still some cases of lack ol' understanding in this regard. Children, and
sometimes adults, will be seen wasting water and the WPC will say something and they only receive
insults back from the user, such as "what's il to you, the water belongs to the government".

Changes in life since the piped water supply
The group noted that some improvements in their life have occurred since the pipeline, notably: they
have no more stomach pains and their livestock really prefer the piped water supply.

Pesien and Placement of WPs
Besides the comment that more WPs are needed for the people far from the piped scheme, a fewdesign problems were mentioned:
*

It is easy for children 10 play wiih the bninehline joints, turning them off. damaging them

One cattle trough pipe is pumping waicr all the time due to a loose rubber gasket and one user
felt that plastic pipes are not good 10 have at the troughs
No drainage system is included at the WPs and some WPs are located at a lower level then
the surrounding area so that hand dug trenches do not help to drain off the water.

Private Connections
Queries were made about private connections. They knew they would have to pay for these and were
willing to do so. Mary responded that the community must wait until the scheme was handed over.

WPC Work and Relationships with community members
Many WPs do not yet have WPCs. These need to be formed, but as Mary stated, "it is good that you
want WPCs, but remember the WPCs need to function well, not just exist".
Characteristics of a good WPC, according to this group, includes: honest people and people who can
read and write, for record keeping.

Conflicts
They reported no significant problems or conflicts since the existence of the pipeline, except for one
time when someone came during the night and opened the taps and left them running. No one was
ever caught. A few times children have turned off the valve on the branchlinc, stopping the flow of
water for a short time.
They report no conflicts between the communities around WPs and those from further away. There
are no problems with people coming from afar with their cattle. People with cattle and only omuflma
water, who lived far from the scheme, were also involved in the digging of the trenches, and therefore
arc entitled to use the water. This group slated they had not written down these people's names, but
knew who they were. Once money is being collected for repairs, they know that they can go and
collect money from these cattle owners.

Cost Recovery
Apparently none of the WPCs on these scheme have begun to collect money for repairs, but they
understand that they will be expected to do thai. Toivo has told them that they will have to collect
money in the future, because government will not be able to cover the costs of all repairs. They
accept the idea that they own the WPs and must be responsible for repairs, bul no detailed discussions
have been held yet on how money col led ion should be handled.
An interesting example of "spontaneous" cost recovery was given: One WP without a WPC had a
broken tap, community members were gathered together and they decided that they had to collect
money because they needed the water. They obtained the price of a new lap and people were asked
to contribute to the replacement of iwo laps (one to keep on hand for a future breakage). Each person
contributed 50 cents.
When asked how they thought money collection should be handled, this group stated that they could
nol respond lo that question because they were not members of any WPC. They must first sit with
the WPCs and discuss the issue, before they could give their opinions.

NOTES FROM OGONGO-OKALONGO SCHEME COMMUNITY MEMBERS GROUP
Sixteen people were present in the community group, consisting of:
*
*

six women and ten men
nine attached to WPs with WPCs, seven without WPCs

Water Collection and Use
This group of community members on the Ogongo-Okalongo scheme stated that they traditionally used
shallow wells {omufima) as their main source for water: "in the past almost every family had its own
omufima". Today, many continue to use omufima along with piped water.
People stated that in the past "the land was wet" (i.e., the water table was higher and the rains were
better) and their traditional sources were healthy and did not cause diseases: "even babies could drink
this water and not get sick". In some cases the water was treated using traditional methods. One
method described was to throw ash into the well one day and the next day the water would be clean.
Now, with limited rain ::;-.d flooding, omufima water is not clean, in some cases the water is saline,
and many of the shallow wells are drying up. Some people who are far away from the pipeline, will
still walk the distance, because they know the water is clean. They are especially using piped water
for drinking, cooking, and washing clothes (omufima water is not suitable for washing white clothes).
Others arc still using omufima water for many purposes, but they understand now that they must
protect these sources. Others only use omufima water when no water is coming from the pipeline.
People thought that they were using less water from the pipeline today in comparison to omufima
water during the time when omufima water was the only source. When asked why does it appear that
so little water is being used from the pipeline, several reasons were given:
*

i hey know that water is scarce and they are trying to save water and use it wisely

*

they are still using other sources of water: omuflnuh dak', oshana, roof catchment

*

during most of the year most caule are kept in other areas; possibly only five to ten cattle per
household are around to consume water from the piped system.

Ownership
The group fell thai water was for everyone, but the users owned the WP.
When asked if people arc taking water from only one water point (WP) or more than one, the response
was: eacli WP has a WPC and you must make a contribution to that WP, therefore they only use one
WP because they do not want to make two contributions. The only time they would use another WP
would be when one branch was broken and they had to go to another that was working. In these cases
they would be able to take water without contributing.

Changes in life since the piped water supply
Since the scheme has been in place the following benefits have occurred according to this group:
*

now have a clean water source ("the source is covered, animals can not fall in, the water is
treated with chemicals and the people putting in the chemicals know what is good for people")

*

good health

*

brought development to the community (such as being able to build houses with bricks rather
than wood) [NB. someone earlier said lhat they were not encouraged to use water from the
pipeline for home brickmnking because the process consumed loo much water]

*

received education about dirty and clean water sources.

The group felt that no "bad things" have happened because of the scheme. They only worry about
what they would do if the pipeline was to break. Two old men made the suggestion that a lake or
dam (lined with cement) should be dug, filled with piped water and serve as a backup source.
The only other problem is lor those who are very far away from the piped scheme. The group felt
that other branches arc needed to help these people. Because they understand that there are some
places in Namibia with no water, they felt the additional branches should be kept simple (i.e., no tanks,
taps only) to keep expenses low.

Private Connections
Many people would like private connections. They understand that they must pay for these and arc
willing to do so. They stated that government should consider the shortest distance possible from
branchlinc to homes, and keep the infrastructure as cheap and simple as possible.

Design and location of WPs
Community members, along with the headmen, were involved in decisions about design and location
of the WPs. Both men and women were involved in the decisions and they all felt the decision
making process was a sound one. and that, generally, the design of the WP is good. It is especially
fitting that water is now close to the schools, and the school children have water.
Area for improvement;
*

More branches ;irc needed, for those far from WPs

*

Cement platform under caule trough needs to be wider

*

The places wild only one tank shared by livestock and domestic users is not a good system
especially when some WPs have five or more tanks.

WPC Work and Relationships with community members
The community members feel that the selection/election of the WPCs was a good one and they would
recommend this process to others: make a meeting, suggest names for specific positions on the WPC,
hold another meeting and vole by show of hands.
It was decided before the election process thai an equal number of men and women should be
represented on the WPCs. They felt it was particularly important lo have women represented on the
WPCs, because women are the main collectors of water, and they could observe the condition of the
WP and the use of water when they were collecting their own water. Having said this, it was still
important to have men also represented.

The community members listed (heir ideas on lhe roles and responsibilities of the Water Point
Committee (WPC):
*

To organise lhe community and to direct the community "to do good and not bad".

*

To report any problems occurring at the WP.

*

To inspect the WP and all the facilities.

*

To encourage users to follow the rules and to act according to the information given to them
from the DRWS office.

*

To see how water is being used by the children and other people in the community.

*

To gather people together to discuss matters related to water.

*

To be responsible for their work and to respect other people in the community.

*

To sec to the water needs of the community or nation.

*

To rule lhe community members.

*

To not just direct community members, but to guide them.

*

To act as a role model: do not just tell the community to do something but to do it and then
the community will follow (for example, cleaning around the WP).

Suggested necessary qualities of a WPC member include; brave ("able to take anything that comes
their way"), understanding, know how io organise, have feelings for others, and honesty.
The community members believe thai the WPCs are doing a good job:
*

There is good cooperation and understanding.

*

The WPCs report to the community and if they have a specific task to do they report back to
lhe community on progress.

*

If lhe WPC asks lhe community to do a specific task, they cooperate.

WPC members might even do a beller job il they were paid and one member on each WPC could
have a bicycle to get around and do their work faster. The community members did not think they
could be the ones to pay the WPC members salaries, because: 1) the users were not working and 2)
they were already contributing to the repair costs oí the WPs.
WPCs do need further training "on their work as a commidee" and on specific work around the WP.
The community group concluded (hat at present everything was okay and their was no need for
change. If in the future something was to go wrong they could call the community together, discuss
the problem, and even call in the councillor if necessary.

LWC Work and Relationships with community members
When asked if the community members knew and had an> contact with the Local Water Committee
(LWC), the response was that they had "good contact".

The position and role of LWC should be:
*

WPCs should take problems to the LWC

*

LWC should take problems to the DRWS office

*

LWC must check for faults/problems in branchline

*

Community members can report problems to the LWC but it would lie better to report to
WPCs and then the WPCs report to LWC

RWEOs Work and Relationships with community members
When asked what the role of RWEOs was, the community response was:
"The head and leader of all of us when it comes to water."
At first the group said that the RWEOs did lhe same type of work as the LWC, and then when asked
"Well then do you nceu uoth the LWC and the RWEOs?", the response was: the LWC should work
with the mainlines and the RWEOs should work with the WPCs and lhe WPs, including inspecting
WPs and getting WPCs to act on any problems.

Conli ids
No significant conflicts were reported on this scheme.

Cost Recovery
Money collected for WP repairs varies from WP to WP. Some WPCs have the households paying
N$2 per month, others N$10 or N$20 per year. All users decided on the amount, but it is not based
on anything (i.e., they just want to have enough money lor repairs, but replacement parts were never
costed).
The community recognises the fact I hat if there is a big repair problem and the money is not. enough,
they will have to collect more money.
It was striking that no one in the group complained or spoke poorly about government in relationship
to having to pay for repairs to the WPs.

Conclusions
The group concluded the session with two points:
1)

They reiterated their request lor additional branchlines for those who do not have
ready access to the existing lines.

2)

They indicated their appreciation lor the water supply system and expressed their hope
thai the system will last a long time.
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APPENDIX Q
LIST OF POINTS TO BE RAISED IN WPC MEETINGS
(Third Backstopping Mission June 1996)
1. TASKS OF WPC
composition of WPC: how is composition?; number of members; is
this OK? gender distribution; inclusion of headman and/or
influential people; people with special skills:
accounting/bookkeeping - reporting? could composition to be
improved?
selection of WPC: how were WPC members appointed for their
jobs: election/selection? were they well respected by community
members?
tasks: what were perceived tasks as explained by RWEO; are there
problems to perform these tasks? which tasks are not fully carried
out? why not
2. TRAINING NEEDS
do you feel that there is need for further training of WPC members
to be able to perform tasks of WPC? by function
Who could according to you, train the WPC members?
3. ORGANISATION and MANAGEMENT
how often does the WPC meet; frequency or also ad-hoc, e.g. in
case of specific problem? is this needed?
where do you meet? are others welcome at meeting?
is there an agenda and are reports made? decisions for action?
what was the last decision taken?
how is relationship between WPC and users? meetings? Do the
users accept the authority of the WPC? If not, why not? How are
such problems addressed? Do the traditional leaders give strong
support? are there specific groups that do not respect authority of
the WPC?
what does make your WPC function well? can you give some
reasons why?
are many outsiders coming to collect water? is there a list of
registered users?
how is communication to the users organised? is this
communication needed, appreciated by users? ideas to improve
communication?
is there a regulation of water supply: hours of opening?
is there any contact with LWC? on what? is this appreciated by
WPC? what support could or should come from LWC? what is
the role of the LWC? do WPC members know any LWC member?

do people use other water sources? and for what purposes? why
do they use these sources?
does the WPC keep information on number of users, functioning of
the system, volume consumed, amount of money collected, what
has been spent and for what? do you know how many heads of
cattle make use of the water source, sometimes or always? or there
restrictions in use for cattle (always allowed)?
5. OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
the water point is still very young but are there problems in
maintenance? what is the most common part that needs
maintenance?
is the operation done well by the users? how to improve this
operation? ideas?
how do the Caretakers generally function? are they allowed to do
all repairs at WP (tap replacement, pipe replacement); would they
like to do more? are they motivated (how), do they receive
incentives, are they capable, do they need to be trained for special
skills? are they respected for the tasks they do?
do they have the required tools? can they easily get the spare parts
needed? where? ideas to make the availability of spares easier? do
they need sometimes assistance from plumbers or MT? how much
time caretakers spent
6. COST RECOVERY
how much money has been spent in total since they have
management?
is money being collected? how done? how much? on what is this
amount based? who decided that this amount is to be collected? by
WPC or information/ guidance from outside? do some
people/households pay more and other HHs less? why? where is
collected money kept?
are people that are not paying excluded from getting water?
do they know how much the water scheme has cost? do they know
how much O&M costs are?
have they heard about the cost recovery policy of the GRN?
information and discussions will be come in August. Now they pay
for O&M of water point, are they aware that they have to pay in
future also for the O&M of the scheme? This is the task of the
LWC to whom they have to pay money, so that the LWC can do
this O&M of the scheme.
are the users in general willing to pay? if no, why not? what
amount would people be able to pay?

do they inform the users how much money they have collected and
how money was spent, and balance? how often do they give this
info? what are reactions, comments etc. from users?
7. ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
what do they see as common environmental problems? have these
problems been increased by the provision of piped water supply,
has number of cattle increased? does much cattle from outside
comes in for watering? could the WPC play a role to reduce
degradation of environment? what?
8. SPECIFIC ISSUES, PROBLEMS
are there specific issues that you want to raise for further
discussion; problems
have you got certain questions for LWC, CWC, RWEOs or
DRWS?
DEVALUATION
was this useful for you? what was most interesting ? what will
you tell others e.g. users about this meeting
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APPENDIX 10
REPORT OF MEETING WITH WPCs ALONG OGONGO-OKALONGO
SCHEME GROUP 2
(14 June 1996 conducted by Piñenas Elago, Monica Shidute and Jo Smet)
38 WPC members attended Group 2 meeting: many different WPCs, 8 chairpersons, 4
secretaries, 7 treasurers, 11 caretakers, 8 advisers.
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Composition of WPC;
all WPCs have six members, which is seen as the right number. Almost all WPCs
have at least two women and one has five women. None of the WPCs has a headman
as member.
Selection of WPC;
in a community meeting with RWEO (Petrina) and the Chairman of the LWC (Benny)
nominated persons, sleeted on skills, were proposed and selected by votes.
Respect for WPC members;
in general they are respected, some elders and kids do not follow what WPC members
tell them; headman is then called in to explain status of WPC which mostly suffices to
correct behaviour.
Tasks of WPC;
were somehow understood, particularly in view of the present management and cost
recovery arrangements. But for the future, the roles/responsibilities will change, and
therefore the tasks have to be discussed with them versus the role of the LWC, the
role of the DRWS (and RWEOs) and the role of Bulkwater supply (NamWater).
Training;
although initially the WPC members said they can manage their tasks, they later said
to appreciate further training to improve on their tasks: e.g. how to chair a meeting;
how to keep records and file; how to make financial overviews for the community;
how to improve upon making repairs etc. This should be done by the Directorate
(e.g. RWEOs and Mts). 2-5 days would do.
Organisation of tasks;
all WPCs meet once or twice a month. In case of emergency, e.g. no water supply,
they report to RWEO and then report reasons back community. For the meetings
they use an agenda. Decisions are taken, e.g. on new spares to be bought;
improvement fencing of storage; how much people should contribute; water point
cleaning etc. Community meeting are organised after the WPC meeting, so once or
twice a month. Lower frequency of community meetings, say once per quarter,
would not be good. 40-50 people turn up for these meetings. Some organise them
near the soccer field, to get also teachers and parents of school-going-children.
Traditional leaders give generally a good support to the WPCs.
Factors for success;
high demand for water; it is their property; follow guidance from RWEOs and DRWS
Oshakati; they follow what them has been told; most people in community support.

Users;
in most cases there is a list of user households; WPC puts pressure on those users not
yet on the list, personal talks to those that are difficult to convince to register.
Passing by people can get water free, but not those from other villages. In one place
they have put a padlock.
LWC;
some WPCs report problems and breakages etc. to LWC. They expect in future more
support from LWC and therefore it must be a strong committee.
Maintenance;
generally only tap replacement. They want from DRWS a list of hardware shops
indicating where these taps can be bought. The presently owned taps break easily so
better quality needed. Caretakers may not be able to replace pipes, so perhaps that
could be done by private plumber or LWC-caretakers. Tools are sometimes missing,
so repiars not properly (.... but they have their own funds!)
Cost recovery;
not much spent during last three years, only one to three taps @ N$ 50. All WPCs
have a cost reroevry scheme. Water fees are generally collected monthly: N4 1.002.00. Some have e yearly collection (N$ 15-24/year). Only minorty of user
households pay. Those not paying give as reasons: it is GRN property; WPCs
business only; no interest; no income. Councillors should come to community
meetings to give clarity on policy and to convince 'defaulters'! Ability and
willingness to pay more (for all O&M and water itself) will not be a serious problem
for most if the GRN gives the explanation and figure. Amount has been agreed by
community. WPCs keep money either at home or at the bank. Transparency needs to
be continua by giving regular overviews to users.
Environment;
number of cattle is not a problem; no eagerness to reduce as often several head of
cattle die. Reduction of cattle is sensitive and difficult subject in Cuvelai.
Private connections;
within 1.5-2 years it is expected that these can be made after connection charges have
been paid to LWC (owner scheme)
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situation as per 23.06.96
Table ]. COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT ELEMENT: COMMUNICATION
Time Schedule

* to (re-) establish LWCs of Ogongo and
Oshakati schemes

* to make a programme of actions for
the (re-) establishment of the LWCs
(involve Godfrey; Matty; Pinel is and
Mary)
* to develop training package for LWCs

II II

n

II

n

il M
il
il

II

• to finalise Water Act including legal
status of LWCs and WPCs

II

• to enhance and communicate legal status
of WPC and LWC

II

*

I,

* to formulate functions/tasks of LWC

II

* to formulate functions and tasks of LWCs
for real future situation
* to communicate roles and responsibilities
LWCs

=

II

• to develop methodologies and tools for
communication

II

* LWCs not operational (Ogongo) or
not established {Oshakati)

• to convince both committees of importance
and benefits of communication

n

* lack of communication between
WPC and LWC

=

M

* to finalise training package for WPCs
• to carry out community-based training
for WPCs

M

=

II

* to enhance the promoting /supporting
roleofChiefRWEO

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 2
Jj 4 5 6 7

II

II

II

o establish and/or vitalise WPCs

I 1
1 2
II

1
0
II

• to enhance the promoting /supporting role
of Chief RWEO

0 0
8j 9
n

• incidental lack of communication
between WPCs and community
(users)

1997

II

1996

II

Activities

II

Solutions

II

Problems

= =

• to carry out community-based training
for LWCs
• incidental lack of communication
within WPCs and LWCs

• to enhance the promoting/s supporting role
of Chief RWEO

• to enhance the promoting /supporting
roleofChiefRWEO

=

• no communication between LWCs

* to enhance the promoîing/s supporting ro!e
of Chief RWEO
• CWC to assume representatives from
LWCs

• to enhance the promoting /supporting
roleofChiefRWEO
* to discuss with CWC the
representation of LWCs in CWC

=

* no communication between the
LWCs and the CWC

= =

= = -

=

=

= = =

=

= =
=

=

Table 2. COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT ELEMENT: AUTHORITY AND LEGAL STATUS OF WPC/LWC
Time Schedule

n

n

n

n

n

n

=

=

=

n

II
II

=

=

=

=

il

• Use school and adult education
groups as vehicle for community
awareness

* finalise Water Act including legal
status of LWC and WPC

=

n

n

=

=

• Use the NBC Radio as
communication channel for
disseminating information on
authority of water schemes/systems
• Lack of legal status of WPC/LWC

=

n

=

=

=

=

1
1

=

after training of WPCs

n

• Community lacks knowledge of
responsibilities of LWC

I
0

n

after Chief RWEO is appointed and
experienced

=

0
9

n

* to review strategy paper on LWC

=

0
g

n

same as solutions

=

0
7

n

* to re-establish LWC

=

0
6

n

* Communities lack knowledge on
authority of LWC

=

0
5

n

same as solution

0
4

il

• WPC hoids meetings, promotion
i.e. placards, sign posts,
identification i.e. cap and T-shirt

0
3

M

• Some communities lack knowledge
of responsibilities of WPC

0
2

n

=

0
1

n

• Use the NBC Radio as
communication channel for
disseminating information on
authority of water schemes/systems

1

2

il

same as solutions

1
1

H

• Use school and adult education
groups as vehicle for community
awareness

1
0

H

• Some communities lack
knowledge on authority of WPC

0
9

n

0
8

1997

n

1996

n

Activities

M

Solution

n

Problem

Table 3. COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT ELEMENT: FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT AND PAYMENT
TIME-SCHEDULE
1996

• to develop capacities on record keeping and
financial management skills through LWC and
WPC training programme

• DRWS: develop suitable WPC and LWC
training programme and materials
• RWEO and Chief RWEO: implement training
programme and monitor training effects

• (DRWS) method of introduction of payment
"idea"

• to structure an awareness campaign providing
information as it becomes available

• DRWS: design awareness campaign
• DRWS: use all available channels

=

• (DRWS) lack of clarity on cost levels

• (DRWS) to estimate the O&M costs and to get
from Bulk Water the estimates of tariffs of water

• DRWS: calculate as accurate as possible cost
levels

=

M

II

• possible capacity problem regarding books
records and financial management

=

II

• WPC: start listing users and type of use (cattle
and/or domestic) (monitoring issue)
• RWEO: discuss with WPC traditional ways to
address defaulters and/or give suggestions

ii

• to register users (Households)
• to facilitate the process at the WPC to make
iheir own appropriate decisions (e.g. traditional
ways; publication of defaulters)

• lack of penally for defaulters

II

=

=
_

n

=

1

• DRWS: to estimate the total yearly O&M costs
at WP and scheme level
• DRWS: to communicate this to CWC; LWC and
WPCs
• WPC: to communicate this information to users

H

• to estimate the O&M costs of the WP and
scheme (increasing O&M per year and so
increasing O&M costs)

il

• lack of understanding why to collect money for
al this moment and how much would be required
at this phase of cost recovery

=

1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 1 2 3 4 5 6

n

• DRWS: to estimate the total cost (O&M part and
Buik water tariff part)
• DRWS: to communicate this information to
CWC; LWC and WPC; and WPC to
communicate this to users

=

1

M

• to estimate gradually increasing tariffs (per cost
recover)1 phase)

=

Í

M

• lack of information on what eventually to pay for
and indicative (range of) taritl level

=

1
0

II

* DRWS: to coi lee t investment and depreciation
costs of scheme and hard vare
{intake/main/treatment/ trunkline)
• DRWS: to collect data on operational costs
• DRWS: to calculate the per capita costs
• DRWS: to communicate this information to
CWC; LWC and WPC (via cost recovery
workshops)

0
9

II

(to be done before National Wrap Up on Cost
Recovery)

* to provide per capita costs of investment of
scheme and other hardware:
* to provide indicative operational costs per cubic
metre (or per 20-litre bucket)

0
8

II

• lack of information on investment costs of
scheme and other hardware; and
operational/treatment costs

0
7

II

0
6

1977

II

ACTIVITIES

II

SOLUTIONS

II

PROBLEMS

-

=

DRWS: monitor the O&M costs at WP and
scheme îevel

Table 4. COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT ELEMENT: COMMUNITY BASED MONITORING

TIME SCHEDULE

• development of community-based monitoring
system for community management of systems

• develop process to feed back relevant
information

1
1

1
2

0
1

0
2

0
3

=

=

=

0
6

0
4

0
5

• deveíop ideas, framework and draft c-b MIS
(by DRWS and Backst. Team)
• discuss the framework c-b MIS with WPCs and
LWCs
• finalise the c-b MIS
• train WPCs and LWCs on use of MIS and
make the MIS operational at selected WPCsand LWCs-level
• develop a process of communicating relevant
data between users, WPCs, and LWCs

• strategy paper on monitoring system exist, but
not operational as yet

1
0

II

• lack of data on functioning and use of water
supply systems for community management

0
9

II

0
8

1997

n

1996

II

ACTTVinES

II

SOLUTIONS

II

PROBLEMS

• identify the c-b monitoring parameters that can
be of use for DRWS (regional and national)

=

Table 5. COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT ELEMENT: COMMUNITY-BASED O&M
PROBLEMS

SOLUTIONS

AcnvrnEs

TIME SCHEDULE
1996

0
g
• Training and performance of caretakers lacking

• Establish more W PCs

1997

0
9

1
0

same as solutions

1
1

1
2

—

—

0
1

0
2

0 0
3 4

=

=

=

• Involve MT teams in training
* to provide for food and drinks, logistics.
(CDFund)
* Quality of taps

• Replace by locally available taps

• check the availability of different types of taps

• Handling, e.g. taps are not always understood

• Awareness raising by CT/RWEO (after
information from training)

• instruct WPC and caretakers on proper handling
and preventive repairs

• Money collection not based on actual parts
prices

• RWEO/WPC 10 enquire prices
• WPC/LWC to list actual annual expenditures
• WPC/LWC assessment of cost recovery

same as solutions

=

=
=

=
=

=

0
5

0
6

0
7

Table 6. COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT ELEMENT: ENVIRONMENT

TIME-SCHEDULE

">.Too many donkeys (owned + unowned)

- establish a market for donkey use
- start awareness campaign that donkeys aje a
problem

• create awareness
• measures against free roaming donkeys

==

98.
1

98.
2

=

=

=

==

=

II
II

I I
r
|| II
II
I I

1! II

II
I I

II II

II II

II
II
II

ii

i l 'I

ii

II

=

II

II

1!
II

IIil If H

I

II

II
II 1!
II

solutions are activities

II
n

II

II

II

II

- Invite Agr. Ext Officers to attend WATSAN
Forum
- Agricultura! Department participate at same
levei as DRWS in WATSAN Forum in order to
provide guidelines to the community
- During next BS mission facilitate discussions
amongst DRWS/Agric./environment; possibly
invite new members) on the BS core team to
join from agrie + environment
- BS team should hold specific sessions during
next mission on environmental topics with the

- make the environment an issue by discussing
and displaying its decay
• other solutions are activities

II II

4. Water sector works in isolation from
agriculture/env ironment

==

97.
4

nH

and Unclear indicators for status of
environmental conditions

- Prepare extension material for RWEOs
- Facilitate process so that community can
establish indicators (i.e. disposable cameras,
discussions, etc.)
- in training programme, RWEOs and trainers
should be involved in establishing indicators
with community
- plan siting of WPs better with discussions
between community/DRWS/Agriculture, etc.
(keep it simple!)
- encourage nurseries to grow indigenous
seediings and community to plant woodlots with
indigenous trees.

II II

3. Grazing situation is becoming worse

==

97.
3

I I

same as solutions

96.
4

II II

• communities to discuss scope of the problem
with guidance of RWEO
• local/national government to develop holistic
environmental management policy of the
communal lands

97.
2

I II

1. Users have no control over livestock that come
in from other areas (re. water and grazing)
{especially once water and payments must be
made}

97.
I

'i »
' II II

96.
3

II II
h il

Acnvms

II

SOLUTIONS

I I

PROBLEMS

il
II

¡I

il

il
II

II

solutions area activities

II

- RWEOs should discuss with WPCs +
discussions should be initiated amongst
community members, WPCs, traditional leaders,
etc.
- Policy/'ru les' established at community Jevei
- short + long-term solutions (strategy) should be
assessed

il
li

6. Such a severe problem that it is "difficult to get
a hold of'

-

solutions are activities

|i
li

to discuss the use of water for other uses than
domestic and cattle watering

L

5. Daily pressure to use (up) natural resources
(grass, trees)

il

community to 'test' out ideas

Table 7. DRWS SU STAINABILITY RISK ELEMENT: INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS

PROBLEMS

SOLUTIONS

ACTION

TIME SCHEDULE
1996
0
9

LackofChief-RWEO
Lack of technical staff - DRWS MT

Advertise post (internal and external) THIS
IS A PRJORTrY!

{appointment awaited)

Technical training of MT staff

Control RWEO for Cuveiai Region

Appointment of new Chief-RWEOs

Lack of Development Planners (only 2/6)
include Chief Development Planner

Recruit Development Planners (use donor
and GRN funds)

Lack of clarity on function of Development
Planners vs Control/Chief RWEOs

Clarify function of Development Planners
and Control/Chief RWEOs towards regional
DRWS offices

Development Planners to produce paper

Lack of training staff at
* professional level for content
* iogistica! level for arrangements

Recruit more training staff (using donor and
GRN funds)

In process

two appointments awaited

Discussion of RNE/BT to speed up
defreezing of training staff at PSC
Lack of communication between regional
offices and head office

Agree on regular communication channels
Structure regular reporting meetings

Quarterly meetings

I
0

1997
1
1

1
2

0
1

0

2

0
3

0
4

0
5

0
6

0
7

0
8

0
9

I
0

I
1

Table 8. DRWS SU STAIN ABILITY RISK ELEMENT: ATTITUDES TOWARDS POLICIES/INTERPRETATION

PROBLEMS

SOLUTIONS

AcnvrriEs

TIME SCHEDULE

• Personal interpretation of policies

regular workshops with RWEOs, regiona! staff
(incl. regional heads) and DRWS HQ staff
(including management level staff)

- preparation and implement cost recovery
workshops

done

- conduct regional workshops for regional DRWS
and other staff and RWEOs
• conflicting messages from RWEOs and Chiefs
RWEO

regular workshops with RWEOs and ChiefRWEOs

• demotivation of RWEOs

salaries and reimbursement to be improved

- to discuss these issues with DRWS Management
and Pubiic Service Committee (PSC)

• lack of knowledge on policies (people)

• simplified summarised version of policy paper
and strategy papers, only on rural water supply
• translation in local languages when possible

- to develop summary paper (two pages) and
translate this into iocal languages

Table 9. DRWS LEVEL: TRAINING FUNCTIONS and HRD
PROBLEMS

SOLUTIONS

ACTION

TIME SCHEDULE

Training needs assessment not finalised
Regional heads are not providing needed
information

Provide assistance to finalise training needs
assessment
(2 divisional heads will help to finalise)

1. Needs assessment to be finalised
2. and discussed by DWA national, divisional
& regional leadership for their approval

done

Jump in budget: lack of resources to dea! with
increase, possible spending pressure

Base budget on realistic training plans

1. DWA confirmation or tr. needs for 1997 assessment
2. Write up of plan of actioi.-phase wise
3. Funds seeking
4. Reschedule and adjustment of plan and
budget

November 1996

Uncertain personnel situation

Assure continuity of present training staff
Acquire: (i) Trainers - 6 (+2 outside); (ii)
Development Planners - 3 to 4 (iii) Technicians 14 (?)

1. get staff recruited: (i) Recruitment for 2
external Trainers to be completed soon
(ii). Recruitment for Namibian trainers to
follow plan of recruitment
(iii) ToR of Development Planners to be
clarified. Further recruitment to be scheduled
and followed, (iv) Technicians' recruitment to
be scheduled and followed.
2. Tune budget to availability of staff; needs
assessment, organisational capacity and
human resources availability

Effectiveness of RWEO training

Risk of consultants diverting from government
policy within training
Lack of co-ordination/co-operation between DRWS
and NGOs regarding training programmes and
materials

Monitor and evaluate performance of RWEOs and
then assess effectiveness of training programme
(evaluation has been done on RWEOs; this will be
used to assess training programme)

1. Develop monitoring procedures and feedback arrangements to poiicy, plan and
implementation
2. Develop indicators for evaluation

better communication and control of consultants
functioning and performance
Revive national and regional WATSAN forums
Pat in place 2-way communication
Show appreciation to NGOs for their
complementary efforts
Continue process of co-operation and

ongoing
1. WATSAN forum to deal with practical
problems; thematic approach
2. Involve the NGOs in (national and
regional) planning matters
3. Provide training opportunity for NGOproject staff, fointly with DWA staff

communication which was started October 1996

4. Share experience

Table 10. DR WS LEVEL: MONITORING AND EVALUATION (M&E)
PROBLEMS

SOLUTIONS

Lack of information for regional and
national management

- Identify minimum information
requirements for management at two levels
regional and national; M&E is to be split
up: Database (hard facts) and
Efficiency/Effectiveness (functioning c-b
ws; internal DRWS efficiency), and
planning
- to develop MIS
- Field test M&E system in Ogongo scheme
and evaluate

Lack of resources to implement

Identify required resources for minimum
package

ACTION

TIME SCHEDULE

Table 1 î. DRWS LEVEL: OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
PROBLEMS

SOLUTIONS

Training of caretakers lacking

• involve RWS Maintenance Team in training
• provide food, driiiks and logistics
• assess (via C-B MIS) functioning of systems and
performance of RWEOs on O&M

AcnvrnES

Some WPCs not yet established

LWC not yet established
money for O&M collected not based on actual
parts prices

•RWEOs to communicate to WPCs (caretaker;
treasurer) and LWC the average price of required
parts (provide current list)
• RWEOs to communicate to WPCs/LWCs the
envisaged, yearly increasing average annual O&M
costs

quality of tap poor

replace by best, affordable and locally available
tap (best-buy)

handling (e.g. of taps) is not always properly
understood.

• awareness raising on proper handling (operation)
• train caretakers , and via her/him the WPCs and
users (also sessions at school; also for school water
supply

* use participatory methods for discussion of these
issues with the users' groups

TIME SCHEDULE
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APPENDIX 12

RESULTS OF A THREE-DAY WORSHOP WITH RWEOs
OBJECTIVES OF THE WORKSHOP
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

to assess the progress on COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT
to identify the successes and the problems/constraints related to CM
to analyze the successes/problems/constraints
to identify areas/means for improvement CM to overcome problems
to develop methodologies/ tools to address problems
to develop a strategy to implement methods
to discuss problems and find solutions related to functioning of RWEOs

1. PROGRESS COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT
Three working groups analyzed the community visits with discussions among
community mamabers; WPCs and LWCs both on the Ogongo_okalongo and the
Oshakati Cmakango scheme. The results are given below per focus group and give an
overview of the present Community Management situation in the schemes.
l.A. Community Group: Ogongo - Okalongo
present: 16 people : 6 females and 10 males
=3> Some people are far from scheme + only have omifima (salty, dirty, dry); Need
more pipe branches
=> Others have only piped water supply system (no back up if system is broken)
Women mostly collecting water, not men!
=> Changes in life since scheme in place:
- improvement in health
- development comes to village (i.e. brick making instead of trees for building
- clean water source + well protected source
- received education on difference between clean + dirty water sources
=> Community feel they are the owners of the WP, but water is for everybody
=> Reason for low consumption:
- still using omifima
- told to save water - use water wisely (Namibia is dry)
- only keeping some cattle near homesteads (+ piped system)
=> Involved in design + siting of WPs; good design taps, washing basins, + troughs
=> Some people still far away from WPs
:=> Good that WPs are near schools now
=^ Cement platform under trough should be wider
=> Not good that some WPs only have 1 tank, others 5 or more

on WPCs:
=> Provided work/responsibility of WPCs in their opinion.
=> How elected : call everybody together, selected names ( ± 3 per position), voted
by show of hands; community happy with this system
=> Qualities of a good WPC member : Brave (i.e. someone who can take anything that
comes to them), understanding, know how to organize, feelings for others, honest
WPC works well with community, cooperation + understanding; when asked to do a
task, WPC does it + reports back to community
on LWCs:
=> The community members were able to list work of LWCs. (see paper)
Community members > WPCs > LWCs
on RWEOs:
=> they first said RWEOs do the same work as LWC, then they changed their minds:
RWEOs duty is to report dirty WPs to WPCs + get them to act.
+ LWC worVs with main pipeline
=> "RWEO is our head/leader in all things regarding water"
=> good communication + cooperation

• No conflicts now, but if there was call meeting + bring in counselors.
• All WPCs collecting money, different amounts.
Specific problems:
• One problem reported was that a trench had been dug but water pipes had been laid.
Problem was reported to Mr. Pinehas to discuss, (area: Oshuulula to Oshali)
• Two problems that exist at WP in Omusheshe have been reported but no action
has been taken.
• Many people still say that the water belongs to the government and when they are
told not to waste water they insult the people by saying that the water is not theirs
but that it belongs to the government (so: no understanding of the community
ownership/management)
• There is no drainage system for spilt water at the water point (so: design not good)

l.A._Communit} Group Oshakati - Omakango Scheme
present: 13 people: 4 females and 9 males
=> Other sources are omifima and omatale where there is no pipeline
=> Change in life time - no more stomach pain
- animals prefer to drink from the taps
=> More omatales should be constructed to back up the pipeline system (lack of
trust in the pipe system)
=> No conflict between people or villages because of the system. (Even people from
far participated in the digging. They have the right to use the system).

=> Occasional problems do occur e.g. children playing with the main branch line value
so that water will stop flowing. - People coming at night to open the taps so that
water will run throughout the night.
=> Users are the owner of the WP.
=> WPCs not yet collected the contribution money
=> One WP without a WPC but they have started contributing to fix their tap.
The group was not ready to decide on how money should be contributed because they
are not the WPCs but they do accept the idea of maintaining their WP's problems and
taps.
I.B.: WPCs Meeting - Ogongo-Okalongo scheme
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

WPCs all have two or more women
WPC is selected by community itself, after nomination based on skills
To respect the WPC members the headman plays an important role
Task of WPC clear for now but for future tasks, discussion is needed
On training, WPC would appreciate further training to improve management
All WPCs meet once or twice per month followed by community meeting
Keep up frequency of community meeting.
Factors for success :

1) High demand for water
2) It is their property
3) They follow guidance of RWEOs
4) Most people in community support
5) The WPC kept a list of households collecting water
6) WPC request for support from RWEO and also from the councilors
7) LWC must be strong and support WPC.
Maintenance
WPC like to have a list of hardware shops to buy taps from - also good quality.
Cost recovery
* All WPCs correct money N$ 1.00 to $ 2.00 per month.
* Most of the households pay.
* WPCs keep money either at home or at bank
WPC gives financial overview to community
l.B. Meeting WPCs along Oshakati-Omakango Scheme
WPC:
Composition varies: 2 —» 5 members
Election by community after explanation by RWEO

Training:
training of caretakers and treasurer is needed - by DR WS - staff
Tasks of WPC member not clear
No clear task - division in WPCs
Organization:
- Waste of water by children and adults think water belongs to GRN
- problem addressed in Community meeting but wasters do not attend
- WPC members clean WP (unclear task-division)
- People from outside comm. also welcome to collect
- Some (few)WPCs keep list of users
- Many people do not know that WPC - meeting is linked to Community Meeting
- No fixed water collection periods/day
Cost Recovery (O&M)
- Need for general meeting in which RWEOS/senior DRWS staff explains the cost
receovery as now many household do not understand why money has to be collected
- WPCs (some) collect money when tap broken
- one WPC collects money on regular basis
- no information on actual O&M cost scheme/WP
- some got info that they have to pay for water in future
O&M
-One WPC reported "broken tap" to LWC-> MT -> Repaired

l.C. MEETING LWC-QgongQ-Okalongo scheme
*
*
*
*
*

People did not know what a LWC is; many were WPC members
LWC was not existing - no functions/job done;
People were uncertain, some how resisting to cooperate/discuss
They said they had training already and knew most of the tasks already;
After explaining difference between WPC and LWC several times they were very
positive and cooperative.
* Steps to establish LWC were agreed upon.
* People came with concrete measures to save the environment these were:
- reduction of cattle numbers
- cattle should only drink in their own village
- use less trees for building houses and fences;
__LWC would try to establish itself, together with the RWEOs, and apply for
Training from DRWS.
l.C MEETING with LWC - Oshakati-Omakango Scheme
*
*
*
*

LWC only covered the certain area.
They did not know how to mobilize a full committee.
Have no awareness of the tasks.
The scheme needed many repairs.

* There is not a good relationship between the LWCs and WPCs in the scheme.
* Positive about paying for water but did not like to pay the LWC caretaker.

2. SUCCESSES & PROBLEMS IN COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT
2. A. Users

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Successes of the Ogongo okalongo scheme
Community has it all in their hands
Decision power at community level
Headmen support
"copying" from other WPCs : people get right information
good users behaviour related to WP because they understand
high motivation because water is a felt need
hand-over by GRN to LWC/WPC is important
good RWEO relationship to WPCs users

*
*
*
*
*

Problems
accessibility (distance to) of WPs
not enough water from WPs if WP has only one tank
conflicting information on responsibilities /uses of water
people have (still) lack of trust in piped water supply
no. of cattle beyond carrying capacity

Successes - OSHAKATI
* Real ownership
* Demand for reliable/safe water

*
*
*
*
*

Problems
Users do not take up responsibilities related to community management of their
water supply system
People were not informed about scheme
Poor/lack of communication in general
GRN - staff and politicians give contradicting messages about water and
responsibilities
Accessibility is not adequate (distance)
Maintenance is not done: not by Caretakers and not by DRWS- MT

__3.B. success factors at WPCs (from cards)

Ogongo- Okalongo
* WPC members perform their functions
* WPC well organized and they perform
their duties
* They know their task very well
* All WPCs collect money
* WPCs keep money either at home, or
at bank
* WPCs meet regularly report back to
community
* keep their WP clean
* WPC keep a list of households using the
WP
* Good number of women members in
WPC
* Equal representation of men + women
on WPC (lender balance fine)
* They attend meeting of RWEO
* RWEOs give good backup to WPCs
* WPCs get good support from
community (users) (meetings)

3.B. Factors WPCs problems
Ogongo - Okalongo

Oshakati - Omakango

* They need training (4)
* WPCs having problem for some
household do not want to pay or
contribute (2)
* Cost Recovery not fully done
* WPCs do report damages on WP but
these are not solved satisfactorily
* One water tank at water point
* Demand for private connections but no
solutions as yet
* WPC exist in isolation, far away from
RWEO
* WPC do not have legal status and
authority

* Functions WPCs not fully clear (6)
* Some WPC do not do their duties:
-lack of training on functions
- lack of training on O&M for caretakers
- lack of tools
* Very few WPCs collecting money (2)
* Poor attendance of community (2)
* many WPCs do not have community
meetings
* Both WPCs and scheme itself lack
status
* Some committee members cleaning the
WP on their own

* Lack on info on spare parts
* WPCs hesitant to discuss issue of too
many cattle
* No relationship between WPCs of
LWCs
* Capacities WPCs insufficient for future
tasks

3.C Problems at LWC level
LWC Ogongo-Okalongo

LWC Oshakati - Omakango

* LWC members are not clear of
function of LWC/members
* No clear tasks given
* They do not know how to mobilize full
committee
* Unclear who should sit on LWC
* Tasks of LWC was found heavy —>
much training

* No Establishment yet
* LWC yet undefined, not functioning
* They do not know each other and they
do not know really function
* never informed about its role
* They are on their own
* The members do not know their task

4, AREAS & MEANS TO IMPROVE COMMUNITY MANAGEMENT
4.A at WPC level
*
*
*
*
*
*

monitor no. of cattle for "user'Vnon-users" utilizing the WP through WPC
monitor the "DOWN-TIME" of the water supply
monitor attendance at community meetings
keep list of users
keep record of payments/income/expenditure
specific training needs (assessment)

4.B. DRWS Cuvelai level
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

CWC - Meeting : problems to functioning schemes (problems)
LWC - responsibilities
Training caretakers Oshakati WPCs
Increase efficiency DRWS - MTs
Quick response and action from DRWS-MT on pipe bursts
Communication to and quick action from bulk water on pipe bursts
Re-distribution of water tanks in schemes
Implementation WPC training ( TOT)
Organize training of caretakers, together with RWEO and Maintenance teams (s
spanners, 1 shifting spanner)
* Communicate with governor/and counselor about LWC -establishment
* Office for RWEO (portable)

4.C. RWEOs
* Communication on ownership's responsibilities to existing/new WPCs + Users
* Assess distance {km] people have to walk to collect water (house <-» WP) if
problem
* Info/communication on water usage's (Domestic - cattle - officially not for any
other purpose)
* Incorporate "Success" - Factors in strategies
* Communication on full understanding of tasks and responsibilities of WPCs
* Assist WPC training
* Assist WPC in calling community.
Meeting and attend meetings
* Evaluate reasons for poor attendance (by walk about)
* O&M cost Recovery inform the communities and explaining process : list of users;
payment
* by users; monthly financial overview.
* Use schools to inform and educate students
* Information to WPCs and LWCs on future specific tasks cost recovery
* Persisting failure to repairs: continue to report at DRWS-Cuvelai
* Private connections: procedures are being arranged for

* LWC relationship with WPC: inform that governor and counselor will deal with
LWC - establishment
* RWEOs using portable office
* PRA - Participatory rural Appraisal

5. OTHER ISSUES DISCUSSED WITH THE RWEOs
5.1 Issues in planning
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Date
Activities
Purpose
Resources
Who is responsible
When it should be done
When completed by

5.2 Time as a resource
Order of activities of RWEO in establishing WPC:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Meet headman/church/school
Meet community - discuss idea
Feed-back from community
If agreed: Election of WPC
Meet with WPC - members and headman
Evaluation/Inventory
Plan of action —> of problems
—» successes
+ Discuss with WPC/Community

5.3 resource constraint/ solution
l)Transport
2)TIME !!

* Pay for transport time
* long distance walk
transport waiting

5.4 Implementing many different activities:
Say over a period of 3 months — Bar-diagram (simplified example)
OBJECTIVES

July

1. WPCs WPC establishment
2. inform people on "Water"
3. to assist WPC/Community.

=====
==

Aug.

=====
==

Sept.

==

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

to inspect Wps
to plan / to discuss
to attend training/workshops
to report
annual leave
to train

==
=
=
==

5.5 Ideas to improve performance of RWEOs
• Transport * Provide (motorbikes) suitable transport
• Walk
* Reimburse money spent
* Transport of chief
* Communication/Radio
• Transport * Base camps/send messages by radio
* More RWEO's
* Cluster the communities/WPCs
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APPENDIX 13
OPTIONS FOR ESTABLISHMENT AND TRAINING OF WPCS

appendix .13 .
Option 1:

RWEOs establish and train WPCs on their own scheme

Available expertise/capacity
In order to assess the capacity of the RWEOs to carry out their work with the
WPCs an assessment of their training skills will be required. This will need one
or two weeks and should be part of a Training of Trainers (TOT) when the
WPC package (skills and leadership training) is introduced to the RWEOs,
practiced, tested and revised, etc. Thereafter the RWEOs are expected to be
able to conduct the training. This is in line with the original thinking of the
Training Section.
Time planning
During the first half of 1996 the RWEOs in both schemes have not been able to
establish new WPCs due to pressure of other activities and limited efficiency in
the organization of their activities.
1.
2.

3.

RWEO TOT Training and Leadership Needs Assessment: required time
period is 1 week
Establishment of WPCs:
In a certain area, the preparatory meetings with key people and
community meetings will have to be well scheduled within the same
period. For instance have preparatory meetings with headman and
other key people to introduce the concept of WPC at three WPs in a
row, soon followed by the community meetings at the WPs in a row.
Then, while these communities are discussing internally, hold one-week
training session for five previously established WPCs. Thereafter the
WPC-election meetings with the communities can be held at the three
WPs, etc.
On annual basis some 12 WPCs can be established per experienced
RWEO. So that is 24 WPCs in one year per scheme. This means for
the two schemes:
* Ogongo - Okalongo scheme: the two RWEOs Monica and Petrina
need about one year to finish establishing of the remaining 21 WPCs.
* Oshakati - Omakango scheme: Mary and Toivo would need about 3.5
years to establish the backlog of 77 WPCs
Training and consolidation:
Establishment and training run parallel. It is assumed that two RWEOs
on each scheme run the training sessions together and two weeks are
needed (logistics, organization, actual training, follow-up) for each
session. It is not expected that the RWEOs will be able to run the
training sessions individually.
Each session has five WPCs (30 people). Petrina and Monica would
spend: 64 WPCs/5 WPCs per session = 13 sessions x 2 weeks = 26
weeks on training. With allowance for breaks in between the sessions,

some other activities, leave time, sick leave, and other duties the training will
be complete in about a year.
Mary and Toivo would need about two years: 96 WPCs/5 WPCs per session =
19 sessions x 2 weeks = 38 weeks. With allowance for breaks in between the
sessions, some other activities, leave time, sick leave, and other duties the
training will be complete in about two years.
Summery Option 1 :
Ogongo - Okalongo:
* establishment of WPCs (one year) + Training (one year) = 2 years
Oshakati - Omakango:
* establishment of WPCs (3.5 years) + Training (2 years) = 5.5 years
Remarks:
This option will be tight and expose the RWEOs to much 'criticism1 as the
focus is on establishing and training at the possible expense of almost all other
activities.

Option 2:

Establishment of WPCs by the RWEOs on their own scheme and the
best (one or two?) of the four RWEOs will train WPCs on both
schemes

Available expertise/capacity
Supposed Mary and Petrina will be involved in training at both schemes. The
other RWEOs will concentrate on establishment of WPCs. The DRWS
Training Unit will support the training of the WPCs during the first few training
sessions.
Participation of the DRWS Training Section will (i) raise quality levels of the
training and (ii) mitigate the logistical problems for the RWEOs. If, however,
the DRWS-trainer has no command of the local language translations may lead
to slow-pace processes and also loss of quality. Coordination between the
DRWS-trainer and the RWEOs may turn out to have its effects.
Time planning
1.
RWEO-TOT Training and Leadership Needs Assessment: 1 week.
2.
Establishment of WPCs
Each RWEO will be establishing 12 WPCs per year.
This implies that at the Ogongo -Okalongo scheme
nearly 2 years will have to be spent to complete the
establishment by Monica. (21 WPCs/12 per year)
At the Oshakati-Omakango scheme 77 WPCs/12, nearly
6.5 years will have to be spent to complete the
establishment of the remaining WPCs by Toivo!!
3.
Training and consolidation
Training of 64 (all) at the Ogongo-Okalongo scheme by Petrina
would take about one year (64/5 WPC per session x 2 weeks
(logistics, organization, actual training, follow-up) = 26 weeks.
Allowing for breaks, organizational time, other jobs it would
take one year.
The training schedule does not have the right fit with the schedule of
establishment of WPCs by Monica. The latter requires a time span of over
2 years and WPCs can not be trained before they are established. Hence it
would take over 2 years to establish and train the WPCs.
The same goes for the Oshakati-Omakango scheme; Mary would need
about two years to train all (96) WPCs. Toivo needs 6.5 years to establish
all WPCs, while the training would encompass approximately two years.
Hence training would be completed only after the 6.5 years.
Summary Option 2:
Ogongo-Okalongo :
* Over 2 years with overlap of training and establishment of WPCs
Oshakati-Omakango:
* 6.5 years, with overlap of training and establishment of WPCs.

Remark;
Many of the regular duties would be taken off of the best RWEOs so
that they can concentrate on training. This may result in problems and
areas of attention related to the WPCs being ignored or delayed; e.g.
consolidation of WPCs, O&M problems, day-to-day scheme
management I issues.

Option 3:

Establishment of all WPCs at Ogongo-Okahngo scheme, before
commencing with training on Oshakati-Omakango.
All formal training efforts will be concentrated on the OgongoOkalongo scheme before moving onto the Oshakati-Omakango
scheme.

Time Planning
1.
Establishment of WPCs
Assume that Mary will help at the Ogongo-Okalongo scheme to
finish establishing the remaining 21 WPCs. Three RWEOs will
need some seven months for that (based on 12 WPCs/year)
2.
Training and consolidation
WPC training at Ogongo-Okalongo will be conducted by Mary
and one RWEO and will take about one year (64WPCs/5WPCs
per session = 13 sessions x 2 weeks = 26 weeks)
Once the Ogongo -Okalongo scheme is completed efforts return to the
Oshakati-Omakango scheme with the following assumptions:
* Mary and the RWEO-trainer from Ogongo-Okalongo scheme
move to the Oshakati-Omakango scheme;
* Toivo has managed to establish 18 more WPCs during the 1.5
years that effort was concentrated on Ogongo-Okalongo. So
37 WPCs are now established and 59 still need to be
established.
Three RWEOs need 1.7 years to establish the final 59 WPCs (12
WPCs/year.RWEO). Training of 96 WPCs will take about two years
(96WPCs/5 WPCs per session = 19 sessions x 2 weeks = 38 weeks).
Summery option 3
Ogongo-Okalongo:
* WPCs establishment (7 months) + training (one year) = about 1.5 year
Oshakati-Omakango:
* after Ogongo-Okalongo: establishment of 18 WPCs while most efforts
are concentrated on Ogongo (1.7 years); establishment of remaining 59
WPCs (two years) + training (two years) = 3.7 years
Total time: slightly more than 5 years

Option 4:

The soon-to-be-appointed Regional Training Officer in DRWS (with
command of local language) with only logistical support from the
scheme RWEOs

Two persons from the Training Unit will concentrate full time on the 2
schemes, thus ignoring other Cuvelai schemes.
As in Option 1 each RWEO does WPC establishment while the training
commences with the WPCs already established. Each RWEO can establish 12
WPCs per year (meeting with three WPCs simultaneously across a three-month
period). So 24 WPCs in one year per scheme. So Monica and Petrina need
about one year to finish their 21 WPCs (21/24); Mary and Toivo would need
slightly more than 3 years (77/24= 3+)
If all 160 WPCs on both schemes are trained by the DRWS trainers, the total
training time would take about 2 years: (160/5 = 32 sessions x 2 weeks = 64
weeks). However the progress of the training will be hampered by the length of
time needed to establish the WPCs before they can be trained. Realistically
about two months will be still needed for training after the last WPCs have
been established on the Oshakati-Ogongo scheme.
Summery Option 4:
A total of about 3.5 years for full establishment and training of all 160 WPCs is
needed for this option.

Option 5:

An independent Training Consultant is contracted, with logistical
support from the scheme RWEO

There is only one difference between Option 5 with consultants doing the
training in comparison to Option 4 with the DRWS Training Unit does the
training. By hiring consultants to concentrate on the two schemes the DRWS
Training Unit would be free to concentrate on other schemes in the Cuvelai.
Similar to Option 4 the full establishment and training of all WPCs would need
about 3.5 years. If the consultants are responsible for curriculum and content
planning, material preparation and writing progress and final reports then apart
from the 64 training weeks some extra months are to be added.

APPENDIX 14
MONTHLY CONSUMPTION FIGURES FOR THE
OGONGO-OKALONGO SCHEME

APPENDIX
THIRD BACKSTOPPING MISSION NAMIBIA - JUNE 1996
MONTHLY CONSUMPTION FIGURES FOR THE OGONGO-OKALONGO SCHEME (measured at
Ogongo)
Month and year

meter reading

monthly consumption

September 1994

112,490

October

141,236

November

no data

average 9,523

December

no data

average 9,523

January 1995

no data

average 9,523

February

no data

average 9,523

March

188,853

average 9,523

April

199,757

10,904

May

208,290

8,533

June

220,561

12,271

July

232,769

12,208

August

249,851

17,082

September

268,671

18,820

October 1995

289,846

21,175

November 1995

312,039

22,193

December 1995

337,245

25,206

January 1996

351,440

14,195

February 1996

362,397

10,957

March 1996

373,075

10,678

April 1996

386,709

13,634

May 1996

399,680

12,971

28,746

Source: Bulk Water Supply Cuvelai Region (19.06.96)
Assuming that the 30,000 people in the distribution area are all consumers, and that during the rainy season
(lowest consumption) all consumed water was used for human consumption, then the average consumption
is (February/March 1996) 11,000,000:30:30,000=12 led. This indicates an increase in domestic water
consumption compared to the figure of the Second Mission of 10 led.

Consumption per LSU1 is set at 45 1/d. In the month of October 1994 with the highest consumption, about
20,000 m3 was consumed by livestock. So an estimated number of 20,000,000:45=15,000 LSUs were
using the piped water supply.
Assuming an average of 7.5 members per household and 30 LSUs per household (at design consumption
rates of 45 per LSU/d and 25 led), the total consumption for the Ogongo/Okalongo scheme would be 6,150
mVday or 184,500 m3/month.
The designed capacity of the scheme is 3490 mVday. For livestock the basis was the grazing capacity of the
area, i.e.0.08 km2 (8 ha) per LSU, which led to an allowance of 8545 LSUs. In the actual LSUs in the area
may be substantially higher.

MONTHLY CONSUMPTION FIGURES FOR THE OSHAKATI-OMAKANGO SCHEME
Although figures were given by Bulk Water Supply Cuvelai Region, no analysis on actual per capacity
consumption could be done. These figures give volumes measured at Oshakati, but there is an inflow or
outflow in the scheme at Omakango where the pipeline is connected to the line from Ondangwa to Omafo.
Flow figures for this knot have been requested but were not available from Bulk Water Supply.

LSU = Large Stock Unit

APPENDIX 15
COST OF WATER: REGIONAL WORKSHOP CYCLE ON COST
RECOVERY FOR RURAL WATER SUPPLY

DIRECTORATE OF RURAL WATER
SUPPLY
REGIONAL WORKSHOPS CYCLE
ON COST RECOVERY FOR RURAL
WATER SUPPLY
COST OF WATER
(including piped water schemes)
Principle 1:
Beneficiaries will pay for the full O&M and replacement costs for the above the ground
equipment of the water point.
The Government will provide and replace the underground equipment.
Shallow wells are considered to be above ground facilities.
Principle 2:
People must contribute for
a) an individual water point to:
from 0 to full O&M:
from full O&M to full replacement costs:
b) a water point on a piped scheme:
from 0 to full O&M for the individual water point:
from 0 to full O&M for the scheme (facilities between
water points)
include water charge NAMWATER
include replacement cost

year 1 to 5
year 6 to 10

year 1 to 2
year 3
year 4 to 5
year 6 to 10

Principle 3:
Water Point Committees will collect and manage the funds for their individual water point.
Only in the case of piped schemes, the charge of NAMWATER must be paid to that
company by the Local Water Committee; in the interim period the DRWS will subsidise the
LWC until it can raise its own funds from the beneficiaries in the 4th and 5th year after
introduction.
Principle 4:
The Directorate of Rural Water Supply will provide technical assistance to the various
Water Committees and will act as a facilitator only.
The Directorate will provide or repair underground facilities when requested through the
Central Water Committees.
File: WATCOSTS.DOC

Date: 18 March 1996
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Principle 5:
The maintenance cost for solar installation is very low which makes it very attractive. To
avoid a rush into this technology with the consequent enormous capital investment required
by Government, some costs the installation will be charged to the users from the beginning.
This charge will be 5% p.a. of the solar installation @ $ 40 000 i.e. half replacement cost.

File: WATCOSTS.DOC

Date: 18 March 1996
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BOREHOLES AND INSTALLATIONS
Price per unit
Total price
Life span
1. Handpump:
1.1 handpump and d.t.h equipm.
1.2 cattle trough
2. Diesel installation:
2.1 diesel engine and d.t.h.equip.
2.2 trough,washbasin,storage
3. Solar installation:
3.1 solar pump and d.t.h equipm.
3.2 trough,washbasin, storage
4. Windmill installation:
4.1 windmill and d.t.h. equipm.
4.2 trough, washbasin,storage
5. Boreholes drilling:
5.1 boreholes <50m
5.2 boreholes 5 0 - 100m
5.3 boreholes >100m

O&

14 000.00
3 000.00

17 000.00

10 years 5% p.a.
10 years

35 000.00
20 000.00

55 000.00

20 years 30% p.a.
15 years

40 000.00
20 000.00

60 000.00

25 years
15 years

45 000.00

15 years 5% p.a.
15 years

25 000.00
20 000.00
40 000.00
90 000.00
120 000.00

1% p.a.

25 years
25 years
25 years

DUG WELLS AND INSTALLATIONS
1. Handpump:
1.1 handpump and d.t.h.equipm.
1.2 trough
1.3 dug well

File: WATCOSTS.DOC

Date; 18 March 1996

5 000.00
3 000.00
4 000.00

10 years 5% p.a.
10 years
20 years

12 000.00
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Remarks

PIPED WATER SCHEME:
Cost based on the Ogongo-Oshakati and Endola West schemes
No of water points:
Total cost rws infrastructure:
Total cost bulk water facilities:

185
$ 10.0 m
$ 7.5 m

Cost for rws water point: 2 washbasins/taps, cattle trough, storage (WPC):
Cost for scheme sections in between water points (LWC resp.):
Cost for Bulk Water per water point:

$ 50 000.-$ 4 000.—
$ 40 600.-

NAMWATER charge of water supplied to the scheme:

$ 1.43 /m3

Cost of operation ad maintenance: per annum per capital cost:

0.5 %

On average about 4°0 people use one water point with 2 taps; this represents 70
households.
Basic needs for water:

per capita 15 1 per day.

per household 100 I/per day

per head of cattle 45 I/day: per household
Lifespan for installation on average:

35 years

Based on the above figures the following cost per household has to be paid per month:
Year 1 and 2:

0.5% of $ 50 000.- div. by 12 for 70 hh:

per LL.

$ 0.30

Year 3:

0.5% of $ 54 000.- div. by 12 for 70 hh:

per hh:

$ 0.32

Year 4 and 5:

add for people only: 100x30x $1.43/1000: per hh:
add for one head of cattle: per month $ 1.95
add replacement cost 100/35% x $ 54 000
div. by 12 for 70 hh:
per hh:

$4.61

Year 6 to 10:

$ 6.45

Government contribution:
Government will contribute the difference between $ 6.50 per household and what the
households actually increasingly pay during the first 10 years. After that no further
contributions.

File: WATCOSTS.DOC

Date: 18 March 1996
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DUGG WELL WITH HANDPUMP:
Cost for rws water point (WPC responsibility):

$ 12 000.-

Cost of operation and maintenance: per annum per capital cost:

5% for h.p.

Lifespan for installation on average:

10 years

Number of households per water point:

5 or 10

Basic needs for water:

per capita 15 1 per day:
per head of cattle 45 I/day:

per household 100 I/per day
per household

Based on the above figures the following cost per household has to be paid per month:
a) in case of 5 households per water point:
Year 1 to 5:
Year 6 to 10:

5% of $ 5 000.- div. by 12 and 5 households:
add 100/10% of $ 7 000 div. by 12 and 5 hh:

b) in case of 10 txoijisehjplds per water point:
Year 1 to 5:
Year 6 to 10:

per hh: $ 4.20
per hh: $ 15.90

per hh: $ 2.10
per hh: $ 7.95

Government contribution:
Government will contribute the difference between $ 15.90 (or $ 7.95) per household and
what the households actually increasingly pay during the first 10 years. After that no further
contributions.

File: WATCOSTS.DOC

Date: 18 March 1996
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BOREHOLE WITH HANDPUMP:

Cost for rws water point (WPC responsibility above ground):

$ 17 000.--

Cost borehole > 50m (Gvt. responsibility):

$ 40 000.--

Cost of operation and maintenance: per annum per capital cost:
(installation only)

5 % for h.p.

Lifespan for installation on average:

10 years

Number of households per water point:

5 orlO

Basic needs for water:

per capita 15 1 per day:

per household 100 I/per day

per head of cattle 45 I/day : per household

Based on the above figures the following cost per household has to be paid per month:

a) in case of 5 households per water point:
Year 1 to 5:

5% of $ 14 000.- div. by 12 and 5 households:

per hh: $ 11.70

Year 6 to 10:

add 100/10% of $ 17 000 div. by 12 and 5 hh:

per hh: $ 40.00

b) in case of 10 households per water point:
Year 1 to 5:
Year 6 to 10:

File: WATCOSTS.DOC
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BOREHOLE WITH DIESEL ENGINE:

Cost for rws water point (WPC responsibility above ground):
Cost borehole (Gvt. responsibility):

$ 55 000.-$ 40 000 to $ 120 000.-

Cost of operation and maintenance: per annum per capital cost:
(installation only)

30%

Lifespan for installation on average:

10 years

Number of households per water point:

5 or 10

Basic needs for water:

per capita 15 1 per day:
per head of cattle 45 I/day:

per household 100 I/per day
per household

Based on the above figures the following cost per household has to be paid per month:

a) in case of 5 house/holds per water point:
Year 1 to 5:

30% of $ 35 000.- div. by 12 and 5 households:

per hh: $ 175.00

Year 6 to 10:

add 100/10% of $ 55 000 div. by 12 and 5 hh:

per hh: $ 266.70

b) in case of 10 households per water point:
Year 1 to 5:
Year 6 to 10:

File: WATCOSTS.DOC
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BOREHOLE WITH SOLAR PUMP:

Cost for rws water point (WPC responsibility above ground):
Cost borehole (Gvt. responsibility):

$ 60 000.-$ 40 000 to $ 120 000.-

Cost of operation and maintenance: per annum per capital cost:
(installation only)

1%

Lifespan for installation on average:

10 years

Number of households per water point:

5 orlO

Basic needs for water:

per capita 15 1 per day:
per household 100 I/per day
per head of cattle 45 I/day: per household
Note: The maintenance cost for this installation is very low which makes it very attractive.
To avoid a rush into this technology with the consequent enormous capital investment
required by Government, some costs the installation will be charged to the users from the
beginning. This charge will be 5% p.a. of the solar installation @ $ 40 000 i.e. half
replacement cost.
Based on the above figures the following cost per household has to be paid per month:

a) in case of 5 households per water point:
Year 1 to 5:

1 % of $ 40 000.- div. by 12 and 5 households:
5% of $ 40 000.- div. by 12 and 5 households:
Total:

per hh: $ 6.70
per hh: $ 33.30
per hh: $ 40.00

Year 6 to 10:

add 100/10% of $ 20 000 div. by 12 and 5 hh and
50/10% of $ 40 000 div. by 12 and 5 hh:
per hh: $ 106.70

b) in case of 10 households per water point:
Year 1 to 5:
Year 6 to 10:

File: WATCOSTS.DOC
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BOREHOLE WITH WINDMILL:

Cost for rws water point (WPC responsibility above ground);
Cost borehole (Gvt. responsibility):

$ 45 000.$ 40 000 to $ 120 000.-

Cost of operation and maintenance: per annum per capital cost:
(installation only)

5%

Lifespan for installation on average:

10 years

Number of households per water point:

5 orlO

Basic needs for water:

per capita 15 1 per day:

per household 100 I/per day

per head of cattle 45 I/day:

per household

Based on the above figures the following cost per household has to be paid per month:

a) in case of 5 households per water point:
Year 1 to 5:
5% of $ 25 000.- div. by 12 and 5 households:
Year 6 to 10:
add 100/10% of $ 45 000 div. by 12 and 5 hh:
b) in case of 10 households per water point:

per hh: $ 20.90
per hh: $ 95.90

Year 1 to 5:
Year 6 to 10:

per hh: $ 10.45
per hh: $ 47.95

File: WATCOSTS.DOC
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COST OF WATER FOR INDIVIDUAL HOUSEHOLDS PER MONTH

if used by 5 households per point
Payment
Technology
1. Handpump on dug well
2. Handpump on borehole
3. Diesel eng. on borehole
4. Solar pump on borehole
5. Windmill on borehole
6. Piped water scheme

File: WATCOSTS.DOC

if used by 10 households per point

Year 1 to 5

Year 6 to 10

Year 1 to 5

Year 6 to 10

4.20
11.70
175.00
40.00
20.90
n.a

15.90
40.00
266.70
106.70
95.90
n.a

2.10
5.85
87.50
20.00
10.45
4.56

7.95
20.00
133.35
53.35
47.95
6.43
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APPENDIX 16
AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE MAWRD AND
OGONGO-OKALONGO LWC

AGREEMENT

BETWEEN

O O O H O O - O K A L O R a o

LOCAL WATER COMMITTEE

ANO

DIRECTORATE OF RURAL WATER SUPPLY

AGREEMENT
between:

OGONGO-OKALONGO LOCAL WATER COMMITTEE

and

DIRECTORATE OF RURAL WATER SUPPLY

Í.

The Directorate of Rural Water Supply shall entrust the
Ogongo-Okalongo Local Water Committee with the USER
OWNERSHIP of the Ogongo-Okalongo Rural Water Supply
Scheme

2.

No section or part of the scheme and its facilities may
permanently be removed by any of tbc partners of the
agreement.

3.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE DIRECTORATE
WATER SUPPLY:

OF

RURAL

•

to guarantee a sustainable water supply to the community,

•

to employ a Rural Water Extension Officer for the area who will
assist the Local Water Committee in carrying out its functions,

to assist, through the Rural Water Extension Officer, the Local
Water Committee with setting up and training Water Point
Committees,

to assist in arranging for major maintenance and repair
which are beyond the capacity of the local community,

•

jobs

to carry out on-the-job training for the caretakers, appointed by the
Local Water Committee and the Water Point Committees and

to advise on technical and financial matters when requested

3

4.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE LOCAL WATER COMMHTEB:

"

to operate and maintain the scheme in a sustainable way

to carry out preventive and routine maintenance and minor repairs

to finance tbe operation, maintenance and repair activities from
funds collected from the end users

•

to set the tariff for the end users from which all activities can be
financed

•

to set up and train Water Point Committees, with the assistance of
the Rural Water Extension Officer

•

to direct the Water Point Committees to collect financial
contributions from the end users

•

to make sure that the scheme is well looked after,

to ensure that all members of the community have access to the
available water,

to encourage the Water Point Committees to maintain and improve
their water points,

to direct all communications with the Government to the Rural
Water Extension Officer,

to appoint one or more caretakers, as members of the Committee,
to advise and assist the Water ftrint Caretakers,

to report all maintenance and repair requirements, which go
beyond the capacity of the local community, to the Rural Water
Extension Officer,

to keep proper records of all income and expenditure in a
Treasurer's account book, and

to report regularly, on standard Water Committee Meeting
Reports, to the Directorate of Rural Water Supply on financial and
technical progress.

5.

THE AGREEMENT
The Agreement is entered into voluntarily by both par'ies.
Either party may call for the agreement to be altered at any rime.
If the other party does not agree with the proposed alteration, the dispute
should be referred to arbitration.
In each case, an Arbitration Committee is to be set up, consisting of
representative of the Central Water Committee, of the Department of
Water Affairs and a local Councillor.
The decision of the Committee will be binding.

SIGNED ON BEHALF OF THE OGONGO-OKALONGO LOCAL
WATER COMMITTEE IN
fc&£».

ON THIS THE ..£;/??££.. DAY OF ^ Í 5 ? . ^ . . . 1 9 . 9 ' /

THE CHAIRPERSON .

/ ;

THE SECRETARY . 7,7V._¿.

?< f

THE REGIONAL COUNCILLOR (OGONGO COHSTITÜEIICT)
THE REGIONAL COUNCILLOR (OKAL0M6O CUHSTITUEMCT)

SIGNED ON BEHALF OF THE DIRECTORATE OF RURAL WATER
SUPPLY IN

,. ON THIS THE . . ¿ 7 . * DAY OF ....Hty.... 19.1V
THE MINI

THE DEPUTY PERMANENT SECRETARY

APPENDIX 17
REPORT ON PROGRESS OF CALUEQQUE PHASE II PROJECT

FILE 14/4/1/7/2/2
CALUEQUE PHASE II
PROJECT OVERVIEW - JULY 1996

BACKGROUND
The scope of this project is set out in the planning report entitled "Phase II of the re-instatement of the CaluequeOlushandja component of the Calueque dam water supply scheme' - Report No 2700/1/7/2-ME1. Briefly these
are as follows:
at Calueque dam:procure and install 600 rpm motors to replace the existing 500 rpm units (increasing pump capacity to
3 m3/s for each unit from the present 2 m3/s)
upgrade the power supply to 11 kV and replace motor starters and controls
procure one standby pump
partially complete the hydraulic steelwork to allow impoundment of 35 Mm3 by the placement of one
stoplog in the slot of each flood sluice
complete the installation of the control sluice gates to fully operational level
partially complete the northern embankment of the dam for said impoundment
and at Olushandja dam
repair and complete the north wall pump station structure
procure and install a pumping system to allow the extraction of water from the dam into the canal to
Ogongo
connect the south wall pump station to the power grid and provide a secure structure for the swithgear
repair and commission the south wall sluice gates and stoplog system

The project costs were estimated as follows:
Olushandja dam

N$ 2,3 million (excl consulting fees)

Calueque dam - structural works

N$ 5,4 million (incl consulting fees)

pumps and power supply
TOTAL

N$ 8.4 million (excl consulting fees)
NS16.1 million

A request for grant aid in the Amount of N$ 18,5 million was submitted to the Netherlands Government which
had financed the initial re-instatement project. The amount made provision for an environmental study to be
carried out to integrate environmental management into the project. In October 1984 the Netherlands
Government provided funding for the project in the amount of Dfl 10,44 million (N$ 18,64 million) for
disbursement not later than December 1996.

OLUSHANDJA DAM
At that time the work planned for the Olushandja dam was already in progress. The pump system in the north
wall had been designed for 2x 500 l/s upgradeable to 2 x 650 l/s. The planning report had recommended 2 x
1600 l/s pumps as the terms of reference had required full utilisation of the transport system whereas the design
was done on the basis of a realistic assessment of the demand for the following ten years. Similarly, a 3-ton
crane was installed as opposed to the 8-ton unit recommended. The repair of the North Wall pump station
structure and installation of the pumps was scheduled for the 1995/96 financial year and has been completed. At
the south wall the power connection from the grid and the construction of a secure swithgear structure have also
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been completed. However, certain work at the sluices has not been completed to date. An extensive
Environmental study of the impacts of the future utilisation of the Olushandja Dam is in the final draft report
stage and requires submission to the Department for discussion and approval.

CALUEQUE DAM
When the budget for 1995/96 was authorised, the procedures for the works at Calueque dam were set in motion.
STANDBY PUMP
The first was a request for a budget price from the sole agents (NEC Engineering Sales and Services) for the
standby pump. This was received after some months and the Dutch Government was then approached for a
waiver from their recommended procurement procedures to allow a negotiated contract. Approval was received
in January when lack of response was followed up and Tender Board approval was subsequently sought and
granted.. Because of the time which had lapsed NEC were requested to submit a revised quotation which was
received after some three months. The quotation, submitted according to a detailed contract and specification
which had been drawn up by the Department, was within the budget and the contract concluded by a letter of
appointment in May 1996.
MOTORS AND ELECTRICAL WORKS
During the latter part of 1995 The Netherlands was approached for approval to appoint Emcon as consultants for
the electrical works for the project. Approval was duly g-anted and Emcon appointed to procure the motors,
swithgear and power supply and supervise the electrical installation. Tenders for the motors were issued
according to DGIS Limited International Bidding procedures and an award was made to Siemens. Delivery is
scheduled for November 1996. As a result of numerous difficulties experienced with the control console, which
would be replaced with the installation of the new switch boards, this item was also procured by standard
Namibian tender procedures and is due for installation in August. The new console has been designed to cater
for the pvisting as well as the new motors which require virtually identical protection and instrumentation, but
also provides additional facilities for future linking to a telemetry system.
CALUEQUE DAM STRUCTURE
On the basis of the planning report estimates, Lund Consulting Engineers were appointed to issue tenders for
the Hydraulic steel and structural works for the Calueque dam in October 1995. The appointment was done in
terms of ACE Model Form 1 for the design, tender and construction stages. The fee estimate was within the
limit of Dfl 150000 recommended by the DGIS for direct contracting and Lund Consulting Engineers have an
association with the original consultants for the project giving them access to all engineering information
necessary for the execution of the work.

All works on the Kunene River are subject to discussion within and approval by the Permanent Joint Technical
Commission (PJTC) on the Kunene Basin between Angola and Namibia. After approval was obtained from the
PJTC during the November 1995 meeting in Luanda to proceed with the work on the dam, pre-qualification
documents were issued internationally for the hydraulic steelworks. This action resulted in a protest from the
Angolan authorities which was subsequently clarified at the next meeting in May 1996. After that meeting, both
the hydraulic steelwork and civil tenders were issued, the former to the pre-selected tenderers and the latter by
international advertising. A site meeting was arranged and successfully held in June and numerous issues of
concern to potential contractors clarified. In the last week of June a communication was received from the
Angolan PJTC that certain of the procedures of the 1969 agreement should be followed. The relevant
procedures under clause 4.2.6 of the 1969 Agreement require the following:
i

the contract documents and drawings are provided to the Angolan authorities for examination and
adaptation for Angolan law,

ii

the edited documents are returned, corrected and translated into Portuguese,

iii

the tenders are advertised internationally and must be submitted concurrently in Angola and
Namibia,

iv

the Angolan authorities make comments and recommendations to the Namibian authorities
regarding the award of the contracts and

v

the final decision regarding award is made by the Namibian authorities after consultation with the
Angolan counterparts.

96/07/29 - I'KOJliCI-.DOC

The consultants were immediately instructed to arrange for the translation of the documents into Portuguese.

In the light of the scope of the original contracts, which today would be worth some N$ 300 million, these
procedures are warranted and real international competition could be expected. However, as the extent of the
work to be done is very limited, presently estimated at N$ 12 million divided between two contracts, these
procedures were not considered necessary and no instructions given that they should be followed. Translation
and approval by Angola could be completed by the end of August. Allowing a further 6 weeks for tendering and
then 4 weeks for adjudication and approval, the earliest possible date for award is mid-November 1996

This will probably have problematic implications for the grant aid from the Netherlands as funds cannot be
expended before December 1996. It would be impractical to require the contractor to commence with the work in
November because the water levels in the river will be rising and remain high until May-July 1997. This
expenditure can therefore only be disbursed during the 1997/98 financial year.

The present delay on the Calueque dam structure components of this project thus presents two problems which
must be dealt with:

i

the expiry of funding from the Netherlands in December 1996 and

ii

the necessity for funds in the 1997/98 financial year.

The components of the project relating to the larger motors and the standby pump are in progress and although
the pump will h ~ve to be paid in advance to meet the disbursement deadline, this should not pose any problems.

PROJECT EXPENDITURE

The expenditure for the project, past present and future is set out in the table below

ITEM
OLUSHANDJA DAM

1996/97

1995/96

1994/95
300000

1997/98

905000

CALUEQUE DAM
SPARE PUMP

1100000

MOTORS

2100000

SWITCH GEAR

750000

CIVIL WORKS

7000000

HYD STEEL WORKS

4500000
300000

905000

3950000

The present estimated project cost is thus N$ 16.655 million excluding consulting fees.

B W Haussier
July 1996
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11500000

APPENDIX 18
SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENT IMPACT ASSESSMENT
OLUSHANDJA DAM PROJECT
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IMPACT SUMMARY TABLE

Rwt = npg.itive pdncts
'"•iF^on " pnnitlvr rffpf K
Blue = unknown effect (scenario dependent)
Dart-; ijii?en No Biynilicant ttiango/«lfR< !

WATER MANAGEMENT SCENARIOS
Filling of dam slowly and
retention of water at full
capacity (max. change 30cm)

Daad storage level

ISSUE

• loss of surety of supply

• Possible decline in occweiice of liill«ir/iri
(highly dependent on cllcdivcnes nf
mitigation).

Decrcnswl fish population
socicHxononiic benefits.

• Resource vnlue of dam could decline
(dependent on strnlccjy adopted)

lowci

• Sini|c (sliorl leuul ill lish pindiKlkin
illKt Ilicil slnliili'i'lirm li |iopuln|in<l if
rewire well mtin<ii|(?d

• Dependent on scenario adopted.
Breeding could be nccintivcly aHectcd if
clKimje too rapid or in wrong season.

• Possibility of intimlixlioii "1 (ilion

• Possibility ol introduction ol i ilion

(). moswnlKus

•

Reduced wtiiof quality and ncccssihility.

4. WATER QUALITY
ACCESSIBILITY &
OWNERSHIP

•

No clmncje. Some people may move
(losci lo remaining wutei.

S. SETTLEMENT
AND HOUSING

li nil MI iiii[ii(iveiHoiil in i|inility ¡'lul IIKMI
leeMiililrJinienl ol i|mility similni to
inesenl linui'ii'.iini climi, mid miliieiil
belsi

Initial inundation of 30 • 40 liomcstcniK.
Hiyli resettlement and compensation
costs (finarKial and sociœcoiirarac)

• Varied wnlei (|t«ility and ncceswtbility.
Possible creation of a hiyNy irnpiictcd
701(0 between lower ami u|i|W( walei
levels which could imnilively nffccl
water gunlity (incrensed erosion
tuibidity).

•

6.

COMMUNITY
ORGANISATION
& MOVEMENT

No skjnificHiil change unless people
IKIVC to move to find alternative
walei sources.

•

• Reduced agricultural potentiel

7. SILVIPASTORAL
AGRICULTURE

8. OTHER
SUBSISTENCE
AND
ECONOMIC
ACTIVITIES

• f poleio nnd Floo gaulons negatively
affected due to less avaikible and less
accessible water.

•

Tlic potcntkil lo cultivate the ria: lolaled
danl (IÍK) breed the edible snrril would
boreducedor lost.

• Decline in Aqunlic Ilota

9. AQUATIC AND
TERRESTRIAL
FLORA

lost

ecological & resource value,
• Scflsonnl rccjrowili of fringe vcgelnlinn
- iiossiblc (ji(!7Íii(j bencln

High impiict dunnij inundation |«iu>l
Iran bouschold iclocntion process.

*

I'ossihilily of introduction of alien
0. nnnvmtbkui

• V/nier qnulily will leinnin tis is oi
iiii|irwi' il yinilnlion |iinr|iiimmi' is
iiii|ili)iii''iiled
•

Acressihilily rciiiiiiiisiisnl pii^.eiil.

•

No (liniige (olhei IIKIII IIOIII

Creation of n nornctrled orefl wliich
may become (ommunol grazing
(when season and water Icvjl
permit).

.

Changing movement patterns and
nccess roules according to wnter level.
May be disruptive in terms of lícslylc
anel access to facilities (clinics, schools
etc).

•

loss of agricultural land hctweo i low/
IIIKI IIKJII wriler levels, povsihly onn
pemianenl bitsis.

• Noiliniiijc. Crmiinuiiily
orgunisiilionAnovoiuen! could he
improved it liridgc or lerry supplied.

lomjei walMgi) divlnnre if no
bri(l|e/1l;ltV'"i.vkl,;i|.

.

Initial flnxlini) nf hnincstead nnd
matkel ijaideiis lost subsistence
and incrxne.
• PossilJe ijriMli'i MijiifutliKiil
liolfliilml fliKe leloiiitiniiadiieveil
• Possible ¡nciofised |«essures nn
ailiicullurnl lesouries in aiei: ol
iclociitioii.

•

Highrelocationcosts

•

• Keeslnhlishmenl ol new
iicccss/orguiwilion |«illi:nis over lime.
•

lisli ro'.oiiKeremninsiisnt |nesenl oi
impiwes il belter iminngiül.

population yruwtll)

• Roflslnhlislirncnl of new settlement
imitem mid lilestyfc i.e. dedinirei
rnsidiml effed nvei linn:
•

•

D ntmvmihtan

• InlpMwd niriVJliilily to wnlra 1™
linu'.iilmliK on new v/nlei level
Imiimlniy.

.

• fiiii'liirl ill»line in bilhni/ia ami
i|ii'.lio inlesliiKil dismiscis (il niil«|nliiin
i'lliviively npplieil).

* Dmw ilnwns cfitili) Imve llir.liimi i'lled
leiii|miniily iniiiioviiiii .vilter i|imlily H
Ilieielnte litiiillli

• Pe/en|irai dl resource 'juhr. of dun

3. FISHING
ACTIVITIES

•

• t'i'irailion ol résonne viilm: »l ilum

• Well liiuoiliindpliiniii-ildliiwiliw/in
(iiuldliel(iv/illi|iliinl mid l l w l m e
hillmr/iii '.lull ¡iMilmf

• Intreiiseil habitai lor iSscnse Imiiitxj
vectors Holier itimkim of writer
minted disenso Miti(jnliwi innic
ilSlirull

• Increased pressure on remaining
resource = dccrcnscrl nvnilribÉy

Swely lelnimsl ill 1(1 days and
i|iniliiiilly improved ns inseivnii'. nn'
iini'.iiiKled.

• 1 vaiminlinn losses itiitinlly as at
|.ii'M'iil, hul düdnise nvei IIIIK!

» High pumping costs

• Decrensed resource vnlue.

•

.

• High cvnporalion losses

• Alternative stomge system would be
rcqulrerf

2. HEALTH*
WELL BEING

Retention of dam at 30 - 40%
capacity and implementation of
phased reservoir construction

> Unltnown - dependent on scenorio
ndri|itcd.

• Ofiiilwl increase m 'iirely In ? inonlln

• low cvnipitRxi losses

1 . SURETY OF
WATER SUPPLY

Varying water level
(variations still unknown)

•

Urn poliinlnil Ira iftviuc liovelnpinenl
(rid; [iliiitl, SIKIII. wrxildlie iimxiinisisl.

• S|iroailol AqiKilif plonls

hitrntisrit

ecolm |i(iil lieidil.
• limiifftitiori of fringe veijeliilion
(JMl/ilKJ

lost

•

No significant CIKIIIIJC.

*

K pnlenlinl loi ¡mpiovtng mailel
i)iinleiiiii(), |Kirtifulndy once
I'Miivoiis me inslnllcil.

(osls/difl¡(iill¡es ol pioviding
aikiplllblc water piimpini| and
irriijulioiifiKililies (loio|)c wit'
vniying wolcr level) may ucija rvely
affect viahilitv of market ijotde ns.

• Unknown - dependent on strategy, but
it is likely tint a changing environment
is less like!/ lo sup|K>rt development of
plant nnd snail resources.

* Potential to develop I k ike plin!
nuil símil msoaiccs is ictnined

• Aquiilif and lerrcsliinl (Iota wi
pcriodicnlly die hritk and liten
leeslnhlisii themselves iiuorili 'U lo
Hooding regime potential krsol
ecologkal and resrmrce value.

.

•

.

N[)',ii]iiilÍM]iiu!«iiiije

• Polcnlifil for llixxliiKi pmlcitcil Hoodki
SPP
•

10.

FAUNA

Decline in fish population Passible
decline in ecdogknl, biodiversity mid
resource value ol dum.

• Mi'iNteniiiK^ i"fl ;)fV:vtlili! oiiltinrnli'ifi
nt finiiU'l ff'.niifir1 ciul rnn1..'iw'tin/

..,:lir

Unknown • dependent on seen irio
adopted. CouJiJ be ncgriiiv! el ah on
launa rf fluftimlion'. loo rapid (r
^ilrii(.,,^

!¡n'.ii|nili<i:nl ihaiige. Impiovei!
'iii.'iiMienii'iil cii'l inn'.ei/Mlinii '•"•
'íü.ilil iiriii'i i'Oilogii'ih'ii'l 'i".ri:('
•„.I.,-!

!

¡

Ai.r
._>'
ve ini_pncis ofbi^tt i

* l'nsiljv^inipnclj of liifil) significance ore_stiailgtl Ijylil grey,
Interest

Setimio 1 ;
Present lA'Vcl •

.,•••;;Y.'-. (nipic(Stul

G r o u p '•;..•

30% Cü|iacily
(IIIH iii.a.s.n

i:lio litj Hpticti
nmkel garden; 3
wliulds l!u(
will IK iiuiiuJtkd;
re&ideuli titil
líílierniín of
IcU; [tiopk
living in «r(js in
Whiult [Wii[)|c
re settle

DWA; 30
tlOUIflitlldi illil
íl! U „lundiU.J

by lhe

IMPACT I: The various
management scenarios cnttlil affect
the local settlement patterns and
may also have an influence on the
sub-regio/wl settlement distribution
(as a result of people reheating
due to rt rise itt the water level or
due to the decommissioning of the
dam).

No impact

IMPACT 2.' If the dam was filled lo
its full capacity it would result in
¡he inundation of 30 homesteads
and the Epahh and Ehw market
gardens.

No itii|t:ict

: :

it;t: .'ucsltiiíteil (lark grey
"i '•;'/y;;,y. S c e n a r i o 2 i - :
• . 1 Kliictuti(i»B W a t c t X e V d s

.': Smi;uii} 3
No DainSccnailo

nclwocn Full Capacity
(1106 iii.a.s.l)'diiil Dead Storage
l-cvcl (1JU'J,7 ni.a.s.l)

Ni) 11:1111

A( full capacity;
Without mitigation;
MODERATK negative
U |üvniífit|i áii&tu tl ie loss of

Relocation ctUiM result in increased t
di'tuily onJ prfüitMí iwftsonrtes.

" j i * * t V i I • * P * . " • ; v : : : ' : . i V •': : - i •••':.•.•• .i ••::

With mitigation:
LOW negative
: |o MiipkuiL-m oiiJ ¡t

Full c a p a y ^ ^ ! ; ^ :
;.
Without iiiiiigaUon: '•%ïcSï(iï\C.-iï^:.'

Nu i

With mitigation-.
' . '-'••:{'• ';-MOnEIlATICtíHIIOU.l'i'çg
!Î(.*ïiJi(al ¡(tlpflCis itUnà (o lütücílkm ítktíly lo
l i

louseholdi who
¡id Tor stilixiitcrie
ptirposes; |«ij|ilc
¡ol.uy (i-.lM..^
: liihíntiinál
iil
rat >l

IAfPACl'3:A decline in theftih
resources of the dam will have a
negative effect on tl>*f'shing
activities associated witfi (he dam.
which may in turn after the
economic profile afihtr aren.

i

Without optimisation:
MODMMTE posiiivc

Without mitigation;

H1GIÏ native
S of A "ïouffc '.'f iiiCQiitf '

With Optimisation:
HIGH iH.-iiliH'

Í/'//// ttiitiii'ldoti:
MODERATE'uegfttivii

With optimisatio
HIGH positive
; dvliing CA/ÍÍ

Dead Sto
i t-'t thoui''mlHgallon \

M Ó f) R1ÚT Ë to 1ÏÏ CI rífí g ( ye í ;
«rdoaJ íiofigí Icycl on fuh rcjoufpes it

)IC eiii(iluycJ
|)ii!<:la a n J

coiiutitin
liny pfit
by Dit Ë

JA/PACÍ 4: The lilao and Jípatela
market gardens, which are situated
on the immediate bonks of (he dam,
are directly dependant on (he diim
for irrigation. A hxe in the water
level will result in ¡he iniimhuion of
the gardens while ¡lie
decommissioning of (he dam could
affect their access to •vnter.

Without uptimixi

m e n positive

Full capacity:
•l-:''-':^'¿-:;^C:.-'.'-'.¿-i-Without tmUgdtioiW
lïïthouhniihjiitiùn!. y::^;;y']-J^'-^T^
HIGH".iicgiftlve • :
lllOilm^Áilvé-.
^ï':^:;^y?i-:ïï:
liiiiiiil;iti(»i(; Ki-w MflWhl KRircv", loin ut' ' '•"'• ••[;•;
tiii¡iluyiiijirt [iiiiiotluípiiiii.

With Optimixndon:
IUGU postiive

With niiitgaiinn:

. • .

'

;

•.•. •.•'...

With mitigation:

FJtA'n¿n«g4((vc "...."'
mill rd.fucií «vfiiiy ûf Mi^niit but
"
'

DenJ Storage Level
Without mitigation1,
MODERATE negative
Sliort/iiiediiiitiliiLii inipji.1 on ¡irtuJüctiiJii i

j With ftiitigalion:
L O W ncKiMive

lnvl would IH;
mUnitjIitJ.

'A/PACT5.-A rise In the wattit
level of the dam will result in the
UMtndation of productive land used

No i

N o inip:>ct

I'lill

HIGH Hcyalivt

:

Impact Un [ijunjry 'jul.iiiïttJ

MODIüICATIC til L ( ) W n'egiUivc
MiLi^iliuii wiiiilJ l i ü i i t í tlic K v e r i t y (jrini|Micli,

1SÍPACT 6: The decontissioning of
(he dam may result in ¡he Am1 of
the ['Ha occiifantalis- species
(freshwater snails), which would
elimínale a potential economic and
subsistence opportunity.

Wirhnut optimisatio
L O W positive
I'ultnlial io.ni(..fiiic mul Ï
oppoMtiiiily hul liitiilid il

Without optimisation:
I I.(Î\V positive
I'lKi'iiliil eL-uiitpiniL1 um! iiil)siiiíHL-e o|>(Hirtunily
Lut l i m i t s tiiMiilnilionol'ihciiJCCieï .

! ||'Í7/J Optimisation:

With Optimisation

¡i ith mitigationUNCERTAIN

UNCKHTAIN
[•\irUiLT inveüiij.itio» into

t

\

JK*\

f*

Without instigation;
LOW mantive

Without amigan
IMPACT?: The economic
opportunities associated with the
MOnr.uATici
¡Ian) Jiuiy result in the influx oj non- !'i)[i;iil¡j| In 11111. i L- r In
local labour. This nun' have
rtisaantttl .wctnl efji'ds such ai
competition fur economic
opportunities ami ennjhets between j
¡he local population ami :h¿ nonlocal labour.

! ; uii!iL-r iiivvilii;,!!]";! inlo i'.it

Without mitigation•
¡ MÜDEItATK iieg;itivtí

L O W nejîiïtiv
Mj:iJi;e[iiCT!t fu\ ,
:.*JS

WIJI.!,) , [jvi'l

Nu ¡nipiic

\\^-.\.

Table 2 (conO
iiïnië'rçst.gil:;^:^^
in Zone* A
ml II who own

ili»C lllí
mU.g.

ht* Ml Kfvitui
lit ire •

KXMdililkidg
wittr, \\tt\W\

Sci*n;ir|ü 2

Scenario I
Present Level

Ufciiic-iit'

IMPACTS: A change in the leva!
of the. dam may impact on the
grtiiing land adjacent to the dam.

IMPACT9: Various freshwater
snails ore found in the dam, 7?i#
management scenarios may a/fccl
Oté distribution of the freshwater
nantis, which will have ¡in
associated impact on the incidence
ofsitaii-bartte diseases such os
bilharzia in humans and tiverfluke
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water related diseases associated
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Description of the l';nly

- Issues «nil Concerns

1'nrty
4

Department of Water
Affairs f/JH'/i;

The IntlV.' water supply division of
DWA is the proponent of the
upgrading project. The aim of
upgrading Ilie Olnsh.inilja Dam is lo
improve surety of walcr supply to
the reyiiin.'d water netwotks.

30 Households located
within the full rapacity
level of the dam

'I'licse homesteads (dwelling and the
agricultural field) are located either
partially or completely within the
level of lull capacity level (1106
m.a.s.1).

* A rise in the water level would
partially or completely inundate
Ihese homesteads.
* These households would have to be
relocated and/or compensaled.

Elao and l:¡ialela
iiuiiki'.t gardens

These gardens grow Iresh produce
which is sold in ilie local
settlements and in some of the
regional centres. Tlie gardens are

* A lise in the water level would
result in the inundation of the
¡gardens.
* A decrease in the water level or

.s'iiii.'iicd mi flic iiimit.-iji.iie banks of

( l i e (Jí.-coimiii.s.siOfiíiig iff d i e d a m ,

[lie dam and are entirely dependant
on die dam tor water to irrigate
their crops.

would a dec t their access lo
water.

Directly concerned wiili all ¡ispi'Cts

of the project,
* DWA's pelicular interest is to
improve the surely of water supply
to the regions of northern Namibia.

Households who utilise
the dam far drinkinp,,
household and livestock
purposes

These households are situated
primarily in Zones A but also in
Zones I! and C on lhe eastern side
of the dam. (Refer to Pig. .1).

* The poor tjuality water in the dam
negatively alfects the health of
these people.
* If the dain is decommissioned they
would lose their primary source of
water.

People who ore
dependant on the Juut
for fis/tin i;

People fish lor subsistence and
income generating purposes. The
lisliermau residing ;K l;pa!ela
township are generally involved in
commercial líshiiir; while [lie
households are involved in
subsistence lislum!.

* Changes in the water level may
affect (he fish populations, which
would affect peoples' fishing
activities.
* Decommissioning of the dam
would result in (lie loss of a food
source and the loss of a somce of
income.

Load and regional
communities affected by
impacts on the. market

Local communities obtain fish and
fresh piiiduce from Hunda, Onesi
and I"palcl:i. Regional communities
buy their fiesh produce at Oshakaii,

* A decline in supplies and fiesh
produce to Ihese centres will result
in a decrease/loss of a food souice
to (he people who buy llit:se
supplies.

RIML;UI:I, t.Jinl.m^w.i, Oiul>;il;uiUi
and Tsaiuli.

People who retfuue
access to ¡hi' opposite
silk' of the ¡¡am

1'enplc living on both sides of (he

dam, but particularly those who do
not live close lo the access points
( w í l ' and soiiili walls) and those
ilie peuple living on the eastern side
of the d.un (facilities and s e i v k e s
;ne limitei!).

/ du'

Peuple iiiilising ihe wafer from the
rJt.'ik.i ;IIK) OIusli,'Niíliít'OÈOngo c.in:il
fKMwoiks for iloniestic con.-iuinpiion
:un.l livestock wnicniH';,

;\rt-' I'nur d;iy ci'mics in ilii
.iron !i;vm'ly (IIL- M;I!I;III(.MIL',
a, (.)i¡esi ;IMÜ Osl);\:iln cliiiies.

I:.UMKI;I i1; ¡i lürj'c scale íii;íicultun!
I prtijet't wliicli is dependam on ihe.
; Juilk wcitct .supply .íysieni for
: ¡irii^iiDii purpuses.

* The dam obstructs access to
facilities and services provided at
Hun'da and Onesi.
* Interaction between fajuily and
friends living on opposite sides of
(lie dam is í."onstr;üikHl.

* H i e tegioiial users are dependant on
a surely of water supply in tJie bulk
water supply network.
* Changes in the operation of
Oiusiwmlja Dam may lia.ve
;issoci;i(ed iniplicatùïns Tor die bulk
water supply network, and thus lot
flic useis of this netwotk.
* These clinics have to alieiul ¡0 the
water r d a t c d discuses ¡i.'isociaieti

with Olushaiulja Dam,
f

/ \ n i]JLTL*nse in iJie JJJÍIÍLJCIICÍÍ of"
disfasc lmxy put ¡itltled pressure on
dur t l i n i t s .

h

!n time, the projeet will utilise up
tu 2 m \ ' s (from lhe total of úni 1 /^
.ilíSíracied from C.ilueque). Tliis
may have 'nnjthCiUiuiis for water
sup.ply in (he hulk wiiiei1 siipfily
IK I l^^•^H k .

+

iciip^f Nature
^i

huuscd

wi'J

t and
OUIJ^rtll,

\\\-sl

SWAWIÍK

is ¡eijaÜy

les

fpï ¡lie ('¡•'•..'laiinn c i l h e
I.XlUl .

P-linida would benefit l'ami au
iiu'rease in the surety n!" supply
ufiered by Oiusliandja Hani,

* NniuU' Coiiservaiioiis' ¡¡tierest is
the protection and i n a n a m n n u ui
ilie hirdJiíü fount! ,i¡ Oluilianí! 1 '
Dam.
* S W A W H K a r : ; n ; : s (iiat b o t h ' h e
C ; í h i e i ¡ u : : ; i i u j Ü l i i ' - ï i a n d i a !),L:I¡"> M--:
i i u : ¡ l i ; ; ! í . ' i ! l IIÎ.:',-:UI>-.- ^ 1 f::'- :':•..'>:'.
e 1 . : ! f H ; r a í i ' : H ] = "•. s s •_• s .

